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Abstract: Multiphase machines are very convenient for applications that require high reliability. In
this two-part survey, the state of the art about fault tolerance in multiphase drives is reviewed. In
Part 1, an overview including numerous fault types was presented, along with fundamental notions
about multiphase drives. Here, in Part 2, the focus is placed on phase/switch open-circuit (OC) faults
in particular, which have received the most attention in the literature. Phase OC failures involve OCs
in stator phases or in converter-machine connections, and switch/diode OCs are frequently dealt with
similarly or identically. Thanks to the phase redundancy of multiphase drives, their operation can be
satisfactorily continued under a certain number of OCs. Nonetheless, the procedure to follow for this
purpose is far from unique. For given OC fault conditions, numerous fault-tolerant possibilities can
be found in the literature, each of them with different advantages and disadvantages. Moreover, a
great variety of methods have also been devised to detect and diagnose phase/switch OC failures so
that, as soon as possible, the most appropriate fault-tolerance measures are applied. Thus, given the
broad literature about tolerance to phase/switch OC faults in multiphase drives, the survey presented
here is expected to be of great interest for the research community and industry.

Keywords: derating factor; dual three-phase; fault diagnosis; fault tolerance; five phase; motor drives;
multiphase machines; stator winding configurations; topologies; variable speed drives; voltage-source
converters

1. Introduction

Multiphase (n-phase) machines are very attractive for applications where high reliabil-
ity is sought, such as electric vehicles of various kinds (including aerospace ones) [1–5] and
standalone/off-shore generation [6]. Not surprisingly, the literature about fault tolerance
in multiphase drives has not ceased to increase, especially during the last years.

In Part 1 of this two-part survey, the fundamentals about the categories of multiphase
machines and converters were given, a general overview about the potential faults and
about the preferred topologies in multiphase drives was presented, and the publications
concerning most fault types (except phase/switch OCs) were surveyed in detail. Never-
theless, since phase/switch OCs are by far the most commonly addressed failures in the
literature, more space is devoted specifically to them here, in Part 2.

The general classification of faults in ac drives from Part 1 is reproduced in Figure 1
for the sake of convenience. As illustrated in this figure, OC faults can arise in different
parts of an ac drive, because of numerous possible reasons. For instance, the connections
(lines) between stator terminals and converter legs may suffer OC as a consequence of the
same causes that give rise to high-resistance connections (see Part 1), that is, damage or con-
tamination of the contact surfaces, vibration, thermal cycling, and poor workmanship [7].
An OC failure may occur instead in a machine stator phase winding, due to similar origins
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as stator short-circuit (SC) faults, that is, mechanical, electrical, thermal, or environmental
stress [8]. Either of these situations (line or stator OC) result in practice in a phase OC, that
is, current flow is completely prevented through the phase affected by the OC. (In machines
with stator phase connections different from star, such as hexagon connection for n = 6, an
OC in a line does not imply OC (zero current) in a stator phase. Nevertheless, in general
the term “phase OC” is also used through the paper to refer to line OCs for the sake of
simplicity and generality. Note that star connection is by far the most common one. When
it is desired to refer to the specific case of line OC excluding stator phase OCs, the term
“line OC” is employed.)
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Figure 1. Types of faults in an ac drive.

In addition, as explained in Part 1, a phase OC can result from completely opening
such a phase (e.g., using fuses or bidirectional switches) as a remedy to many other kinds
of faults, such as switch OC/SC faults, high-resistance connections, current-sensor faults,
or isolation of converter module (in modular drive) because of failures in its dc link, control
unit, power supply, and so on. These conversions from other faults into phase OCs are
illustrated by brown dashed lines in Figure 1. Furthermore, switch OC or switch-gating
failures such that the respective free-wheeling diodes still conduct can be treated as phase
OCs assuming that the diode conduction behaves as a disturbance rejected by closed-loop
current control, even if the faulty converter leg is not isolated (provided other switch(es) of
such leg(s) are turned off) [9].

The publications addressing all these scenarios of phase OCs (or equivalent) are
surveyed here, in Part 2. The causes (already discussed), detection methods, and tolerance
approaches of phase OC faults are summarized in Figure 2.

There are nonetheless many cases where faults are not handled as phase OCs. Most of
them are not OC failures, and they have already been addressed in Part 1. There are also
some publications where OC faults in switches are not treated as phase OCs either; they are
reviewed here in Part 2 as well. Open-switch faults can be due to multiple different reasons,
including overcurrent, electrical/thermal stress, failures in gating signals, and so on [10,11].
The detection and tolerance techniques for these faults are also in agreement with the
classification displayed in Figure 2. In any case, it should be emphasized that, due to the
aforesaid reasons, only some of the publications about fault detection in multiphase drives
distinguish between switch and phase OC faults, and practically none of those about fault
tolerance do (with just a few exceptions [9,12–17]).

As shown in Figure 2, the diagnosis methods of phase/switch OC faults may be
divided into model-based (MB), knowledge-based (KB), or signal-based (SB) ones [18].
Concerning tolerance to OC failures, specific control methods have been developed for
this purpose in the literature, because conventional ones are not suitable for operation
under these faults. These particular control strategies can be enabled after fault detection
and reconfiguration (traditional approach) [6], or they can be already operating in healthy
conditions and provide natural fault tolerance without reconfiguration (recent trend) [19].
On the other hand, with regard to the drive topology, the redundancy offered by the
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number of phases permits a satisfactory postfault performance without resorting to special
topologies. Nevertheless, it is sometimes convenient to install certain drive topologies
(converter, stator phase/neutral connections, etc.) that provide better postfault performance
(e.g., in terms of achievable output power) [20–22], or to reconfigure the drive in this manner
once the fault arises [23–25]. The literature is broadly classified in this regard in Table 1.
There are also a few papers about tolerance to phase/switch OC faults that do not fit in this
general classification, including some focused on machine design [26–38] or on machine
modeling [39–42]. Note that many of these publications were also discussed in Part 1
concerning other types of faults.

Phase OC

Causes Detection Tolerance

Control  Drive topologyConversion of 
other faults

Stator OCConnection OC Model‐
based

Knowledge
‐based

May differ substantially from n=3 (in existing literature)

Signal
‐based

Other (see Figure 1) Switch OC With recon‐
figuration

Without recon‐
figuration

With recon‐
figuration

Without recon‐
figuration

Figure 2. Causes, detection methods, and tolerance approaches for phase OC faults (or similar) in
multiphase drives.

Table 1. General classification of references about tolerance to phase/switch OCs in multiphase
drives. Survey papers and books are not included in this table.

Tolerant Control Tolerant Drive Topologies
References Detection With Reconfiguration Without Reconfiguration * With Reconfiguration † Without Reconfiguration ‡

[18,43–62] ! × × × ×
[63–72] ! ! × × ×
[15] ! ! × × !

[73,74] ! × ! × ×
[75] ! × × × !

[5,9,16,17,76–218] × ! × × ×
[219] × ! ! × ×
[220] × ! ! × !

[24,25,221–227] × ! × ! ×
[23,228] × ! × ! !

[12–14,20–22,229–252] × ! × × !

[19,253–259] × × ! × ×
[260] × × ! × !

[261–264] × × × ! ×
[231,265–286] × × × × !

Section 2 3 3.6 4.2 4.1

* Using V/f control without reconfiguration is not included, because of the significant torque ripple. † Isolating a
faulty VSC leg/switch by a fuse or bidirectional switch is not considered reconfiguration. ‡ !is assigned to this
column only if significant details are given about the postfault performance depending on the topology.

The remainder of Part 2 is organized as follows (note that the table of contents of
the paper is included in the pdf file as bookmarks). The existing detection methods of
phase/switch OC faults are reviewed in Section 2. The control techniques for OC-fault
tolerance are addressed in Section 3. The drive topologies for improving the tolerance
to OC failures are discussed in Section 4. The conclusions of Part 2 are summarized in
Section 5. Abbreviations are listed at the end.
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2. Detection of Phase/Switch OC Faults

As previously mentioned, phase/switch OC faults can be regarded as one of the most
usual electrical failures in ac drives [2], and for this reason a significant number of works are
focused on the diagnosis of this undesired incident [15,18,43–75]. The detection of OC faults
and the identification of the affected phases have typically been mandatory tasks in order to
ensure a proper postfault reconfiguration [6]. An exceptional scenario exists when the fault
tolerance is achieved without fault diagnosis and postfault reconfiguration, but this case
is discussed independently later, in Section 3.6. Furthermore, if the OC situation emerges
as a consequence of the detection and tolerant procedure of other faults (see Figure 1),
as discussed in Part 1, then the diagnosis of the OC is not necessary either. Nonetheless,
tolerance to OCs based on OC-fault diagnosis and adequate reconfiguration is still common
in current multiphase drives, as shown by the fact that most of these detection methods
were proposed during the last five years [15,18,44–47,50–52,54–62,71–75].

As for other kinds of failures, strictly speaking, the diagnosis may consist of fault
detection, fault-type identification, and location (e.g., faulty phase/switch) [287]. Notwith-
standing, in many of the diagnosis methods available in the literature of multiphase drives,
the three goals are achieved simultaneously.

In order to offer OC-fault identification, in general, the following three main ap-
proaches can be found in the literature [18]:

• Model-based (MB) methods: an observer using a system model is employed to identify
the faults, for example, when the measured signals deviate from the ones predicted for
a healthy drive. No extra hardware is required, but to obtain adequate performance,
a high accuracy is necessary in the model, which is particularly difficult when the
electrical parameters change with operating conditions.

• Knowledge-based (KB) methods: the fault diagnosis is attained using advanced
algorithms such as neural networks, deep-learning technologies, or similar strategies,
based on historic values (knowledge) from the system. Although this alternative
does not require an accurate model, the computational burden is often excessive for
real-time implementation.

• Signal-based (SB) methods: the symptoms that some signals exhibit under failures
are exploited to diagnose the fault. For this purpose, voltage or current signals may
be monitored. If the current signals are employed, the fault is identified using only
sensors that commonly exist for closed-loop control. The special behavior of the
monitored signals in case of faults may be indirectly excited by the active injection
of certain suitable signals, which some authors define as an additional category of
diagnosis techniques [288].

This general classification is also suitable for diagnosis of faults other than OCs, such
as those surveyed in Part 1. In any case, concerning multiphase drives, phase/switch OC
failures are the only ones for which several detection methods can be found for each of
these three classes. Nearly all the diagnosis techniques reviewed in Part 1 were SB. The
main characteristics of the existing detection approaches for phase/switch OC faults in
multiphase drives are summarized in Table 2. From this table, it can be observed that some
MB [43–46,63–65] and KB [45–47,66] solutions for OC identification are available, even
though SB ones [15,18,44,48–62,65,67–75] are the most popular by far.

Before analyzing the works displayed in Table 2, it is necessary to acknowledge the
desirable features of an ideal online fault-detection strategy. In this regard, the following
five requirements were postulated in [54], in the context of OC faults.

(R1) Use of non-invasive techniques and lack of extra hardware (e.g., voltage sensors).
(R2) Obtain short detection times (less than a fundamental period), so that the effects of

torque ripple, vibrations, and large currents are reduced.
(R3) Avoid complexity and high implementation effort.
(R4) Independence from operating conditions (e.g., load value, transients, etc.).
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(R5) Independence from control strategy and/or machine parameters (without adding
parameter observers).

With these requirements in mind, the evolution of multiphase phase/switch-OC
detection methods can be reviewed in detail next, following the order from Table 2 and
according to the aforementioned three classes: MB (Section 2.1), KB (Section 2.2), and SB
(Section 2.3) techniques.

Table 2. Methods for detecting phase/switch OC faults (Section 2) in multiphase applications in
the literature.

Type of Requirements OC Fault ph. Additional MonitoredReferences Electric Drive Approach R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 Type Location Faults Detected Current

Salehifar et al. [43] 5-ph. PMSM MB Yes Yes Yes Yes No Ph./sw. Yes No Phase
Salehifar et al. [63] 5-ph. PMSM MB Yes Yes No Yes No Ph./sw. Yes No Phase
Salehifar et al. [64] 5-ph. PMSM MB Yes Yes Yes Yes No Ph./sw. Yes Switch SC Phase
Salehifar et al. [65] 5-ph. PMSM MB & SB Yes No * Yes Yes No Ph./sw. Yes No Phase
Gonçalves et al. [44] Asym. 6-ph. PMSM MB Yes − † Yes Yes No Phase Yes High-resistance x-y
Gonçalves et al. [44] Asym. 6-ph. PMSM SB Yes − † Yes Yes Yes Phase Yes High-resistance x-y
Torabi et al. [45] 5-ph. IM MB & KB Yes Yes No Yes Yes Ph./sw. Yes No Phase §

Torabi et al. [46] NPC 5-ph. IM MB & KB Yes Yes No Yes Yes Ph./sw. Yes No Phase §

Olivieri [66] 5-ph. PMSM KB Yes No No Yes No Phase Yes No α1-β1
Yao et al. [47] 5-ph. PMSM KB Yes No No No No Phase Yes Current sensor d1
Meinguet et al. [48] 5-ph. PMSM SB Yes No Yes Yes Yes Ph./sw. Yes No Phase
Various [49,50,67–69] Any SB Yes No Yes Yes Yes Phase Yes No Phase
Jiang et al. [70] Sym. 6-ph. PMSM SB Yes No Yes Yes Yes Phase Yes Stator SC Phase
Mesai-Ahmed et al. [51] Asym. 6-ph. IM SB Yes No Yes Yes Yes Ph./sw. Yes No Phase
Wen et al. [52] 3-sector 9-ph. PMSM SB Yes Yes Yes No No Phase No No Phase
Meinguet et al. [53] 5-ph. PMSM SB Yes No Yes No No Phase No No α1-β1
Duran et al. [54] Asym. 6-ph. IM SB Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Phase Yes No α1-β1 & a x-y
Gonzalez-Prieto et al. [71] 5-ph. IM SB Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Ph./sw. Yes No α1-β1 & x-y
Kong et al. [55] 5-ph. PMSM SB Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Ph./sw. Yes No α1-β1 & x-y
Farag et al. [56] Sym. 6-ph. IM SB Yes No Yes Yes Yes Ph./sw. Yes High-res., bars Ph., α1-β1 & x-y
Arafat et al. [57] 5-ph. PMSM SB Yes − † Yes Yes Yes Phase No High-resistance α1-β1 & x-y
Chen et al. [58] 5-ph. PMSM SB Yes No No Yes Yes Ph./sw. Yes No α1-β1 & x-y
Trabelsi et al. [59] 5-ph. PMSM SB Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Ph./sw. Yes No Ph., α1-β1 & x-y
Trabelsi et al. [60] 5-ph. PMSM SB Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Ph./sw. Yes No Ph., α1-β1 & x-y
Gonçalves et al. [61] Asym. 6-ph. PMSM SB Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Phase Yes No x-y
Gonçalves et al. [62] Asym. 6-ph. PMSM SB Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Phase Yes High-resistance x-y
Moraes et al. [75] Series Sym. 6-ph. PMSMs SB Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Ph./sw. Yes No α1-β1
Wang et al. [15] T-type VSC, As. 6-ph. PMSM SB No No * No Yes Yes Ph./sw. Yes Switch SC x-y
Guo et al. [18] Sym. 6-ph. PMSM SB Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Switch Yes No α1-β1 & x-y
Wang et al. [72] Asym. 6-ph. PMSM SB Yes No * Yes Yes Yes Ph./sw. Yes Various sensors x-y & ph.
Salas-Biedma et al. [74] 5-ph. IM SB Yes Yes Yes Yes No ‡ Ph./sw. Yes High-resistance α1-β1 & x-y
Entrambasaguas et al. [73] Asym. 6-ph. IM SB Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Phase No No α1-β1 & x-y

* A fundamental period is required for fault-type identification or location, although its occurrence is detected
sooner. † The detection time is not provided. ‡ The detection of high-resistance connections, which is the main
contribution with respect to [71], is based on the absence of closed-loop x-y control. § The gate drive signals are
also monitored.

2.1. MB Detection Methods

In a paper from 2014 [43], an MB approach is suggested by Salehifar et al. to localize
open-switch faults in voltage source converters (VSCs) supplying five-phase permanent-
magnet synchronous machines (PMSMs). This algorithm estimates the fundamental and
third-order components of each phase current by employing a machine model. These
estimates are compared with the measured phase currents so that the fault situation is
detected when the corresponding error (residue) is large. The method can distinguish
between faults in the upper or lower switches of a leg by means of the respective residue
sign. It is insensitive to operating conditions thanks to the use of a dynamic threshold,
but an accurate machine model is required (adaptive identification based on recursive
least squares is adopted). Therefore, despite the acceptable abilities of this solution [43] to
localize OC faults, the requirement R5 cannot be satisfied, as shown in Table 2.

The same authors present in [63] a new MB OC-fault detection strategy, where a
sliding-mode observer is implemented to predict the phase currents. In order to localize
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the fault occurrence, the real and estimated phase currents are compared using a cross-
correlation factor, instead of a simple subtraction (residue), which would be more prone
to false alarms. This technique permits the identification of multiple open-switch and
open-phase faults. Nevertheless, it is relatively complex, and the machine parameters
should be estimated to suitably adapt the proposed current observer; thus, R3 and R5 are
not fulfilled.

In [64], a simpler current observer is adopted, based on applying an integral term to
each of the phase-current errors. In this case, the observer is employed to locate the failure,
and the fault alarm is priorly triggered if the cost function of a current finite-control-set
model predictive control (FCS-MPC) yields an error over a certain threshold. Switch/phase
OCs and switch SCs are distinguished by whether the corresponding phase current is zero
or not. However, regarding R5, this current observer also relies on the knowledge of the
machine parameters. Moreover, this technique [64] is only suitable when using a particular
type of FCS-MPC (further discussed in Section 3.4.2).

The scheme presented in [65] is a combination of an MB approach for the detection
and an SB one for localization. For the former, two cost functions are calculated. Both
are computed as the squared error between reference and predicted phase currents, with
the latter being obtained from a machine model and the VSC voltage vector that yields
the larger current error. One of these cost functions (also used for current FCS-MPC) is
much more sensitive to the fault occurrence than the other one. Accordingly, the fault
alarm is set when the difference between the pair of values from the two cost functions
is large. Concerning the location process, it is performed by using a fault index for each
phase, as a function of the reference and measured currents. Given that this method is
designed for use in conjunction with FCS-MPC and not other types of control, R5 is not
satisfied. Furthermore, regarding R2, the location of a phase OC may take about one
fundamental cycle.

Another MB diagnosis strategy has recently been proposed by Gonçalves et al. in [44],
for an asymmetrical six-phase PMSM. The errors between the predicted x-y currents of
a model predictive control (MPC) and the measured currents are employed to localize
open-phase faults and high-resistance connections. In addition, an alternative SB method
is also developed for MPC, but in this case the fault indices are defined based on the x-y
error in the tracking of the reference currents. The capability of both techniques to identify
the aforementioned faults in the drive is confirmed by experimental results. Unfortunately,
the detection time is omitted. Consequently, the requirement R2 (short detection time) is
not guaranteed, as reflected in Table 2. It can also be noted that the SB variant is expected
to be valid for other controllers (meeting R5), but not the MB one.

2.2. KB Detection Methods

Concerning KB methods for OC-fault detection [45–47,66], significant complexity and
high implementation effort are commonly necessary. For this reason, the requirement
R3 is not usually achieved when a KB strategy is selected for diagnosis (see Table 2).
Additionally, the fault detection response can also be slower than for SB techniques, since a
large amount of data is normally needed to identify the fault occurrence [47,66]. Different
KB fault-detection methods have been implemented in five-phase drives.

For instance, in [45], Torabi et al. employ an adaptive self-recurrent wavelet neural
network to identify faults symptoms by monitoring the gate drive signals from pulsewidth
modulation (PWM) and the actual phase currents. The solution from this work is hybrid,
because the applied KB approach is implemented in conjunction with a nonlinear model of
the machine in order to predict the motor currents corresponding to healthy conditions.
Regarding its performance, the fault is detected in less than one millisecond, despite
implementing a KB approach. Fault location is provided using a fault classifier.

Next, in [46], the same authors apply a modification of this concept to a three-level
diode neutral-point-clamped (NPC) inverter, in which the faulty switch is localized by a
semi-supervised fuzzy clustering algorithm that integrates simulation and experimental
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data. Fault detection is more challenging with multilevel VSCs because the effect of switch
failures on the output waveform is less significant, and a certain observed anomaly can be
caused by different redundant switching states. In spite of these challenges, experimental
results show that with this method a fault can be detected and localized in an interval
shorter than one millisecond.

Olivieri [66] presents a technique to identify the occurrence of a phase OC fault in
an encoderless five-phase PMSM. To this end, a feed-forward neural network is devised,
where the α1-β1 motor currents are used as inputs. With the proposed structure, only single
open-phase faults can be diagnosed, and a greater number of neural networks would be
needed to identify multiple phase faults.

Concerning the most recent KB solution [47], Yao et al. develop a fault-diagnosis
method for five-phase marine current generators. On the one hand, empirical mode
decomposition and Hilbert transform is applied for fault detection. On the other hand,
variable-parameter particle swarm optimization is employed for fault-type identification
and location, with the parameters being adapted by a support vector machine. The input
signal is the projection of the α1-β1 current onto the direct axis of the synchronous reference
frame, that is, d1. The kind of fault is identified based on the pattern of this current.
Addressing the robustness for different operating conditions (i.e., R5) is left for future work.
As a significant advantage, this technique also diagnoses current-sensor faults.

2.3. SB Detection Methods

As shown in Table 2, SB fault-detection methods have been widely carried out using
vector space decomposition (VSD) components [15,18,44,53–62,71–75], although monitor-
ing just the phase currents has also been suggested for this purpose [48–52,67–70], especially
in older papers. In a 2012 publication [48], Meinguet et al. propose the localization of
open-phase faults by quantifying the imbalance of the phase currents, exploiting the fact
that these signals are more affected by the occurrence of a fault than the main (α1-β1) VSD
subspace. The fault is identified after several fundamental cycles. Alternatively, since an
open-phase failure is characterized by null current in the damaged phase, a trivial solution
to diagnose a phase OC is to check if the average during a certain period of any phase-
current absolute [70] or squared [49,50,67–69] value is approximately zero. Unfortunately,
this technique could also be relatively slow, because the detection takes at least as much
time as the interval that is necessary for computing the average (e.g., a fundamental cycle).
Moreover, false alarms can be triggered when the machine operates with small current
magnitudes [48], especially near zero crossings if one attempts to set a short averaging
time. Another method based on averaging current values was recently proposed by Mesai-
Ahmed et al. [51] for asymmetrical six-phase IM drives. This technique calculates the
average absolute values and the average values of the measured currents over a fundamen-
tal period, and provides a set of normalized numerical signatures to detect and localize
the faulty devices. It is capable of identifying up to 54 different fault scenarios, involving
multiple phase/switch OC faults, with no need for detection thresholds or tuning. How-
ever, R2 is not fulfilled either. Although phase currents can exhibit these limitations when
monitored, Wen et al. recently proposed in [52] a fault-detection method based on them
for identifying the sector affected by an OC fault, in a three-sector nine-phase PMSM. The
alarm is set when the instantaneous (not average) absolute value of a phase current is lower
than a threshold while the current error of said phase (with respect to its control reference)
is large. Simulation and experimental results confirm its effectiveness for detecting single-
or three-phase OC faults in one or two sectors. However, the current-measurement ripple,
which depends on the drive and operating conditions, needs to be considered in the design
to avoid false alarms (R4 and R5 are not met). Moreover, it is not suitable if it is desired to
keep using the healthy phases of a sector with a single-phase OC, because the particular
faulty phase within the sector is not found.

In spite of the low sensitivity of the main VSD subspace identified in [48], the analysis
of the VSD components has been in fact the most popular option for the diagnosis of
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OC failures in multiphase systems. Many of these methods take advantage of the high
sensitivity offered by the x-y subspaces (see Table 2).

Meinguet et al. [53] proposed a fault-detection method where the ratio between the
negative and positive sequences of the α1-β1 fundamental currents is employed to detect
open-phase faults. The criterion to identify a phase OC is defined using a cumulative sum
control chart algorithm. Unfortunately, the performance of the fault-detection index is
affected by the machine speed and the controller gains, and as a consequence, the require-
ments R4 and R5 are not fulfilled. Moreover, other faults that cause α1-β1 imbalance, such
as eccentricity [289,290] or stator SCs [291,292], may lead to misdiagnosis. The secondary
VSD subspaces, which could be useful for preventing this problem and finding clearer
symptoms, are not exploited.

Taking advantage of the inherent secondary (x-y) subspaces of multiphase machines,
Duran et al. [54] introduce an open-phase detection method for an asymmetrical six-phase
induction machine (IM) driven by rotor field-oriented control (RFOC). The fault indices are
derived considering the phase-OC condition (null current through the damaged phase) and
the six-phase VSD transformation. Monitoring the x-y currents instead of the per-phase
ones facilitates attaining fast and robust detection. This fault-detection method can be
extended to different multiphase drives and control strategies, as illustrated in [71] for a
five-phase IM driven by current FCS-MPC. Moreover, the developed fault indices allow
the detection of open-switch faults as well [71]. In fact, these same fault locators may be
employed to identify the specific OC switch, by just carrying out some additional non-
complex analysis/operations [55,56]. For example, Kong et al. [55] reformulate the fault
indices proposed in [71] and study the polarity of the secondary VSD components to obtain
this extra information about the fault in a five-phase PMSM drive. Farag et al. [56] applied
analogous fault-detection indices to a symmetrical six-phase IM, and additionally proposed
the estimation of the average phase current after the fault detection to distinguish between
phase/switch OCs and to achieve the location of the specific faulty switch. Consequently,
although the fault detection time is short, its location takes more than one fundamental cycle.
This technique [56] is able to diagnose broken rotor bars and high-resistance connections
as well. It is also worth noting that the SB procedure proposed in [44] as an alternative
to an MB one (see Section 2.1) also relies on the x-y currents and detects high-resistance
connections, but the transient response has not been assessed so far.

Other publications present methods developed on the basis of the so-called symmetri-
cal component theory [57,58], which is actually equivalent to distinguishing between the
positive and negative sequences within the VSD subspaces [293]. In particular, in [57,58]
the pattern of the symmetrical components of the stator current is employed to identify
single and double OC faults in five-phase PMSMs. Arafat et al. [57] defined two fault
indices as a function of the amplitude of the current symmetrical components. However,
the measured currents need to be filtered to extract the fundamental component and its
sequences, and no information about fault detection time is provided in the paper. In the
case of Chen et al. [58], the diagnosis is performed based on the phase angle of the α1-β1
current space vector (SV) over a fundamental period; namely, on the deviation from its ex-
pected value. This deviation is oscillating in the case of OC fault. Given that a fundamental
cycle is required, R2 is not fulfilled, as indicated in Table 2.

However, many of these SB procedures assume that the current in the x-y plane(s) is
nearly zero in healthy conditions. In contrast, some authors devised phase/switch-OC
diagnosis SB methods that exploit the x-y current symptoms with robustness to harmonics
(e.g., third) in the current references [60,62] or in the PMSM back-EMF [59–62]. These
techniques satisfy the five requirements R1–R5, as shown in Table 2. Trabelsi et al. [59]
proposed to calculate the centroid of the x-y current trajectory during a fundamental
period, and locate a single-switch OC by means of its phase angle. Phase OCs are found
by checking whether the mean absolute value of the phase current is zero during a certain
interval, similarly to other aforementioned papers [49,50,67–70]. In spite of the averaging,
the faults are detected in a brief time; this implies that the phase-current mean is computed
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over a short interval, which could aggravate the risk of false alarms at zero crossings
when the current is low [48]. The signals are normalized by the two-norm of the VSD
currents, to achieve independence from operating conditions. Later, the same authors
presented another technique in [60], with greater robustness to the third harmonic in the
back-EMF and in the current references (for increasing torque). New indices are derived
for detecting single-switch OCs based on the VSD components of not only the measured
currents, but also of their control references. Phase OCs are identified analogously to
the preceding work [59]. To ensure R4, suitable normalization is applied, and the ratio
between the first two back-EMF harmonics is considered for selecting the thresholds. More
recently, Gonçalves et al. [61] implemented fault indices based on the mean value and the
amplitude of the second current harmonic with respect to a rotor-oriented frame within
the x-y plane. Integration of VSD variables is performed during half a fundamental cycle,
avoiding the averaging of phase currents and the associated risks. Simulation results have
demonstrated the ability of the method to detect open-phase faults in asymmetrical six-
phase PMSMs. Although fifth and seventh back-EMF/deadtime harmonics are considered,
null current references are assumed in the x-y plane. In this regard, the same authors
improve this method in [62], where the non-zero current references are taken into account,
and high-resistance connections are also diagnosed. Later, it is further enhanced in [44] so
that the values of increased resistance are estimated, and smaller resistance imbalance can
be detected.

The potential of the x-y signals of multiphase machines to be employed in OC-
detection indices has also been confirmed in particular topologies such as series-connected
six-phase PMSMs (two-motor drive) [75] or T-type three-level VSCs [15], and even under
specific scenarios such as stator SCs [18]. In [75], Moraes et al. carry out the fault diagnosis
for the two-PMSM drive in two stages. In the first one, the fault is detected using a single
index, and in the second one, the fault is classified according to three fault indices. The
method developed by Wang et al. in [15] allows the detection of switch OCs, phase OCs,
and switch SCs in a T-Type three-phase VSC driving an asymmetrical six-phase PMSM.
First, an SB approach using two fault indices is applied. For this purpose, different postfault
features of the x-y currents are recognized. Then, an intervention-based diagnostic method
(exciting the affected leg) is employed to additionally distinguish between the various
kinds of faults. Since an invasive technique is necessary for this goal, the requirement R1
is not achieved. Finally, the strategy proposed by Guo et al. [18] for the identification of
single open-switch failures has been specifically designed for the scenario of a symmetrical
six-phase drive with two isolated neutral points under stator SC or OC. For this purpose,
the four VSD currents are employed as inputs to a look-up table (LUT), in which the
different fault situations are classified.

Wang et al. [72] have suggested a fault diagnosis approach considering five types
of failures, including those in the speed sensor, dc-link voltage sensor, or current sensor
(discussed in Part 1), as well as switch and stator OCs. MB strategies are designed to detect
failures in the speed and dc-link voltage sensors, whereas the other faults are localized
using an SB method. A three-step procedure has been designed to diagnose the problems
related to current, that is, open-phase, open-switch, and current-sensor faults. In the first
step, the amplitude of the x-y current SV is compared with a predefined threshold in order
to detect abnormal behavior caused by any of these faults. In the second step, the mean
values over a fundamental period of the current projection onto six axes within the x-y
plane are computed, and the lowest one permits discarding all fault scenarios except four.
These six axes correspond with the potential x-y current trajectories under these faults.
Finally, among the four possible scenarios obtained from the second step, the fault type
and location are established in the third step using twelve average absolute currents. These
indices are calculated with the positive and negative parts of each phase current. Thus, the
identification and location requires one fundamental cycle after the failure occurs.

Resistance dissymmetry due to high-resistance connections, already surveyed in Part 1,
can be considered as incipient OC faults. In fact, an open-phase failure could be understood
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as an extreme case of resistance dissymmetry. The appearance of this type of faults causes
certain imbalance in the phase currents, as it occurs in open-phase scenarios. This fact has
promoted the use of some diagnosis methods that are able to identify either OC faults or
high-resistance connections [44,56,57,62,74], most of which have just been discussed. In the
case of Salas-Biedma et al. [74], the proposed localization method, based on the current
imbalance, permits the identification of stator resistance dissymmetry and OCs with the
same fault indices. Namely, the distinction between both kinds of faults is performed
by analyzing the values obtained with the indices that were proposed for phase OCs
in [71]. However, the technique should only be applied without x-y closed-loop control,
as in natural (reconfigurationless) fault-tolerant strategies; otherwise, the symptoms of
high-resistance connections may be canceled by the controller.

In control schemes without postfault reconfiguration, the localization of the specific
OC phases is no longer a mandatory requirement, and it can therefore be omitted. Never-
theless, the OC fault situation needs to be identified to some extent in order to apply the
corresponding derating (reduction of maximum values) to the control references. In this
regard, Entrambasaguas et al. [73] develop a simple fault-detection method where a single
index distinguishes, while using natural fault-tolerant control, between three potential fault
scenarios (with single or double OC faults) that need different derating.

2.4. Concluding Remarks about Detection of Phase/Switch OC Faults

As previously discussed, three main types of fault diagnosis approaches (MB, KB, and
SB) have been explored in the literature to detect phase/switch OC faults. Nevertheless, in
agreement with a number of publications, SB strategies may be considered the preferred
alternative in multiphase drives. This solution generally avoids the dependence on model
parameters of MB techniques, as well as the complexity of KB ones.

Focusing on the existing SB methods, they are all based on the current signals, which
are typically available in the drive without installing extra sensors. Two principal trends can
be identified in the state of art. In the first one, it is checked whether the absolute/squared
value of each phase current is close to zero during a certain period. However, the detection
time is normally long due to the need to set a minimum interval for the averaging (e.g., a
fundamental period) [49,50,67–70], and false alarms may easily be triggered. The second
trend, more recent, involves monitoring the VSD currents (or current control errors). The
suitability of these components to be employed in the design of fault indices has been con-
firmed for multiple multiphase electric drives and control strategies [15,18,44,53–62,71–75].
In this regard, a special role is played by the x-y currents, since their values are decoupled
from the α1-β1 fundamental in healthy drives without filtering, and they normally change
to a great extent after the OC fault occurrence. In this manner, simple, fast, and robust
(to control type, parameters, and operating conditions) identification of OC faults can be
attained. Performing suitable normalization of the monitored signals is often important for
ensuring robustness for different operating conditions, as with other solutions. Nonetheless,
although the detection time is commonly shorter when VSD components are employed, a
certain moving average is still necessary, giving rise to a trade-off situation. On the one
hand, the selection of a long interval of integration avoids false alarms, but on the other
hand, the detection time is increased. Even though this situation is much less relevant for
reconfigurationless fault-tolerant strategies, in the case of standard postfault reconfigura-
tion, a fast identification of the OC failure is conventionally a mandatory requirement for
avoiding the detrimental fault effects as soon as possible. Moreover, most of the reported
approaches have not been tested under other failures, with the main exception, in several
instances, of high-resistance connections [44,56,57,62,74], which can be regarded as incipi-
ent OC faults. In particular, the detection of failures in the freewheeling diodes [294], such
as OC ones, has been largely ignored in multiphase drives. Furthermore, diagnosing switch
OCs in VSC topologies other than half-bridge (HB) ones has barely been addressed so far
either, aside from T-type and diode NPC VSCs in [15,46], respectively.
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Therefore, future research of multiphase methods for identifying OC failures could
be targeted at further reducing the required time without compromising robustness. De-
tection of switch OC faults in other attractive VSC topologies such as full-bridge (FB) and
multilevel ones is also of substantial interest. In addition, the design of comprehensive fault
diagnosis techniques, where numerous kinds of faults besides phase/switch OCs could be
distinguished by means of a unified procedure, may become a significant milestone in the
years to come.

3. Control Methods for Tolerating Phase/Switch OCs

In case a switch suffers an OC fault, instead of just detecting that there is an OC in a
certain phase or the respective leg, it is sometimes of interest to diagnose that a specific
switch is defective, as pointed out earlier. The information about the identified switch may
be helpful (e.g., for eventually replacing it). Accordingly, some of the bibliography about
OC diagnosis distinguishes between phase and switch OCs, as discussed in the preceding
section. In contrast, concerning fault tolerance, there are barely any publications [9,12–17]
where switch OCs are handled differently from phase OCs. In fact, a leg affected by a switch
OC is frequently isolated by opening a device in the corresponding line [20], resulting
in a phase OC, as indicated in Figures 1 and 2. Moreover, even if it is not, the behavior
associated with the free-wheeling diode conduction through the faulty leg can usually
be disregarded, provided the healthy switch(es) of said leg is/are turned off as well [9].
Therefore, the study about fault tolerance can be centered on phase OCs, as in most of the
literature. A phase OC introduces several important changes, related to each other, in the
drive behavior.

• Additional current constraints in the system, since the corresponding phase current
should be zero [21].

• Voltage disturbances, associated with the oscillation of the neutral-point voltage after
the fault (assuming star connection) [21,134].

• Coupling between the voltages and currents of different VSD subspaces [21].
• Reduction in the amount of available VSC voltage vectors [14,79,163].

The manner in which the drive control may be adapted to these postfault changes
depends on the kind of controller. In addition, the drive control is often comprised of
several parts, each of which may be modified when an OC fault occurs. For instance, many
of the existing control techniques rely on the VSD. The various possibilities regarding
the postfault VSD transform are first reviewed in Section 3.1. Fault tolerance with V/f
control is explained in Section 3.2. Direct torque control (DTC) and direct flux control (DFC)
are surveyed in Section 3.3. Then, RFOC is discussed extensively in Sections 3.4 and 3.5,
focused on the postfault modification of the RFOC inner current control method and of
the RFOC current references, respectively. The control schemes that do not need to be
reconfigured after faults are also surveyed along with the other ones through this section,
although their reconfigurationless nature is particularly addressed in Section 3.6. The
outline of this section is summarized in Table 3, as well as the classification of the references
according to these types of control. Note that in this table, some references are listed
in several lines simultaneously; for example, [67] is included in those corresponding to
multiple three-phase VSD, RFOC with multiple current d-q PI control, and RFOC generation
of current references by adaptive outer loop.

3.1. VSD Transform

A VSD transform is often employed in multiphase drives tolerant to OC faults, for
example, for generating current references, for performing current control, or for estimating
variables such as flux and torque (e.g., in DTC). Regarding the VSD transformation, there
are mainly three options in the literature (see Table 4):

• to use the general n-dimensional VSD transform (see Part 1) both before and after
the failure;
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• to replace said transformation matrix when the fault occurs with a reduced-order one,
whose dimension is decreased corresponding with the reduction in current DOFs;

• or to employ a three-phase VSD for each unit of a multi-three-phase drive, either in
prefault or postfault conditions.

Each of these alternatives is explained next.

Table 3. Classification of references (and paper sections/tables) about control methods for tolerating
phase/switch OCs (Section 3) in multiphase applications in the literature.

Type of Control (VSD, Controller, Current References, etc.) Section Table References

Using n-dimensional VSD 3.1.1 4 Many
Using reduced-order VSD 3.1.2 4 Many
Using multiple three-phase VSD 3.1.3 4 [67,69,70,92,94–97,99–101,114,222,244,245,253]
V/f control 3.2 5 [76,77,226,228–231,249,274,275]
DTC based on hysteresis and LUTs 3.3.1 6 [74,78–83,258]
DTC based on FCS-MPC 3.3.2 6 [84,86]
DTC based on PI + predictive control + PWM 3.3.3 6 [12,13,72,85,87]
DTC based on FCS-MPC + PWM 3.3.4 6 [88]
DFC 3.3.5 6 [91,92]
RFOC based on current d1-q1 PI control without x-y control using full-order VSD 3.4.1.1 7 [19,89,90,93,255]
RFOC based on multiple l-phase current d-q PI control 3.4.1.2 7 [67,69,70,94–97,99,114,222,244,253,260]
RFOC based on current d1-q1 PI control using reduced-order VSD 3.4.1.3 7 [98,102–113,115–124,208,221]
RFOC based on current dual-PI or PR control using full-order VSD 3.4.1.4 7 [5,17,20–25,80,81,125–140,227,232–234,237]
RFOC based on current d-q PI control per plane using full-order VSD 3.4.1.5 7 [141–146,224,237–239]
RFOC based on current d1-q1 PI and x-y stationary PI control using full-order VSD 3.4.1.6 7 [15,147,162,225]
RFOC based on current per-phase PI or PR control 3.4.1.7 7 [63,66,148–157,242]
RFOC based on current FCS-MPC 3.4.2 8 [9,64,65,71,73,80,134,158–161,163–169,256,257]
RFOC based on current deadbeat control 3.4.3 9 [14,16,170–172,210,259]
RFOC based on current hysteresis control 3.4.4 − [81,173–179,201,240,241,260]
RFOC based on current sliding-mode control 3.4.5 10 [181–186]
RFOC based on current fuzzy-logic control 3.4.6 11 [185,254]
RFOC generation of current references with sinusoidally distributed windings 3.5.1 12; 13 Many
RFOC generation of current references considering space harmonics 3.5.2 14 [98,107,109,118,119,121,122,133,143,144,148,

150,152–154,156,176–183,199–204,209,219,240–
243,251,252]

RFOC generation of current references using an adaptive outer loop 3.5.3 15 [67–69,105,106,185,186,219,253]
Control with reconfigurationless tolerance to phase OCs 3.6 16 [19,73,74,219,220,253–256,258,259]

Table 4. VSD approaches for drives tolerant to phase OCs (Section 3.1) in multiphase applications in
the literature.

VSD Machine Current
VSD Transform Reconfi- Model

Coupling between Subspaces Current Reference Reconfiguration
Controller

guration Change * Prefault Postfault 3-ph. Module Off 1 Phase OC Reconfiguration

n-dimensional None None Low/none Complex Complex Complex Simple/none
Reduced-order Complex Complex/none − Complex/none Complex/none Complex/none Complex/none
Multiple 3-phase None None Complex Complex (simple change) Very simple Very complex Simple/very simple

* Other than coupling between subspaces.

3.1.1. n-Dimensional VSD

If the prefault VSD is kept, the machine model per subspace can be assumed to be
under OCs, as in healthy drive. Ideally, the machine parameters do not vary within a
fundamental period, and the back-EMF trajectory is circular, provided these conditions also
hold in the prefault situation. Nevertheless, certain electrical coupling (non-orthogonality)
between subspaces arises as a disturbance due to the current restrictions imposed by the OC
faults [6,21,165,239]. The number of controlled components can be reduced in effect with
the DOFs under OC when using the full-order VSD by ignoring the redundant signals [21].

3.1.2. Reduced-Order VSD

When using reduced-order VSD, the machine model and the subspace decoupling
(orthogonality) are preserved or not depending on the adopted matrix [6,295]. Namely,
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there are reduced-order VSD matrices such that the machine model is altered even in
the main plane, with inductances different from the prefault situation or varying cycli-
cally in time, and the back-EMF being ellipsoidal instead of circular. There are also some
reduced-order VSD approaches for which there is coupling between subspaces. Many
of the available reduced-order VSD transformations are able to either provide subspace
orthogonality [110,205,206] or a machine model analogous to healthy conditions (same
parameters and circular fundamental back-EMF) [134,168], but not both features simul-
taneously, as reviewed in [6,295]. A reduced-order VSD transform combining these two
characteristics was devised by Zhou et al. [103] for non-salient five-phase PMSMs with
sinusoidal back-EMF under a single phase OC. It was obtained by allowing the inverse
transform to be different from the transpose matrix. Moreover, since the optimum current
references are already taken into account in the transform derivation implicitly, it is not
necessary to modify the actual current references of the controller after the fault [103].
A transform for double-phase OCs was derived analogously in [104,123,159], and for
open-end windings in [111,112].

In principle, it may seem that the fact that fewer variables are considered, compared
with the healthy n-dimensional VSD, may be exploited to reduce control complexity. How-
ever, often the simplicity is not really improved in practice. On the one hand, either a
different reduced-order matrix is stored for each possible OC scenario or the phase order
needs to be modified after fault so as to employ the same matrix [80,82,295]. On the other
hand, with some of these matrices, the controller itself needs to be considerably altered as
well [21]. Moreover, the transform and/or controller reconfiguration can cause undesired
transient behavior [80]. The presence of significant back-EMF harmonics such as the third
one should also be taken into consideration in the VSD derivation, although this goal makes
it even more complicated (or impossible) to preserve the machine model and the orthogo-
nality at the same time [107,184,295]. Actually, in this context, some authors propose to use
a different reduced-order transform for the first- and third-order components [107,121,122].
In addition, if the inductances vary with rotor position because of saliency, finding a
reduced-order VSD with a simple drive model is further hampered [106].

Another shortcoming of using reduced-order VSD is that the insight about the inter-
action between current and space harmonics in the torque production is not as clear as
with the n-dimensional transform. For instance, with the full VSD, torque pulsation due to
fundamental current and third-order back-EMF harmonic only occurs if current exists in
the corresponding x-y plane [133]; conversely, with reduced-order VSD, this torque ripple
may arise even if there is current just in the main plane [111].

Reduced-order transforms are sometimes employed in symmetrical [185,186,236],
asymmetrical [12,120,161,164,171,205,206], or no-phase-shift [221] six-phase drives, in sym-
metrical nine-phase drives [102,207], in seven-phase drives [122,243], and most frequently,
in five-phase ones [31,71,78–80,82,83,86–88,98,103–113,115,116,118,119,121,123,124,134,159,
160,163,166–168,184,208,218,295].

3.1.3. Multiple Three-Phase VSD

As pointed out in Part 1, treating a multiphase machine as multiple three-phase
units is sometimes preferred [34,67–69,91,92,96,97,99–101,114,244,245,261]. One of the main
reasons is the familiarity with the predominant three-phase technology [6,97,135,245,296].
A three-phase VSD transform and controller may be used for each set. This approach
may be very convenient, for example, when it is desirable to exchange power between the
three-phase units [97], as in topologies based on dc-side series connection of three-phase
VSCs (for dc-bus balance), or when each VSC is connected to a different load/supply [141].

As mentioned in Part 1, even in healthy conditions, there is coupling in the machine
model between the three-phase stator sets, unless the machine is specifically designed to
avoid it, for example, by using fractional-slot concentrated windings (FSCWs) [244]. Thus,
feed-forward (FF) decoupling terms can be added in this case in the control in order to
cancel the mutual dependence between sets [92,97], so that the dynamic response and the
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stability are improved [97]. This procedure has been described in a very general manner,
for examplef, by Rubino et al. for IMs [92] and for PMSMs with or without saliency [97].

Regarding OC faults, when the n-dimensional VSD is adopted, the imbalance due to
these failures is reflected in a relatively complicated manner in the secondary subspaces [97],
which is most often addressed by significant control reconfiguration and (for RFOC) highly
unbalanced current references. In contrast, if the control scheme consists of several three-
phase VSD transforms and controllers with appropriate FF decoupling, then the only
necessary changes when a three-phase unit is turned off due to a fault are very straight-
forward (see Table 4). Namely, the corresponding three-phase transform/control block
and FF terms (if any) should simply be omitted, and the current references (if any) for the
remaining sets should be increased proportionally [92,97].

On the other hand, the FF decoupling operations depend on the machine param-
eters, and thus their effectiveness is sensitive to the accuracy of the assumed values.
Jung et al. [96], instead of adding FF decoupling, simplify the model of a modular nine-
phase PMSM by assuming that all the sets are symmetrical (also their currents) and hence
contribute to the stator flux linkage equally. Any practical imbalances are compensated to a
substantial extent by a virtually increased stator resistance (active resistance). Note that the
active resistance could be combined with FF decoupling.

These papers frequently consider that if a fault arises in a single phase, the entire
three-phase module is disabled. This is principally done because of simplicity, avoiding
asymmetry within a three-phase unit. However, it implies that the power capability
under phase OCs is decreased to a considerable extent [6,238]. The existing strategies that
rely on the full-order VSD, in contrast, could be directly applied to tolerate OCs in any
individual phases, regardless of whether the drive consists of three-phase units or not.
In any case, control methods based on three-phase VSDs have been presented in some
papers [99,100,114,253,261] for tolerating individual phase OCs without disabling/opening
any healthy phases in a drive consisting of various three-phase sets.

Another limitation of using various three-phase VSD transforms, instead of a single
n-dimensional one, is that the insight offered by the latter about the behavior of each
harmonic is lost, even in a healthy drive [141]. Furthermore, power exchange between
three-phase units can actually be performed while using the n-phase VSD transform by
setting the current references according to the general expressions given for this purpose in
several publications [141,142].

Multiple l-phase VSD transforms with l 6= 3 may be used in machines with several
l-phase winding sets. This is done, for example, for l = 5 in [260]. The aforementioned
concerning l = 3 can mostly be applied to such cases as well.

It may also be remarked that nearly all existing publications assume that the drive is
controlled by a single control platform. To enhance the tolerance to control-unit faults, it
may be advisable to employ separate processors for each module [1,297], as explained in
the section devoted to such failures in Part 1.

3.2. V/f Control

V/f control is still of interest in some IM drives because of its low complexity and
cost [76]. In fact, in principle it does not require speed sensors. Accordingly, some authors
have applied this kind of control under phase OCs, as reflected in Table 5.

If conventional V/f control is employed under phase OCs without reconfiguration,
torque ripple arises [229,231,274,275]. As shown by Abdel-Khalik et al. [76,226,229,230],
it is possible to obtain smooth torque while using scalar V/f control in the α1-β1 plane
under phase OCs, as in the healthy situation, by including appropriate current control
and current references in the other VSD subspaces (as for RFOC, see Sections 3.4 and 3.5).
Alternatively, the postfault disturbances can be mitigated by adding suitable voltage FF
terms [228], or by equivalently altering the open-loop voltage references [249]. In any
case, if an entire three-phase set of a six-phase machine is disabled, symmetry is preserved
(except for multisector winding spatial arrangement (WSA)), and open-loop control can
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still be directly employed without special measures [77], at the cost of significant drive
derating. This kind of approach is also suitable for a nine-phase six-terminal IM in the case
of line OC faults, by disabling the affected three-phase VSC [231].

Table 5. Methods based on open-loop V/f control for tolerating phase OCs (Section 3.2) in multiphase
applications in the literature.

Machine
Postfault ReconfigurationReferences

n WSA Rotor

Abdel-Khalik et al. [76,226,229,230] 6 Asym. IM References for closed-loop x-y current control
Melo et al. [228] 6 Asym. IM Voltage FF
Melo et al. [249] 6 Asym. IM Open-loop voltage references
Paredes et al. [77] 6 No-ph. IM Disable 3-phase set
Abdel-Khalik et al. [231] 9 Asym. IM Disable 3-phase set

However, scalar control does not provide as high of a performance as more advanced
control strategies. Furthermore, even if these sensors are not required for the controller,
they are desirable anyway for monitoring purposes, especially in a fault-tolerant drive.

3.3. Direct Torque/Flux Control

DTC directly selects the VSC applied voltages depending on estimates and refer-
ences of the stator flux and torque. In accordance with Table 3, DTC can be imple-
mented either by hysteresis control with switching LUTs [78,79,82,83,258] or by predictive
control [12,13,72,83,85,87,88]. Regarding the latter, three main options can be found in the
literature on the subject.

• The optimum VSC voltage SVs are selected by minimizing a cost function, that is, by
FCS-MPC [83,86].

• The angle of the reference stator flux is obtained as the output of a proportional
integral (PI) controller, whose input is the torque error. Then, the voltage references
that are necessary to yield the reference stator-flux vector are directly calculated
(predicted) based on the machine model. Finally, these references are synthesized by
PWM [12,13,72,85,87].

• The PWM voltage references are computed based on the reference stator flux and the
machine model. Then, the pair of SVs combined in SV PWM in each sampling period
to synthesize the references are selected by FCS-MPC [88].

Additionally, there are other control techniques different from DTC and RFOC that
share some essential characteristics with DTC. The three-phase DFC from [298], also known
as direct flux vector control, is particularly relevant. Instead of directly controlling both sta-
tor flux and torque, as in DTC, the variables that are directly regulated by this DFC method
are the stator flux and the current component that is orthogonal to it in the α1-β1 plane (q1
axis). On the one hand, the direct flux regulation permits straightforward adaptation to
voltage limits (e.g., due to reduced dc-link voltage vdc), as for DTC, without additional
voltage loops that are often needed for this purpose in RFOC (see Part 1) [299]. On the other
hand, the direct control of the q1-axis current facilitates the limitation of the stator current
when necessary, similarly to RFOC but unlike DTC [299]. DFC is applied to fault-tolerant
multiphase drives in [91,92].

Under phase/switch OC faults, DTC and DFC may be adapted to the postfault voltage
disturbances and to the fact that the numbers of available switching voltage vectors and
current DOFs are decreased. The most relevant DTC- and DFC-based strategies tolerant to
phase/switch OCs are summarized in Table 6, and they are discussed next, following the
same order.
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Table 6. Methods based on direct torque/flux control for tolerating phase OCs (Section 3.3) in
multiphase applications in the literature.

NumberMachine
of VSC Type of Control Postfault ReconfigurationReferences

n WSA Rotor Levels

Zhou et al. [78] 6 Sym. PMSM 2 Hysteresis DTC VSD & LUT
Bermudez et al. [79] 5 Sym. IM 2 Hysteresis DTC VSD & LUT
Barrero et al. [74,258] 5 Sym. IM 2 Hysteresis DTC None
Chikondra et al. [82] 5 Sym. IM 2 Hysteresis DTC VSD & LUT
Zhou et al. [83] 5 Sym. PMSM 2 Hysteresis DTC VSD, LUT, & disturbance observer

Zhou et al. [84] 3,6 Sym. PMSM 2 FCS-MPC DTC Machine model for flux prediction
Huang et al. [86] 5 Sym. PMSM 2 FCS-MPC DTC VSD, SV preselection, & x-y current refs.

Zhang et al. [85] 5 Sym. PMSM 2 PI + pred. + SV PWM DTC PWM
Zhou et al. [87] 5 Sym. PMSM 2 PI + pred. + SV PWM DTC VSD & voltage FF
Wang et al. [12] 6 Asym. PMSM 3 PI + pred. + SV PWM DTC FF (phase OC) or PWM (switch OC)
Wang et al. [13] 6 Asym. PMSM 3 PI + pred. + SV PWM DTC FF (phase OC) or PWM (switch OCs)
Wang et al. [72] 6 Asym. PMSM 3 PI + pred. + SV PWM DTC FF (phase OC)

Huang et al. [88] 5 Sym. PMSM 2 FCS-MPC + SV PWM DTC VSD, SV preselection, & x-y current refs.

Bojoi et al. [91] 6 Asym. IM 2 PWM DFC Disable 3-phase set
Rubino et al. [92] 6 Asym. IM 2 Deadbeat + PWM DFC Disable 3-phase set

3.3.1. DTC Based on Hysteresis and LUTs

In [78], Zhou et al. devise a DTC technique for double-phase OCs in a symmetrical six-
phase PMSM with a single neutral point. Reduced-order VSD is employed for estimating
the flux and torque values after the faults. The current in the extra no-torque DOF is
actively compensated by taking its polarity into account in the switching LUT. Back-EMF
harmonics are disregarded. Bermudez et al. [79] tackle the adaptation to OC failures
of DTC based on virtual voltage vectors, each of which combines several VSC voltage
vectors per switching period to cancel undesired low-frequency (volt-second average) x-y
voltage components in open loop. Namely, it is proposed for five-phase IMs to change the
virtual vectors in the LUT in postfault conditions, so that the low-frequency VSC voltage
corresponding to the remaining DOF in the secondary subspaces (y current) is zero in case
of phase OC [79]. In this manner, unlike in [78], in principle there is no need to use the
y-current value as an input in the switching LUTs, as long as the effect of non-idealities
can be disregarded. The prefault VSD transform is also replaced by a reduced-order one
after the OC failure [79]. This DTC approach [79] is considered in [80,81] for comparison
with other (non-DTC) control techniques under phase OC, where it is concluded that the
former [79] is advantageous in simplicity and robustness, but not in waveform quality
and achievable torque. Later, it was shown in [258] that, even if the same LUTs (based on
virtual vectors) and VSD as for healthy operation are kept after OC, the performance is still
satisfying, that is, reconfigurationless control is obtained (further discussed in Section 3.6).
Recently, alternative hysteresis bands and postfault LUTs were devised in [82] to attain
lower torque pulsation and current ripple for a five-phase IM. In addition, Zhou et al.
address in [83] the case of a five-phase PMSM with fractional-slot concentrated winding
(FSCW) including significant back-EMF third-order harmonic. The y-axis current is reduced
by taking its sign into account in the switching LUT, similarly to [78]. Moreover, the torque
oscillations due to the back-EMF harmonic are compensated by including a disturbance
observer, whose output is added to the torque reference. This scheme [83] is also suitable
for stator SCs.

3.3.2. DTC Based on FCS-MPC

The specific scenario of a drive with series-connected symmetrical six-phase PMSM
and three-phase PMSM under a phase OC is studied by Zhou et al. in [84]. This predictive
DTC technique selects the output voltage vectors by minimization of a cost function, which
includes the torque and flux errors of both motors (that is, it is FCS-MPC DTC). When
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an OC fault arises, the machine models for the flux prediction are modified, so that both
PMSMs can still be properly controlled in a decoupled manner.

An FCS-MPC DTC scheme is presented by Huang et al. [86] for a five-phase PMSM
drive. To reduce the stator copper loss (SCL) due to the x-y plane, the cost function of
the MPC is modified so that, besides the torque and flux errors, the x-y current error is
also reduced. The postfault x-y current references are set as for the minimum-loss strategy
(MLS) for RFOC current controllers (later discussed in Section 3.5.1.3). To reduce the
computational load, a subset of the VSC voltage vectors is preselected in each sampling
period for the cost function evaluation, based on the estimated position of the stator-flux
error and the displaced location of the voltage vectors after fault.

3.3.3. DTC Based on PI and Predictive Control with PWM

However, the above-mentioned DTC solutions exhibit variable switching frequency.
This shortcoming can be avoided by resorting to PWM-based DTC, which usually provides
fixed switching frequency as well as smaller flux and torque ripple [85]. In this type of
DTC, as aforesaid, the phase angle of the stator-flux reference is obtained by using a PI
controller with the torque error as input, and then the PWM voltage references required
to generate the desired stator flux are calculated (predicted) by using the machine model.
Zhang et al. [85], considering a five-phase PMSM, derive the locations of the VSC voltage
vectors under phase OC and propose a PWM method using six of them, which form a
hexagon analogously to three-phase SV PWM. This SV PWM is then employed for fault-
tolerant PWM-based DTC. A different approach is presented by Zhou et al. in [87], where
instead of altering the PWM, voltage FF terms are added to the voltage references so as to
compensate the system asymmetry after the OC failure.

In contrast to these DTC options aimed at two-level VSCs, the case of T-type three-
level converters driving asymmetrical six-phase PMSMs by SV PWM is addressed by
Wang et al. [12]. In said paper, DTC is employed under a phase OC without altering the
PWM by compensating with open-loop FF the corresponding voltage disturbances. Fur-
thermore, for a switch OC in the three-level converter, the PWM is adequately modified
to tolerate such a fault while also exploiting the healthy switches of that leg [12]. This
approach is extended in [13] for multiple-switch OCs or SCs. Moreover, an extra closed-
loop controller is added to balance the dc-link midpoint voltage [13]. Many other fault
types (reviewed in Part 1) are later considered in the same type of drive and DTC in [72],
assuming switch faults to be always converted into phase OCs for simplicity.

3.3.4. DTC Based on FCS-MPC and PWM

The principles of the FCS-MPC DTC and the SV-PWM-based DTC are combined by
Huang et al. in [88] for a two-level five-phase PMSM drive. Similarly to [86], a cost function
including the torque, flux, and x-y current errors is minimized in each sampling period
by FCS-MPC. As opposed to [86], in this case [88], instead of selecting a single SV per
sampling period, the FSC-MPC evaluates pairs of active SVs to be employed by SV PWM.
To simplify the computational burden, only three possible combinations of two large SVs, in
the same quadrant as the predicted voltage reference (computed from the stator-flux error),
are evaluated. In this manner, in comparison with [86], a constantly switching frequency
is provided.

3.3.5. Direct Flux Control (DFC)

As explained earlier, DFC allows straightforward implementation of both current
(unlike DTC) and voltage (unlike RFOC) limitations without requiring extra loops [299].
The first application of DFC to multiphase drives is presented by Bojoi et al. [91], for an
asymmetrical six-phase IM. Each three-phase module is controlled separately, and special
attention is paid to the design of the flux observer, so that tolerance to encoder malfunction
is obtained (as described in Part 1). Later, Rubino et al. propose in [92] a deadbeat DFC
implementation for machines consisting of multiple three-phase winding sets. Each of
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these sets is controlled using the three-phase VSD, while the coupling between the sets
is canceled by adequate FF signals based on the signals of every set. As discussed in
Section 3.1.3, this kind of scheme is easy to adapt to phase OCs, assuming that the entire
three-phase unit affected by a fault is turned off.

3.4. RFOC Inner Current Controller

Most ac drives in the context of multiphase fault tolerance are based on RFOC, where
current references are set so as to achieve certain torque/flux commands, and an inner
current closed loop produces the required ac voltages to track these current references [6].
The inner current controller may be of types such as (see Table 3) synchronous d1-q1 PI,
proportional resonant (PR), FCS-MPC, deadbeat, hysteresis, sliding mode, and so on. In a
drive with RFOC, the VSD transform, the inner current control method itself (including
modulation), and/or the current references may be modified to improve the postfault
performance. The discussion given in Section 3.1 regarding the VSD transform also holds
for RFOC. The modification of the inner current controller within RFOC is addressed in the
following, in Sections 3.4.1–3.4.6. The generation of current references for RFOC under OC
faults is reviewed in Section 3.5.

3.4.1. Current PR or d-q PI Control

In the same way as RFOC is the most usual kind of drive control, PI current control in
synchronous d-q frame is the most common RFOC inner controller. In particular, PI blocks
are normally implemented in the d1 and q1 axes of the d1-q1 frame, which rotates aligned
with the rotor or rotor flux within the α1-β1 plane of the VSD [300]. In a healthy drive,
closed-loop current control is frequently also included in the other VSD subspaces, for
compensating currents due to asymmetries/nonlinearities [301–305] or for enhancing the
torque density by harmonic injection [306,307]. Alternatively, synchronous d-q PI current
control for individual l-phase (typically three-phase) sets using multiple l-phase VSD
transforms is sometimes adopted [96,97]. After a phase OC fault occurs, these control
schemes are in principle no longer suitable unless some changes are applied. Various
alternatives in this regard, based on synchronous PI or equivalent PR controllers, can
be found in the literature. These possibilities are summarized in Table 7 (where v and i
abbreviate voltage and current, respectively) and are surveyed next.

3.4.1.1. Current d1-q1 PI Control without x-y Control Using Full-Order VSD

A few of the available publications actually propose to keep the prefault d1-q1 PI
controller with n-dimensional VSD also after the OC fault occurs, without adding any extra
current controllers [19,89,90,93,255]. This is performed under the assumption that there is
no current control in the other subspaces, or that it is disabled after the fault.

Che et al. [89] suggest following this route by adding suitable voltage FF terms in the
secondary subspaces. This FF approximately cancels the postfault voltage disturbances and
imposes in open loop the desired x-y current waveforms. These currents are such that, for
example, losses are minimized or the achievable torque is maximized, analogously to the
schemes where these components are controlled in closed loop (discussed later). Adjusting
in open loop the x-y currents is simple and fast, but it is sensitive to model uncertainties
and non-idealities.

Instead of altering the voltage references for the PWM by FF terms, a similar effect
may be attained by correcting the location of the SVs in the PWM (for SV PWM) depending
on the faulty phases, also in open-loop manner. This is done in [90,93] while preserving
the d1-q1 PI control, the full-order VSD, and the other parts of the healthy RFOC (see
Table 7), analogously to the more recent PWM-based DTC method from [85] (discussed in
Section 3.3).
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Table 7. Methods based on RFOC with current PR or d-q PI control for tolerating phase OCs
(Section 3.4.1) in multiphase applications in the literature.

No. Postfault Space PostfaultMachine
ph. VSD

Postfault Current Control
Harmo- Salient ReconfigurationReferences

n WSA Rotor OCs Transform PI PR/Dual-PI * nics (Besides PI/PR Control)

Che et al. [89] 6 Sym. IM 1 Full d1-q1 No 1 No Voltage FF
Liu et al. [90] 5 Sym. PMSM 1 Full d1-q1 No 1 No SV PWM
Chen et al. [93] 5 Sym. PMSM 1,2 Full d1-q1 No 1 No SV PWM
Gonzalez-Prieto et al. [19,255] 6 Asym. IM 1,2 Full d1-q1 No 1 No None (not control either)
[67,69,70,94,95,244] Any Any Any 3,6 Mult. 3-ph. Mult. d-q No 1 No/yes Disable 3-phase set
Jiang et al. Jiang2019TIE 6 Sym. PMSM 3 Mult. 3-ph. Mult. d-q No 1 No Drive topology
Jung et al. Jung2012TIA 9 Sym. PMSM 3 Mult. 3-ph. Mult. d-q No 1 No Disable 3-phase set
Rubino et al. [97] 9 Asym. IM 3 Mult. 3-ph. Mult. d-q No 1 No Disable 3-phase set
Kuang et al. [260] 15 Asym. PMSM 1 Mult. 5-ph. Mult. d-q No 1 No None (not control either)
Xu et al. [253] 6 Sym. PMSM 1,2 Mult. 3-ph. Mult. d-q No 1 No None (not control either)
Shamsi-Nejad et al. [99] 6 No-ph. PMSM 1,3 Mult. 3-ph. Mult. d-q No 1 No Current references
Li et al. [114] 6 Asym. PMSM 1,3 Mult. 3-ph. No Mult. α-β 1 Yes Current references
Souza et al. [102] 9 Sym. IM 1-3 Reduced d1-q1 No 1 No VSD & voltage FF
Ryu et al. [110] 5 Sym. PMSM 1 Reduced d1-q1 & x No 1 Yes VSD, v FF, & i refs.
Zhou et al. [103] 5 Sym. PMSM 1 Reduced d1-q1 & x No 1 No VSD
Chen et al. [104] 5 Sym. PMSM 2 Reduced d1-q1 No 1 No VSD
Priestley et al. [111] 5 Sym. PMSM 1 Reduced d1-q1 & x-y No 1,3 Yes VSD
Fan et al. [112] 5 Sym. PMSM 1 Reduced d1-q1 & x-y No 1 No VSD
Tian et al. [105] 5 Sym. PMSM 1 Reduced d1-q1 & x No 1,3 Yes VSD & i refs.
Tian et al. [106] 5 Sym. PMSM 2 Reduced d1-q1 d1-q1 1,3 Yes VSD
Liu et al. [107] 5 Sym. PMSM 1,2 2 reduced \ d1-q1 (& x) † No 1,3 Yes VSD & i refs.
Tian et al. [108] 5 Sym. PMSM 2 Reduced d1-q1 d1-q1 1,3 Yes VSD, v FF, & PWM
Tian et al. [109] 5 Sym. PMSM 1 Reduced d1-q1 & x d1-q1 & x §,[ 1,3 Yes VSD, v FF, & i refs.
Cheng et al. [115] 5 Sym. PMSM 1 Reduced d1-q1 & x No 1,3 No VSD, v FF, & i refs.
Xu et al. [113] 5 − IM 1 Reduced d1-q1 & x No 1,3 No VSD, v FF, & i refs.
Kong et al. [98] 5 Sym. IM 1 Reduced d1-q1 & x-y ‡ No 1,3 No VSD & i refs.
Hu et al. [117] 6 Asym. PMSM 1 Reduced d1-q1 & x x 1 Yes VSD & voltage FF
Hu et al. [116] 6 Asym. PMSM 1 Reduced d1-q1 & x x 1 − VSD, v FF, & i refs.
Xiong et al. [118] 5 Sym. PMSM 1 Reduced d1-q1 & x d1-q1 & x 1,3 No VSD & i refs.
Xiong et al. [119] 5 Sym. PMSM 2 Reduced d1-q1 d1-q1 1,3 No VSD & i refs.
Liang et al. [221] 6 No-ph. PMSM 1 Reduced d1-q1 & x-y ‡ d1-q1 & x-y ‡,§ 1,3 No VSD, v FF, PWM, i refs., & drive
Geng et al. [120] 6 Asym. IM 1-3 Reduced d1-q1 x§ 1 No VSD
Qiu-Liang et al. [121] 5 Sym. PMSM 1 2 reduced \ 3 per VSD No 1,3 No VSD & i refs.
Vu et al. [122] 7 Sym. PMSM 1 2 reduced \ 5 per VSD No 1,3,9 No VSD
Chen et al. [124] 5 Sym. PMSM 1,2 Reduced d1-q1 (& x) † No 1 Yes VSD & i refs.
Chen et al. [123] 5 Sym. PMSM 1,2 Reduced d1-q1 (& x) † No 1 Yes VSD & SV PWM
Eldeeb et al. [25] 6 Asym. PMSM 1 Full d1-q1 d1-q1 & x-y 1-13 Yes Current references
[5,17,21–24,125–132,227,232–234] Any Any Any Any Full No α1-β1 & x-y Any No/yes Current references
[20,80,81,133–140,237] Any Any Any Any Full d1-q1 x-y Any No/yes Current references
Duran et al. [237–239] 6 Asym. IM 3 Full d1-q1 & x-y ‡ No 1 No Current references
Zoric et al. [141] 9 Asym. IM 3,6 Full d1-q1 & x-y ‡ No 1,29,31 No Current references
Sala et al. [142] 12 Asym. IM 3 Full d1-q1 & x-y ‡ No 1 No Current references
Locment/Vu et al. [143,144] 7 Sym. PMSM 1,2 Full d1-q1 & x-y ‡ No 1,3,9 No Current references
Feng et al. [145,146] 6 Asym PMSM 1 Full d1-q1 & x-y ‡ No Any No/yes Current references
Hu et al. [224] 6 Asym. PMSM 1 Full d1-q1 & x-y ‡ No 1 No Drive topology
Baudart et al. [162] 6 Sym. PMSM 1 Full d1-q1 & x-y No 1 No i refs.
Jing et al. [225] 6 Asym. PMSM 1 Full d1-q1 & x-y No 1 Yes Drive topology
Li et al. [147] 6 No-ph. PMSM 1,2 Full d1-q1 & x-y d1-q1 1 No Voltage FF
Wang et al. [15] 6 Asym. PMSM 1 Full d1-q1 & x-y No 1 No SV PWM
Wang et al. [15] 6 Asym. PMSM 1 Full d1-q1 & x-y No 1 No VSD & i refs.
[148–150] Any Any Any Any None Per phase No Any No/yes Current references
[63,152–155,242] Any Any Any Any None No Per phase Any No/yes Current references
Kong et al. [156] 5 Sym. IM 1,2 None Per phase Per phase 1,3 No Current references

* The PR or dual-PI control is not indicated if it does not yield infinite gain at the frequencies of the fundamental
or considered space harmonics and the proportional gain is already part of a PI controller. \ Two reduced-order
VSD transforms are used in parallel, for the first- and third-order harmonics. † The controller in the secondary
axis x is omitted for double-phase OCs. ‡ The x-y control is implemented in a synchronous frame. § Despite being
implemented in stationary frame, the PR or dual-PI control in x-y subspaces yields infinite gain just at harmonics,
not at the fundamental. [ The resonant parts are implemented as repetitive control.
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It has been recently shown by Gonzalez-Prieto et al. [19,255] that, in practice, satisfac-
tory performance can be achieved after fault when using d1-q1 PI control, even without any
postfault reconfiguration. This kind of solution is further discussed in Section 3.6.

In any case, since these techniques do not include x-y closed-loop control, it is not
ensured that optimum x-y currents are obtained (e.g., for minimum SCL and maximum
achievable torque), rejecting the effect of asymmetries and non-idealities. Moreover, they
are not suitable for machines with considerable space harmonics, where x-y current can
significantly alter the flux distribution and cause torque ripple [133].

3.4.1.2. Multiple l-Phase Current d-q PI Control

Several authors implement a synchronous d-q PI current controller within the α-β
plane corresponding to each l-phase winding set of a multi-l-phase machine under OC
faults, using separate l-phase VSD transforms. In accordance with Table 7, this is carried
out for l = 3 in [67,69,70,94–97,99,114,222,244,253] and l = 5 in [260]. As mentioned in
Section 3.1.3, the tolerance to a phase OC can simply be obtained by disabling the entire l-
phase module affected by the failure, together with the associated control blocks and signals
[67,69,70,94–97]. Thus, a very small degree of reconfiguration is needed. Moreover, the
disturbances due to non-idealities are mitigated to a greater extent than in the strategies with
only control in the α1-β1 plane of n-dimensional VSD, because the number of controlled-
current DOFs is higher.

In many of these publications, the magnetic coupling between the l-phase wind-
ing sets is disregarded [67,69,94,99,222,244,253,260]. This is particularly appropriate for
machines with a special design where this coupling is negligible [94,99,222,244,253]. Other-
wise, this effect can worsen the system dynamic response and stability, regardless of the
presence/absence of OC faults [97]. An active resistance may be implemented in order
to attenuate the effects of the asymmetries and coupling between sets, as carried out by
Jung et al. in [96] for a symmetrical nine-phase PMSM driven by multiple three-phase d-q
PI control. Rubino et al. [97], for an asymmetrical nine-phase PMSM, add voltage FF to
(ideally) cancel the mutual coupling between sets, both before and after the fault. After the
failure arises, the signals of the respective three-phase set are omitted, analogously to the
DFC method from [92], by the same authors. Presumably, the approaches from [96] (active
resistance) and [97] (FF decoupling) could be combined, improving the dynamics of the
former and the robustness of the latter.

However, turning off an entire l-phase module when just one phase is damaged
means a greater degree of derating than necessary. In several papers that use multiple
l-phase current d-q PI control, this is avoided by exploiting all the remaining healthy phases,
although at the cost of more complexity [99,114,253,260]. For instance, Kuang et al. [260]
attain reconfigurationless tolerance to single-phase OC, in a fifteen-phase PMSM with
five-phase windings, while using a single d-q PI controller per winding set. Nevertheless,
a sixth VSC leg is connected to each of the three neutral points to obtain this feature.
Xu et al. [253] also avoid postfault reconfiguration, but using instead a conventional HB
VSC topology and outer robust (adaptive) speed control. Although the current control
does not provide infinite gain at the negative sequences to track unbalanced references,
this effect is presumably counteracted by the outer loop. In [99], Shamsi-Nejad et al. adopt
conventional PI speed control, and recommend setting a large bandwidth for the current
PI controllers, to reduce the current steady-state error. Li et al. [114] instead handle the
imbalance without steady-state error by including PI controllers in a couple of synchronous
frames in the α-β plane of each three-phase set. These frames with PI blocks are rotating in
opposite directions (positive and negative sequences) within a plane, which is often known
as dual-PI control, and is equivalent to PR control tuned at the fundamental frequency.
The current references are suitably adapted as well in a predefined manner, computed
offline [114].

The benefits of this approach are achieved anyway at the expense of the shortcomings
pointed out here and in Section 3.1.3 regarding the use of multiple-l-phase VSD. These
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drawbacks include the importance of canceling the coupling between winding sets by
machine design or special control measures (active resistance or FF), the complexity for
handling single-phase OCs without disabling an entire set (large derating), and the reduced
insight about the effect of space harmonics (compared with full VSD).

3.4.1.3. Current d1-q1 PI Control Using Reduced-Order VSD

Various publications have proposed using d1-q1 PI current control in combination with
postfault reduced-order VSD [98,102–113,115–124,221], instead of full-order or multiple
l-phase VSD transforms. Most of these works are focused on five-phase machines, as
shown in Table 7. It can also be seen in this table that some of them only consider the
fundamental back-EMF, but many take into account other harmonics, especially the third-
order one. In the majority of them, PI control is implemented in the synchronous d1-q1
frame, plus a PI block in stationary frame for each axis of secondary subspaces correspond-
ing to a current DOF. For example, considering a five-phase drive, the latter means an x
axis for single-phase OC [103,105,107,109,110,113,115,118,123,124], none for double-phase
OC [104,106–108,119,123,124], and an x-y plane for single-phase OC fault in an FB VSC
using open-end windings [111,112]. For a nine-phase IM, Souza et al. [102] only apply PI
regulation in the main plane, assuming that the disturbances in the other subspaces are
canceled by voltage FF, as in [89] with complete VSD (see Section 3.4.1.1). In any case, even
though most of these schemes include closed-loop control for all current DOFs, suitable
voltage FF for coupling/disturbance compensation is often added nonetheless, depending
on the faulty phases for improved performance [108–110,113,115–117,221]. Similarly, in
some of these methods, the PWM is also adapted to the fault situation [108,123,221].

The work presented by Ryu et al. [110] is one of the first attempts of this kind of scheme,
laying the foundation for the following research efforts. The main drawbacks of the VSD
transform used therein, even if applied to non-salient machines without space harmonics,
are that the model parameters vary within a fundamental period and that the back-EMF
trajectory is ellipsoidal. These problems are solved by improved VSD transforms in the
subsequent publications, following Guzman et al. [168] (where FCS-MPC is used). Another
shortcoming of this technique [110] is that the current references have to be reshaped for
each fault.

A remarkable step in this regard is put forward by Zhou et al. [103], where a novel
VSD transform is proposed so as to avoid modifying the voltage FF, current controller,
and current references. That is, only the VSD is adapted after the fault. This strategy
is extended to double-phase OCs by Chen et al. [104]. However, these features are only
attained in machines with negligible saliency and back-EMF harmonics. A similar approach
is presented by Priestley et al. in [111], but using FB VSC (an additional current DOF) and
without disregarding the third-order back-EMF harmonic in the analysis. Nonetheless, this
component produces some torque pulsation, which is not compensated. Fan et al. [112]
also apply this kind of VSD transform for a five-phase FB drive, although when an interturn
fault is simultaneously present, the measured currents are corrected by FF terms related to
the zero sequence.

Tian et al. [105,106] propose to automatically adjust the q1-axis current reference by
an outer sliding-mode speed controller to mitigate the postfault torque ripple due to the
interaction between the third-order back-EMF and the fundamental current. In the case
of single-phase OC, the reference for one of the remaining current DOFs (x axis) may be
set different from zero, for providing increased torque capability at the expense of higher
SCL [105]. Otherwise, only the VSD needs to be adapted depending on the fault [106]. The
current controller is similar to the preceding methods, with stationary PI (for one-phase
OC) and synchronous PI blocks in the x axis and main plane, respectively.

Liu et al. [107] compensate the torque pulsation due to back-EMF distortion, while
employing conventional outer PI speed control, by instead computing the reference of the
third-order current harmonic to this end by using a closed-form analytical expression. A
novel reduced-order VSD is defined. Hence, the postfault reconfiguration involves the VSD
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and the current references. However, in this paper [107], the effect of the voltage disturbance
due to neutral-point voltage drifting in the presence of saliency is disregarded [109]. The
PI current control is also the same as in the aforementioned approaches.

The effect of saliency and neutral-point voltage oscillation is fully taken into account
by Tian et al. in [108,109] for a five-phase salient PMSM. However, the current references
(for single-phase OC), voltage FF, and VSD need to be simultaneously altered after the OC
faults. These three parts are also modified in [110,113,115,116,221], depending on the fault,
for other machines and control schemes (see Table 7).

It is worth noting that many of these publications assume that the PI controllers have
sufficient bandwidth to control third-order current harmonic (in machines with third-order
back-EMF) or unbalanced fundamental current, despite not providing infinite open-loop
gain (zero steady-state error) at the corresponding frequencies. Adequate voltage FF
can be very helpful for this purpose (e.g., for fast mitigation of the negative-sequence
undesired current [117]), but just by itself it is not robust to uncertainties. In contrast,
Tian et al. [109] employ repetitive control in parallel with the PI blocks. This scheme is
able to effectively control the positive and negative sequences of first- and third-order
frequency components, which are seen as even harmonic orders in a frame rotating with
the positive-sequence fundamental. Repetitive control is equivalent to multiple resonant
controllers, implemented with less computation. In fact, the same authors implement
resonant controllers in [108,208], although the values of the resonant frequencies are not
given in these cases. Xiong et al. [119] include resonant controllers in parallel with the PI
blocks of the d1-q1 frame, tuned at the harmonics of second and fourth order with respect to
these axes. PI and resonant controllers are also added in the x axis in case of a single-phase
OC [118]. A similar combination of PI and PR controllers is used by Liang et al. [221], but
for a six-phase PMSM with neutral connections to VSC, in both planes of the reduced-order
VSD, and just for disturbance rejection (third-order current reference is not set). Note that
resonant parts may also be included at higher harmonic orders to cancel the disturbances
due to non-idealities, which is particularly important in the secondary subspaces because
of the smaller impedance [120]. Qiu-Liang et al. [121] use two different reduced-order
VSD transforms, one for the fundamental and another one for the third-order harmonic,
and implement three current PI controllers for each of them with appropriate rotations.
Although a reduced-order VSD for each harmonic was also defined in [107], in this case,
the current references generated by each transform with different frequencies were added
and tracked by half the number of PI blocks (three in total), producing certain steady-state
error. More recently, for a seven-phase PMSM, Vu et al. [122] define a reduced-order
transform for first- and third-order harmonics, and include PI controllers for each of them
separately. This resembles to some extent the approach from [121] for five phases, but in
this technique there are ten PI blocks in total instead of six, and adaptive linear neuron
is employed to extract the two harmonic components from the measured phase currents.
Most importantly, in [122] the current references, corresponding to first- and third-order
harmonics in stationary frame, are seen as constants in steady state by the PI controllers
and do not need reconfiguration (although the VSD does).

On the other hand, the works [123,124] are centered on the injection of a virtual signal
to find the optimum angle of the current reference SV in the first VSD plane, in terms
of maximum torque per ampere. The rest of the current control scheme is similar to the
preceding ones. The method from [124] requires modifying the current references, whereas
the one from [123] does not, because the latter is based on the reduced-order VSD from [103].
Another difference is that carrier-based PWM without reconfiguration is employed in [124],
and adapted postfault SV PWM is adopted in [123].

3.4.1.4. Current Dual-PI or PR Control Using Full-Order VSD

Using the full-order VSD transform under faults is often preferred in order to avoid
VSD reconfiguration and to obtain clearer insight about the interaction with space harmon-
ics. In addition, relying just on voltage FF for mitigating the postfault voltage disturbances,
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as some of the preceding solutions do, is not robust to uncertainties, as said before. As
a consequence, under phase OCs it is common to employ n-dimensional VSD transform
and implement closed-loop current control able to reject/track the postfault unbalanced
disturbances/references with zero steady-state error. To this end, in principle there should
be closed-loop current controllers for both positive and negative sequences in as many VSD
subspaces as to match the remaining number of current DOFs. This is often done by means
of dual synchronous-PI (dual PI) or equivalent PR control, which include poles at these
components [21,133]. (The differences between dual-PI and PR control are related to the
implementation. Usually, the former is less sensitive to speed/frequency measurement
noise [133], whereas the latter requires fewer computations [301].) In fact, RFOC based on
this type of current control is arguably the most usual in the literature for phase OC faults,
as reflected in Tables 3 and 7. If the voltage disturbances or current references contain
significant harmonics other than the fundamental, these components become unbalanced
after OC failure as well; thus, for high performance, the current control should also include
the corresponding closed-loop poles in multiple VSD subspaces [24].

It is possible to either modify the control scheme in this manner (adding the necessary
extra controllers) when the fault occurs, or to include the complete structure already in
healthy drive and simply disable any redundant DOFs after faults. The latter is in principle
less complicated. Moreover, the x-y controllers are also helpful in healthy conditions
for attenuating the currents caused by non-ideal asymmetries or harmonics [302,304].
Nonetheless, if a negative-sequence controller (for canceling postfault disturbance) is
added in the α1-β1 plane beforehand and it is desired to keep the prefault dynamic response
as good as without it, then special measures should be taken to this end in the control
design [308]. It should also be remarked that the gain of the negative-sequence PI control
may be set smaller than the positive-sequence one.

Disabling the redundant control DOFs after faults [21] is advisable in order to avoid
unlimited rise of integral/resonant control actions when the number of current controllers
is excessive and inconsistencies arise between the measured currents (e.g., due to measure-
ment errors). The latter problem could alternatively be prevented by imposing zero phase
current for the faulty phases in the measured currents before being input to the controller.

However, the postfault model of the closed-loop system becomes complicated, with
multiple inputs and outputs coupled with each other. As is done for other types of con-
trollers and VSD, this coupling may be canceled by adding suitable voltage FF
terms [12,13,72,87,89,92,109] or corrected PWM [85,90,93,108]. Then, this decoupling would
simplify the system analysis and design. Moreover, the advantages of fast response (as
voltage FF or corrected PWM) and zero steady-state error under parameter variations or
non-idealities (as dual-PI or PR control) would be brought together.

3.4.1.5. Current d-q PI Control per Plane Using Full-Order VSD

In some specific drives and fault scenarios, the dual synchronous PI control for the
fundamental component in the secondary subspaces (using full VSD) may be replaced by
PI control in a single rotating frame per plane, without causing steady-state error. This
possibility arises, for example, in the case of suitably exchanging the active power between
three-phase units in a nine- [141] or twelve-phase [142] asymmetrical machine in the case of
a fault in one of them, or between three-phase VSCs for a six-phase asymmetrical machine
driven by two pairs of parallel-connected three-phase VSC modules [237–239].

In any case, it should be emphasized that the selection of the frequencies and posi-
tive/negative sequences at which the current control is implemented should be based not
only on the expected current references, but also on the disturbances to be rejected. For in-
stance, the current references in [133] are always rotating in the same direction in each plane,
describing circles, yet dual-PI control is included for rejecting the disturbances at the oppo-
site sequences. On the other hand, there are papers where, in a similar situation [143,144],
or even with non-circular current references [145,146], a single synchronous current PI
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controller is implemented in each plane. This allows greater simplicity at the expense of
some potential steady-state error.

A special situation is that presented by Hu et al. [224], where this kind of current
control is employed for a six-phase asymmetrical PMSM without modifying the current
references. Instead, the topology is reconfigured so that all phases are supplied by five
healthy VSC legs, as later explained in Section 4.2.8.

3.4.1.6. Current d1-q1 PI and x-y Stationary PI Control Using Full-Order VSD

A less common option under phase OC faults is to control the x-y current by PI
regulation in stationary frame, while using the complete VSD and controlling the current
of the main plane by conventional d1-q1 PI control [15,147,162,225]. As in some other
aforementioned schemes, the ac disturbances/references are not rejected/followed with
zero steady-state error in this manner, but control complexity is avoided.

This kind of solution is adopted, for example, by Baudart et al. [162]. Only the current
references are modified after faults, as in most of the other methods using full-order VSD
and PI or PR controllers in secondary subspaces (see Table 7).

Jing et al. [225], similarly to [224] (see Section 3.4.1.5), propose to alter the external
connections so that all phases of an asymmetrical six-phase PMSM are supplied by five
VSC legs after a phase OC, avoiding control reconfiguration. The current references in
the secondary subspaces are zero, both before and after the failure. The purpose of the PI
controllers in stationary frame in the x-y plane is just to reject disturbances.

Li et al. [147] also keep the same current references before and after the phase OC fault
for a six-phase PMSM, but without reconfiguring the drive connections. PI current control
in stationary frame is adopted for the secondary subspaces as well. Theoretically, the x-y
currents cannot be zero under phase OC, in spite of setting zero x-y current reference; thus,
the x-y control bandwidth is presumably low. A resonant controller is included at the
second harmonic in the d1-q1 frame in order to mitigate the current imbalance within the
α1-β1 plane. Voltage FF is also implemented in the main VSD plane, depending on the fault
scenario, to help mitigate said imbalance.

Wang et al. [15] control the x-y current by stationary-frame PI control as well, in
healthy conditions and under switch OC faults, for an asymmetrical six-phase PMSM
driven by a T-type VSC. Depending on the specific switch that is damaged, the OC failure
is tolerated by reducing the maximum speed or by altering the SV PWM. In the case of a
phase OC, the current references are suitably modified, and the x-y control is adjusted to
ensure zero steady-state error in the tracking of the postfault fundamental x-y current. On
the one hand, the x-y frame is rotated by a fixed angle (the VSD is adapted) so that the x is
aligned with the current trajectory in this plane. On the other hand, the input of the x-axis
PI controller becomes the error of the fundamental amplitude, and its output is multiplied
by a cosine function of the rotor phase angle.

3.4.1.7. Current Per-Phase PI or PR Control

The PR or PI controllers could be implemented in per-phase stationary coordinates, as
opposed to VSD. This approach is adopted, for example, in [66,148–151] with PI control,
in [63,152–155,242] with PR control, and in [156,157] with a combination of both. Since
high gain is thereby included for all current DOFs, tracking/rejection of unbalanced
references/disturbances is achieved. In any case, although PR controllers (or equivalent
single-phase rotating PI blocks [309]) employed in this manner ensure zero steady-state
error, stationary-frame PI controllers do not.

On the other hand, the considerable coupling between phases may degrade the perfor-
mance. Nevertheless, a novel approach has recently been presented by Cervone et al. [242]
to decouple the relations between phases, while PR control is implemented in the domain
of the phase variables. Furthermore, resonant terms are included not only at the funda-
mental frequency, but also at the third- and fifth-order harmonics, to track the distorted
current references.
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3.4.2. Current FCS-MPC

Broadly speaking, conventional current FCS-MPC is based on predicting the currents
at one or two samples ahead by means of a machine model and then selecting the optimum
VSC voltage vector. Said vector is found by minimizing a cost function representing the
predicted squared/absolute current error of the VSD subspaces (with suitable weighting
factors) [256] or of all phases [171]. FCS-MPC offers faster dynamics than linear controllers.
Moreover, for FCS-MPC, it is straightforward to include current or voltage constraints
without requiring antiwindup techniques [310]. These advantages are achieved normally
at the expense of a higher computational burden, variable switching frequency, and non-
zero steady-state error [310–313]. The fundamentals of current FCS-MPC in multiphase
applications can be found in several survey papers about this topic [169,314], which are,
however, not specifically focused on fault tolerance.

Concerning postfault behavior, when using linear closed-loop current controllers such
as PR or dual-PI ones, the disturbances introduced by the OC failures can be automatically
compensated, as mentioned in Section 3.4.1.4. Conversely, the traditional current FCS-MPC
techniques usually do not work properly unless these postfault variations are explicitly
taken into account in the system model [134,163].

The most relevant methods for obtaining tolerance to open phases with current FCS-
MPC are summarized in Table 8. Note that all of them are for two-level VSCs except [158],
where a three-level NPC VSC is used. Many of these works employ reduced-order VSD
machine models for the current prediction, for five- [71,134,159,163,166,167] and six-phase
drives [161]. It can be highlighted that with the reduced-order VSD transforms used by
Liu et al. [159], it is not necessary to change the current references after fault, because these
references are implicitly considered in the derivation of these matrices.

Instead of resorting to reduced-order VSD, an alternative is presented by Luo and Liu
in [165]. Namely, the prefault VSD is kept, and the predicted VSD voltage vectors (and
hence, predicted VSD currents) evaluated in the cost function are corrected by estimated
disturbance terms. The latter incorporate the postfault coupling between VSD subspaces,
depending on the fault scenario. Similarly, in some works where the phase current is
predicted instead of the VSD current, the per-phase machine model is altered to include
the postfault coupling [64,164]. Salehifar and Moreno-Eguilaz [65] show that this process is
substantially simplified if the machine model is expressed in terms of phase-to-phase (line)
voltages, thereby avoiding the consideration of the postfault neutral-voltage variation.

Table 8. Methods based on RFOC with current FCS-MPC for tolerating phase OCs (Section 3.4.2) in
multiphase applications in the literature.

No. Fixed SVs Applied Minimized ErrorMachine
VSC Switch. per Sampl. in Cost Postfault Reconfiguration *References

n WSA Rotor Levels Freq. Period Function

Pham et al. [158] 5 Sym. PMSM 3 No 1 Torque & VSD curr. Current references
Duran et al. [9,71,134,163] 5 Sym. IM 2 No 1 VSD currents VSD & current refs.
Liu et al. [159] 5 Sym. PMSM 2 No 1 VSD currents VSD
Luo & Liu [165] 6 Asym. PMSM 2 No 1 VSD currents Predicted SVs & current refs.
Lu et al. [161] 6 Asym. PMSM 2 No 1 Phase currents VSD & current refs.
Lu et al. [164] 6 Asym. PMSM 2 No 2 Phase currents Per-phase machine model & current refs.
Salehifar et al. [64] 5 Sym. PMSM 2 No 1 VSD voltages Per-phase machine model & current refs.
Salehifar et al. [65] 5 Sym. PMSM 2 No 1 Phase currents Per-line machine model & current refs.
Huang et al. [160] 5 Sym. PMSM 2 No 2 VSD currents VSD & current refs.
Gonzalez-Prieto et al. [73,256,257] 6 Asym. IM 2 No 2 α1-β1 current None
Tao et al. [166] 5 Sym. PMSM 2 No 2 α1-β1 current VSD & virtual SVs
Tao et al. [167] 5 Sym. PMSM 2 Yes 5 α1-β1 current VSD, virtual SVs, & back-EMF compensation

* Changing the VSD transform also implies that the VSC voltage vectors evaluated in the cost function in VSD
coordinates are modified accordingly.

To reduce the computational complexity, it is possible to apply the cost function
to a reduced set of voltage SVs, for example, those with larger α1-β1 and smaller x-y
components, depending on the fault scenario [160]. Further simplification in the evaluation
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of the cost function can be achieved by considering only the switching SVs that are close to
a pre-calculated optimum voltage SV at each instant. This is performed by Salehifar et al.
in [64], where the reference voltage SV is generated in a deadbeat fashion based on the
machine model, using the measured and reference currents as inputs. The FCS-MPC
cost function in this case represents not the VSD current error, but the VSD voltage error
between the reference SV and each of the six switching SVs closest to it.

It may also be remarked that using two VSC voltage vectors (an active SV and a zero
SV) per switching period, as done by Huang et al. [160] and Lu et al. [164,171], yields better
current quality and lower torque ripple than using just one.

However, the voltage vectors applied by these FCS-MPC schemes introduce low-
frequency components in the main and secondary VSD subspaces simultaneously. Gonzalez-
Prieto et al. [256,257] have recently shown that virtual voltage vectors can be used with
FCS-MPC so that the volt-second average per switching period is zero in the secondary
subspaces. Since the number of voltage vectors and VSD subspaces (just α1-β1) considered
in the cost function is reduced, a lower computational burden is attained. Most importantly,
natural fault tolerance with FCS-MPC is achieved without any reconfiguration, which is
further discussed in Section 3.6. These excellent properties are attained, however, at the
expense of less robustness to disturbances due to asymmetries or non-idealities, and of
not guaranteeing (though this remains to be studied) optimum postfault x-y currents for
low SCL and high maximum torque. At nearly the same time, Tao et al. [166] proposed
a similar approach for a five-phase PMSM (instead of a six-phase IM [256,257]), but in
this case, minimum SCL is ensured (if disturbances due to nonlinearities are neglected)
by reconfiguration of the VSD and the virtual vectors depending on the faulty phase. Al-
though the computational simplicity allowed by virtual vectors is in effect also exploited,
reconfigurationless fault tolerance is thus not obtained in [166].

All the aforementioned current FCS-MPC techniques yield variable switching fre-
quency. Tao et al. present in [167] a current FCS-MPC solution providing continuous
modulation by an SV PWM stage, resulting in constant switching frequency and better
waveform quality. The PWM is carried out by switching two adjacent virtual SVs and a zero
SV in each sampling period. The set of postfault virtual SVs from their previous work [166]
is not suitable for being used in PWM; this problem is solved by defining additional virtual
SVs between the predefined ones. In some of these SVs, the zero vectors are also included
for reducing the amplitude. Moreover, the back-EMF voltage disturbance introduced by
the fault is taken into account to correct the voltage SVs. The optimization is done in
several steps. First, the optimum virtual SV among a set with only half (non-adjacent) of
them is determined so as to minimize a cost function with the squared α1-β1 current error.
Then, the duty cycles for combining the selected virtual SV with each of the two possible
adjacent ones are found separately by a deadbeat current principle. These two possibilities
are evaluated using the same cost function of α1-β1 error, so that the best option is chosen.
Finally, the voltage amplitude is adjusted by calculating the adequate combination (duty
cycle) of the resulting SV with a zero SV, using the deadbeat current principle again.

3.4.3. Current Deadbeat Control

Deadbeat current control, which is a kind of predictive control, employs the inverse
machine model to calculate the voltage references that are necessary to obtain the desired
stator currents in one or two switching periods ahead [170]. It usually provides as good
of a dynamic response as current FCS-MPC (much faster than PR/PI control), but with
reduced computational load [171,172]. Furthermore, most deadbeat controllers are based
on PWM, hence allowing constant switching frequency and lower current distortion than
non-PWM-based FCS-MPC [171,172]. In exchange, deadbeat control is often more sensitive
to uncertainties [65,170]. Most of the available current deadbeat controllers for tolerating
phase OCs in multiphase drives are displayed in Table 9.

To achieve fault tolerance in a deadbeat current controller, Arashloo et al. [170]
modify the current references and the full-order VSD model of a five-phase PMSM drive by
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incorporating the current constraints due to the phase OCs. The controller is implemented
in synchronous frames within both VSD planes. However, the method is shown to be
sensitive to uncertainties such as nonlinearities and dc-link voltage inaccuracy. To improve
the robustness in this regard, the same authors later propose using a Kalman filter to predict
the phase currents [315], but this is attained at the expense of a higher computational
cost [65], and fault conditions are not considered.

Table 9. Methods based on RFOC with current deadbeat control for tolerating phase OCs
(Section 3.4.3) in multiphase applications in the literature.

Number Fixed SVs AppliedMachine
of VSC Switching per Sampl. Machine Model Reference Frame Postfault ReconfigurationReferences

n WSA Rotor Levels Frequency Period

Arashloo et al. [170] 5 Sym. PMSM 2 Yes − α1-β1 & x-y synchronous frames Machine model & current refs.
Lu et al. [171] 6 Asym. PMSM 2 Yes 7− ξ * Per-phase stationary frame Machine model & current refs.
Ye et al. [172] 6 Asym. PMSM 2 Yes 7− ξ * Per-line stationary frame Machine model & current refs.
Wang et al. [259] 6 Asym. PMSM 2 Yes − x-y stationary frame None
Wang et al. [14] 6 Asym. PMSM 3 No 1 α1-β1 synchr. & x-y stat. frames SV regions & current refs.
Wang et al. [16] 6 Asym. PMSM 2 Yes − α1-β1 synchr. & x-y stat. frames Current references

* The variable ξ represents the number of open phases.

Lu et al. [171] also modify the machine model and current references after an OC
fault, although in this case, the implementation is done in stationary per-phase coordinates.
Rather than using a conventional SV PWM, which may not be suitable for a faulty situation,
the PWM duty cycles are calculated based on the phase-voltage references and the postfault
drive model. The performance is compared with the conventional current FCS-MPC and
with the one from [164] (two SVs per sampling period), showing that the new deadbeat
technique is simpler and yields better waveform quality.

Ye et al. [172] bring attention to the fact that deadbeat control is ideally able to compen-
sate the steady-state error when tracking dc signals in synchronous frames (as in [170]), but
not if implemented in stationary frame to track ac current references (as in [171]), especially
at high speed. On the other hand, avoiding the VSD and rotational transforms may be
of interest in terms of simplicity. Accordingly, they propose a modified deadbeat current
controller [172], which is derived from the condition that the closed-loop transfer function
in each phase behaves as a bandpass filter of resonant form and centered at the fundamental
frequency. In this manner, steady-state error is effectively brought to nearly zero. Alterna-
tively, this error in stationary-frame implementation could presumably be prevented by
using conventional deadbeat control and introducing a phase lead in the current references
by predicting their future values, analogously to what is done in FCS-MPC [64,65]. In any
case, to ensure zero steady-state error under uncertainties, additional measures may be
needed, as is the case for deadbeat control in general [170,316]. Regarding the machine
model, it is expressed in [172] as a function of the line voltages and currents for the sake
of simplicity, similarly to the FCS-MPC from [65]. Conventional carrier-based PWM is
adopted to synthesize the voltage references.

Wang et al. [259] combine a current deadbeat controller in the x-y plane with a
synchronous PI controller (which is more precise) in the α1-β1 plane. An enhanced phase-
locked loop is added to avoid fault detection and postfault reconfiguration, which is
explained in Section 3.6. In [14], by the same authors, the voltage references are not
obtained directly from the measured currents. Instead, they are calculated based on
predicted current values for the following sample, so as to compensate the system time
delay. In addition, since a T-type three-level VSC is considered, special care is devoted to
selecting the most appropriate switching SVs (among a great number of them) in a simple
manner. In particular, a new method is proposed for dividing the SV diagram, and then,
depending on the location of the voltage reference, a single VSC SV is selected and applied
per sampling period. As a consequence, low switching frequency is obtained, but it is
not fixed. The SV regions, as well as the current references, are adjusted depending on
the fault scenario. Reconfiguration of the controller and machine model is avoided. The
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main advantages of this approach are a low computational burden and reduced switching
frequency. The cases of OC faults in each switch of the three-level VSC legs are addressed
separately. Moreover, switch SCs (reviewed in Part 1) are also studied.

For a two-level six-phase PMSM drive, Wang et al. [16] study the operation with a
current deadbeat controller under phase OCs and individual switch OCs. In contrast to
most of the existing literature about two-level VSCs, where switch OCs are handled as
phase OCs, the healthy switch of the same leg as a switch OC is exploited in [16] to improve
the postfault SCL and maximum torque. The current references are suitably set for this
purpose, which implies non-sinusoidal waveforms. In this regard, the deadbeat controller
is more adequate to track these highly distorted references than, for example, PR or PI
ones. Moreover, with the control scheme from [16], only the current references need to be
adjusted after the fault.

Note that the deadbeat principle is also used to some extent in some fault-tolerant
current FCS-MPC strategies [64,166], which have been reviewed in Section 3.4.2.

3.4.4. Current Hysteresis Control

When current hysteresis control is adopted, it is normally implemented based on the
current error of each phase [81,173–179,201,240,241,260], not in the VSD subspaces. The
VSD transform is sometimes employed anyway for generating the per-phase current ref-
erences [81,174,175], especially for IMs [81,174]. In PMSMs, the per-phase references may be
directly computed, without VSD, based on the measured rotor
position [173,175–179,240,241]. The hysteresis controller does not need to be modified
under OCs, since it is able to track the (adapted) references while barely being affected by
disturbances. Moreover, it is able to track highly distorted references, which is convenient
for obtaining smooth torque in the case of non-sinusoidal back-EMF [177–179,241]. How-
ever, as in healthy drive, hysteresis control results in significant current and torque ripple,
as well as variable (and potentially high) switching frequency [81].

3.4.5. Current Sliding-Mode Control

Sliding-mode control is based on performing discontinuous control to drive the
system states onto a predefined sliding surface [317]. This kind of nonlinear control
is simple to implement and offers high robustness with regards to uncertainties and
disturbances [318]. Convergence can be achieved in finite time, instead of asymptoti-
cally as in linear control [318]. The main drawback is the risk of chattering, which requires
special care [317].

As summarized in Table 10, Mekri et al. [181] employ second-order sliding mode to
avoid chattering, while the need for extra information associated with the second order
is prevented by adopting a super-twisting algorithm. The fundamental and third-order
back-EMF components are exploited for a five-phase PMSM. Accordingly, the current is
controlled in synchronous frames in both VSD planes, by defining sliding surfaces in each
of them. In this approach, only the current references are adapted to the OC failure when it
arises. Further details and results are provided in [182,183].

Table 10. Methods based on RFOC with current sliding-mode control for tolerating phase OCs
(Section 3.4.5) in multiphase applications in the literature.

Reference Frame PostfaultMachine
Type of Current Sliding-Mode Control of Current Reconfi-References

n WSA Rotor Sliding Mode guration

Mekri et al. [181–183] 5 Sym. PMSM Second-order sliding mode α1-β1 & x-y synchr. Current references
Fnaiech et al. [185] 6 Sym. IM Linear feedback with switched gains α1-β1 synchronous VSD
Betin et al. [186] 6 Sym. IM Linear fdbk. with switched gains & time-varying switching line α1-β1 synchronous VSD
Tian et al. [184] 5 Sym. PMSM Saturation function α1-β1 synchr. & x stat. * VSD & current refs.

* In healthy conditions, the x-y plane is controlled in synchronous frame.
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Fnaiech et al. [185] and Betin et al. [186] implement sliding-mode control both for
the inner (current) and outer (position) loops of an RFOC scheme in a six-phase PMSM
drive. Both methods [185,186] use linear feedback with switched gains instead of simple
relay control, but the most recent one [186] also applies a control law based on time-
varying switching line to reduce chattering. In both cases, the current controller is only
implemented in the main VSD plane. When a phase OC fault occurs, just the (reduced-
order) VSD transform is modified. In any case, it can be inferred that this approach might,
in fact, be easily converted into a reconfigurationless one, since the secondary subspaces
are uncontrolled, and hence the VSD transform does not actually need to be changed either.
However, the undesired currents in secondary subspaces due to asymmetries and system
nonlinearities [302,304] are left uncompensated.

The method by Tian et al. [184] for a five-phase PMSM is also based on replacing
the VSD transform by a postfault reduced-order one. In this case, the current references
are readjusted after the failure as well, and the third-order back-EMF harmonic is taken
into account. The current disturbance due to the latter is rejected effectively by the current
sliding-mode control. The chatter is mitigated by replacing the conventional sign function
by a saturation function, which behaves linearly (using carrier-based PWM) between an
upper and lower bound of current error. The value of the linear gain is adapted, depending
on the speed, as a function of the expected disturbances.

3.4.6. Current Fuzzy-Logic Control

Fuzzy logic is a type of nonlinear linguistic control that is relatively simple and robust
to inaccuracies in the inputs or plant model [185,254]. As illustrated in Table 11, two main
solutions have been proposed so far for tolerating phase/switch OCs.

Table 11. Methods based on RFOC with current fuzzy-logic control for tolerating phase
OCs (Section 3.4.5) in multiphase applications in the literature.

Operations at Reference Frame Other PostfaultMachine
Inputs of Fuzzy Logic Output of of Current Current Reconfi-References

n WSA Rotor Fuzzy Logic Fuzzy Logic Controllers guration

Fnaiech et al. [185] 6 Sym. IM Error and its derivative Gain and integration α1-β1 synchronous No VSD
Liu et al. [254] 9 Sym. IM Error and its integration Gain α1-β1 synchronous x-y PI None

Fnaiech et al. propose a fuzzy-logic controller for the d1 and q1 axes of a symmetrical
six-phase IM [185]. The outer position loop is also based on fuzzy logic. When a fault
occurs, the VSD transform is replaced by a suitable reduced-order one, without modifying
the generation of the current references or any other part of the control scheme. The current
error and its derivative are used as inputs of the fuzzy logic, and an integrator is placed at
the output. It is shown that the performance of this approach is similar to sliding-mode
control and much more robust than a conventional simple PI controller. As mentioned
before regarding said sliding-mode controller from the same publication [185], this fuzzy-
logic control might also be implemented in a reconfigurationless manner, thanks to the
inherent robustness of the fuzzy logic.

In fact, Liu et al. [254] exploit this property to propose a fault-tolerant reconfigura-
tionless technique based on fuzzy logic for a nine-phase IM. Further discussion about
this characteristic is given in Section 3.6. In contrast to [185] and other publications about
three-phase drives, in [254], the derivative at the input of the fuzzy logic is replaced by an
integrator, whereas the usual output integrator is removed (see Table 11). This improve-
ment is applied to avoid noise amplification and to accelerate the compensation of the
steady-state error. One drawback compared with conventional PI current control is that for
healthy drive, the steady-state performance is not as good [254].
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3.5. RFOC Generation of Current References

Let us assume initially that the healthy n-dimensional VSD transform is used both in
prefault and postfault conditions. Given that the VSD machine model is not affected by
the phase OCs, the correspondence between VSD subspaces and space harmonics, as well
as the torque equations, hold as in healthy operation [21]. However, although the voltage
disturbances introduced by the phase OCs can be rejected by proper current control (see
Section 3.4), the current disturbances due to the OC constraints cannot. Consequently, the
current references normally should not be set as for healthy drive, and they are adapted
accordingly. The maximum current withstood by the drive should be considered as well
when setting the references. In addition, there are also other features related to the current
DOFs that can be taken into account in their calculation, such as the efficiency, the torque
ripple, the dc-link utilization [25], and (especially in IMs) the airgap flux distribution [154].

When using multiple three-phase VSD transforms [97] or certain reduced-order post-
fault VSD [103,104,111,159], correcting the current references may be straightforward or
even practically unnecessary; nonetheless, these options exhibit certain drawbacks, as ex-
plained in Sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 and summarized in Table 4. Moreover, finding optimum
postfault current references can be very useful for deriving reduced-order VSD transforms,
even if the references do not need to be changed during operation in such a case [103]. It
may also be noted that the current references should be modified to some extent anyway
when using most reduced-order transforms, as became apparent in the aforementioned.
There are also some schemes where no reconfiguration at all is needed, neither for the
current references nor for the rest of the drive (discussed in Section 3.6).

To generate the current references, in most cases it is important to distinguish whether
the effect of space harmonics (especially on torque waveform and torque capability) can
be neglected or not. These cases are addressed in Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2, respectively.
Finally, the methods based on designing a robust outer loop that automatically adapts the
current references (even if the rest of the drive needs some reconfiguration) are surveyed in
Section 3.5.3.

3.5.1. Sinusoidally Distributed Windings
3.5.1.1. Definition of Thresholds for Overheating Prevention

Avoiding overheating in the drive is an important aspect that should be considered
for generating the postfault current references. This means that the maximum torque of
the machine under OC faults needs to be reduced (derated), which is quantified by the
derating factor (DF) [20–22]. In this regard, there are several possible criteria to select which
parameter is set as the threshold not to be surpassed under phase OCs:

(T1) the phase-current rms rating (by far the most popular) [5,6,17,20–
25,43,73,82,100,110,113,115,118,119,125–129,131,134,136,137,139,145,148,154,
155,176,177,189,227,234,237,240,241,248,283,296,319];

(T2) the total SCL in healthy rated conditions [91,129,187,209,229–231];
(T3) or the machine maximum local temperature (postfault temperature is estimated

from the thermal model) [41,42,213,250,260,266].

Each of these possibilities is less conservative than the preceding one, thus allowing for
larger stator current and greater output power, but also with higher risk of actual damage.
For instance, the second option (i.e., T2) can lead to hot spots degrading the insulation, since
the local temperature is not taken into account [6]. Concerning the third alternative (i.e., T3),
although it does consider the maximum local temperature, it can produce overheating
anyway if the thermal model is not accurate. In addition, to assume that the postfault
current rms can be greater than the healthy rated current (as for T2 and T3) usually also
implies that a certain current overrating is necessary in the VSC [110]. Oversizing the VSC
due to increased current rating may be acceptable in applications where high output power
is still necessary under fault, such as aerospace ones, but not in others where this aspect
is not as critical, such as non-military traction with limp-home mode [149]. Furthermore,
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the DF obtained with the T3 type of limitation (temperature) is strongly dependent on the
specific characteristics of the machine and its environment. Therefore, the DF is henceforth
assumed to be calculated based on T1 (phase-current rms), as in most of the literature,
unless the opposite is explicitly said.

Under the hypothesis that space harmonics can be neglected, it is usually not necessary
to inject current harmonics. This implies that satisfying condition T1 is equivalent to
complying with the rated peak current of the drive. Since the current limit of VSC devices
is normally specified as peak value [188,246,320,321], obeying T1 means respecting the
integrity of both the machine and VSC at the same time, unlike T2 or T3 (as aforesaid).
This holds unless the stator windings are connected in a special manner such that the line
and phase currents differ (further discussed later), but T1 is also suitable for this case by
assuming that the VSC is overrated accordingly [22,23].

3.5.1.2. Definition of DF Based on α1-β1 Current Modulus

If space harmonics are disregarded, to avoid torque ripple, the α1-β1 current trajectory
should be kept circular, as in healthy operation [21]. However, due to the current restrictions
associated with the phase OCs, to obtain a circular α1-β1 current trajectory, certain currents
should be allowed to flow in other subspaces of the full-order VSD. Consequently, for a
given value of the α1-β1 (or d1-q1, in synchronous frame) current-reference modulus

∣∣iαβ1

∣∣,
the SCL and heat generation increase, and hence the maximum |iαβ1 | must be limited,
according to the thresholds T1, T2, or T3. The DF can be defined as the maximum steady-
state |iαβ1 | normalized (by rated) value that can be reached without surpassing T1 in
a certain fault scenario [20–22]. Although the postfault decrease in achievable, torque
depends on the id1 /iq1 ratio and machine parameters, while the DF usually does not, and
for this reason the DF is very useful as a figure of merit [20,22,233,296]. In addition, higher
DF also generally implies lower SCL for a given

∣∣iαβ1

∣∣, and vice versa [22–24]. More insight
about the computation of the DF for a given scenario, which is closely related to the current
reference generation, is provided shortly.

3.5.1.3. Current References in Secondary VSD Subspaces

The postfault current references in VSD subspaces other than α1-β1 can be set as a
function of the α1-β1 current by means of certain coefficients [20–22,25,125,128,133,234]:

[
iαh

iβh

]
=

Kh︷ ︸︸ ︷[
Kαh ,α Kαh ,β
Kβh ,α Kβh ,β

][
iα1

iβ1

]
. (1)

The coefficient matrix K, formed by the various Kh (for each h in the VSD), can be
chosen following different approaches, which are discussed next.

The conventional methods for this purpose are based on using fixed coefficients in
K for each fault scenario, which do not vary with |iαβ1 | [6]. On the one hand, the so-
called maximum torque strategy (MTS) sets K so that the DF is maximized. However,
the SCL is then not optimum [21]. MTS is also referred to as the equal amplitude [260],
minimum torque derating [163,168], or minimum current peak [166] strategy. On the
other hand, the minimum loss strategy (MLS) selects K so that the SCL is minimized,
at the expense of lower DF [6]. As shown in Table 12, the MLS and MTS approaches
are the most common in the existing literature. The coefficients for MLS and MTS are
typically computed offline. K is obtained for MLS by solving the optimization problem
of minimizing the SCL subject to the current restrictions imposed by phase OCs and by
isolated (if any) stator neutral points [21]. For MTS, K is often calculated by imposing
the condition that current amplitudes are identical in all healthy phases [6,131,163]. In
any case, this condition, although simple, does not always correspond in reality with the
maximum torque, and hence it is sometimes preferable to compute the coefficients by
solving the optimization problem of maximizing |iαβ1 |with the constraint of not surpassing
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the current limitation and without a priori assuming specific relations between the phase-
current amplitudes [237]. This approach could also be employed to compute the highest
DF possible for a given drive and fault scenario.

Table 12. Methods for generating current references under phase/switch OCs neglecting the effect
of space harmonics on torque (Section 3.5.1) in multiphase applications in the literature. Setting
x-y currents to zero [78,79,103,110,111,117,123,159,236] (equivalent to MLS [79]) while using suitable
reduced-order VSD is not included. The approaches for just optimizing the id1

/iq1 ratio, as for healthy
three-phase drive, are not included either.

Injects Mini- Maxi- Constraints in Opti-
Current Mizes Mizes Optimization MizesReferences Type of Method

Harmonics Losses DF (Besides OCs) * id1 /iq1
†

[6,9,16,18,20,21,81,86–89,113–116,124,126–129,134–
137,162–165,189–192,207,220,225,232–234,248]

MLS No SCL No No No

Shawier et al. [125] MLS No Rotor, core, and SCL No No No
Wang et al. [16] MLS Yes SCL No No No
Wang/Shamsi-Nejad et al. [99,100] MLS Yes ‡ SCL § No Predef. currents § No
Liang/Kuang et al. [221,260] MLS No SCL § No Predef. currents § No
[6,9,20,21,81,87–90,110–116,124–129,133–
138,149,163,164,168,174,175,187–189,192,194–
199,207,209,215,216,220,227,232–237]

MTS No No Yes No No

Wang et al. [100] MTS Yes ‡ No Yes § Predef. currents § No
Liang/Kuang et al. [221,260] MTS No No Yes § Predef. currents § No
Duran/Wang et al. [100,135,163] Switch MLS/MTS No SCL (not at ↑ torque) Yes No No
[5,22–24,116,128–131,137,138,223,227,234] FRMLS No SCL Yes T1 No
Sun et al. [17] FRMLS dc SCL Yes T1 No
Baneira et al. [126,127] FRMLS No VSC and SCL Yes T1 No
Shawier et al. [125] FRMLS No Rotor, core, and SCL Yes T1 No
Gonzalez-Prieto et al. [239] FRMLS No Rotor, core, and SCL Yes T1 Yes
Eldeeb et al. [25] FRMLS No SCL Yes T1 & vdc Yes
Feng et al. [145] Other Yes ‡ No Yes § Predef. currents § No
Feng et al. [146] Other No No Yes § Predef. currents § Yes
Feng et al. [217] Other Yes ‡ No Yes § Predef. currents § Yes

* Null currents due to disabling a VSC module are not indicated. Thresholds such as T1–T3 (or vdc) are only
listed if optimum currents are computed for each torque (or speed) command within a wide range, as in FRMLS.
† Labeled as “Yes” if the id1 /iq1 ratio is found for each torque by the same optimization as the x-y currents.
Green is used if the optimum id1 /iq1 depends on x-y currents (otherwise, id1 /iq1 may be found separately) and
no unnecessary current constraints are imposed. ‡ The current harmonics could have been avoided without
performance degradation. § Assuming predefined values (or similar unneeded constraints) for some currents
restricts finding an optimum solution (the SCL/DF are not actually minimized/maximized, and are hence not
marked in green).

Switching between MLS and MTS in a single drive was proposed in [100,135,163].
When the torque reference is below the maximum permitted by MLS, the fixed coefficients
of MLS are applied. Above this threshold, the MTS coefficients are adopted instead.
However, the SCL is not minimized for each torque reference in the latter torque region
(i.e., between the maximum torque values of MLS and MTS).

To overcome said shortcoming, it is proposed by Baneira et al. [234] to also include
in the SCL optimization problem the limitation of all phase currents to the rated value
(condition T1) as an inequality constraint, and solve for K this problem for each possible
|iαβ1 | up to the MTS DF. In this manner, fixed coefficients (identical to MLS) are obtained in
the |iαβ1 | range corresponding with MLS, K varies as a function of |iαβ1 | for higher |iαβ1 |,
and K matches that of MTS for the maximum |iαβ1 |. This can be seen in Figure 3 for the
particular case of a six-phase machine with asymmetrical WSA and a single neutral point,
under an OC fault in phase a [234]. These coefficients can be stored in an LUT, using |iαβ1 | as
input. The resulting method is termed the full-range minimum loss strategy (FRMLS) [234],
as indicated in Table 12. The FRMLS is especially advantageous in comparison with MTS
and MLS in the case of six-phase machines with asymmetrical WSA [234]. In this situation,
for one phase OC, the SCL is reduced by up to 12.3% compared with MTS, and the DF
is increased by 15.4% in comparison with MLS (see Figure 4) [128], with the percentages
being expressed with respect to the rated values.
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Figure 3. Coefficients in K [see (1)] for generating the VSD current references according to the FRMLS
as a function of |iαβ1 | (normalized by rated), for the scenario of OC in phase a of a six-phase machine
with asymmetrical WSA, star connection, and single neutral point. The FRMLS coefficients match
those of MLS for |iαβ1 | < 54%, and those of MTS for |iαβ1 | = 69.4%.
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Figure 4. Comparison of the MLS, MTS, and FRMLS in terms of SCL as a function of |iαβ1 | (normalized
by rated), for the scenario of OC in one phase of a six-phase machine with asymmetrical WSA, star
connection, and single neutral point.

Although in [234] the FRMLS is only applied for single-phase OCs, it is later used
for greater numbers of phase OCs, up to, for example, two in [23,128], three in [24], and
four in [131]. A procedure similar to the FRMLS is studied in [239] for a six-phase IM fed
by two pairs of parallel three-phase VSCs, with one faulty VSC. An FRMLS for five-phase
IMs with parallel windings or VSC legs under various fault scenarios was devised in [138],
using piecewise linearization for the coefficients in several torque ranges.

Sun et al. propose a method to solve in online manner the SCL optimization of the
FRMLS for n-phase machines with symmetrical WSA [131]. Thus, the coefficients for the
reference generation are obtained during the drive operation. This is more general and
avoids the need for large LUTs for numerous possible scenarios, which could become
inconvenient for high n.

The converter losses provided by MLS, MTS, and FRMLS are compared in [126,127] for
a six-phase PMSM with asymmetrical WSA. It was concluded that such losses are indirectly
optimized to a great extent together with the SCL, even if only the latter is included in the
cost function of the FRMLS optimization.

Concerning voltage constraints, the restriction of avoiding overmodulation due to
excessive ac voltage (with respect to dc-link voltage vdc) was included in the SCL minimiza-
tion problem of the FRMLS in [25], in the context of six-phase interior PMSMs (IPMSMs)
with asymmetrical WSA. To this end, the relation between the stator currents and voltages,
using the electrical parameters of the machine, is taken into account. This means that the
obtained coefficients and DF are no longer independent of the drive parameters, but the
torque-speed range is extended with respect to conventional FRMLS.
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Shawier et al. analyze in [125] the effect of incorporating the machine rotor and core
losses, added to the SCL, in the cost function to be minimized. The study is focused on
a single-layer five-phase IM, which has non-negligible space harmonics. It is shown that
this extension does not alter the behavior of the FRMLS noticeably. The rotor and core
losses have also been taken into account by Gonzalez-Prieto et al. [239] for an asymmetrical
six-phase IM driven by parallel VSCs, and a similar conclusion was drawn regarding the
iron loss.

In general, there are multiple techniques to solve the SCL minimization required for the
MLS, FRMLS, and its variants. If no inequality constraints are considered, the Lagrange mul-
tiplier method can be adopted, which often yields an analytical
solution [133,148,153,162,177,191,203,219,242,248,251,252,260] that is suitable for online
implementation. However, if inequalities are included (e.g., T1 or T2, required for FRMLS),
this procedure is no longer valid, and nonlinear programing methods can be used instead.
In exchange, these algorithms are complex and resource consuming; thus, they are usu-
ally solved offline. In any case, these techniques can also be employed in the absence
of nonlinear constraints, as for the MLS. Currently, one of the most popular options of
this type is the fmincon command in MATLAB [22,24,25,125–129,137,234,240], which is a
nonlinear programming solver that uses the (iterative) interior-point algorithm by default.
When applying this approach, to ensure that the global minimum is found even if local
minima exist, multiple starting points can be set by means of MultiStart [22]. Other offline
alternatives are the CONOP solver in GAMS [20,239] and the Solver add-in in Microsoft
Excel [20], which use a generalized reduced gradient algorithm. Genetic algorithms are
also used for offline optimization of current references [145,155,187,192].

In some publications, certain unnecessary current restrictions are assumed (for sim-
plicity) when solving the expressions of the current references [99,100,145,146,217,221,260],
as reflected in Table 12. For instance, in [145,217,260], the fundamental currents of healthy
winding sets are considered to be as in prefault situation (with zero projection onto the
x-y plane); in [146], the peak current of one phase is fixed; and in [99,100,221], the d-axis
currents of one or several winding sets are assumed to be completely zero (more restrictive
than id1 = 0 for n-dimensional VSD). Unfortunately, these extra constraints (other than
OC paths and maximum current/voltage values) imply that the solutions found are not
optimum. In addition, in some cases [99,100,145,217], this also means that the resulting
current references are non-sinusoidal, despite disregarding space harmonics. It would no
longer be possible to generate the references just by means of coefficient matrices according
to (1). The presence of harmonic references, besides worsening efficiency, makes it more
difficult to ensure proper current control and that both the rms and peak current limits are
satisfied at the same time. In [221], although the stator currents are not distorted, torque
ripple is produced.

Conversely, in [16], the current references contain harmonics, while avoiding unneeded
current constraints in the optimization and disregarding space harmonics. The distortion
is necessary in this case in order to exploit a healthy switch sharing a VSC leg with an
open one. This procedure is equivalent to alternating between two different coefficient
matrices K within a fundamental period. In this manner, Wang et al. improve the SCL
and DF in comparison with the usual approach of handling the switch OC fault as a phase
OC. Another solution in this regard is presented by Sun et al. in [17], where dc is injected
(instead of ac harmonics) so that the phase current of the affected phase can be freely
controlled during the entire cycle. The dc current component of all phases is included in
the FRMLS optimization problem, together with the fundamental, with the constraints that
it is zero in the α1-β1 plane and it is equal to the fundamental peak in the faulty phase [17].

3.5.1.4. Selection of id1 /iq1 Ratio

As mentioned earlier, although the DF (based on |iαβ1 |) does not usually depend
on the id1 /iq1 ratio and hence is generally a convenient figure of merit for assessing
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the postfault capability, the actual maximum torque provided by a drive depends on
id1 /iq1 [125,139,234,239]. Similarly, the SCL for given torque depends on it as well [239,257].

Let us assume that the d1 axis is aligned with the rotor flux, as is usual in RFOC. In
IMs, given that the electromagnetic torque is proportional to the id1 iq1 product, it is possible
to set id1 = iq1 in order to maximize the torque for a given |iαβ1 |, either in prefault [257,322]
or postfault [257] conditions. However, designing an IM so that this strategy can be used
for high torque values would require setting a large id1 rating, which means reduced power
factor and efficiency [139]. In practice, in IMs it is very common to design the machine with
reduced id1 rating and keep id1 constant during operation so as to yield rated rotor flux as
long as possible (only decreased in field-weakening range), while iq1 is adjusted depending
on the required torque [139,300]. In the presence of phase OCs, the maximum admissible
|iαβ1 | should be reduced in accordance with the DF to avoid exceeding the maximum phase
current, and various possibilities exist for distributing this |iαβ1 | limitation between the
maximum id1 and iq1 references. The simplest approaches for this purpose are the rated
flux and equal derating methods [139]. In the rated flux technique, the postfault limit of
id1 is maintained at its rated value as in healthy conditions, while iq1 is derated as needed;
this is arguably the most popular so far [20–24,125–128,133,134,136,139,140,234,237]. On
the other hand, the equal derating strategy is based on reducing both id1 and iq1 limits by
the same factor [139,296]. The performances of these two options were compared with
each other in [139], in three- and six-phase IMs with symmetrical WSA. It was concluded
that equal derating results in lower phase voltage and hence higher achievable speed for a
given dc-link voltage, and that neither rated flux nor equal derating provide the maximum
torque (which depends on the machine electrical parameters, including saturation) for a
given |iαβ1 |. Nonetheless, this paper [139] is focused on the selection of the id1 /iq1 ratio
when |iαβ1 | is maximum, but the optimum adaptation of the d1-q1 currents under phase
OCs for |iαβ1 | below the DF value was not addressed.

To find the optimum postfault id1 /iq1 ratio for any given torque in IMs under VSC
leg OCs, it is proposed by Gonzalez-Prieto et al. in [239] to solve an offline optimization
problem based on minimizing the total (rotor and stator) copper losses under the system
current constraints (OCs and current limits). This technique was applied to a six-phase
IM with asymmetrical WSA and parallel three-phase VSCs. The machine parameters
are taken into account in the optimization, including the variation of the magnetizing
inductance according to the magnetizing curve. The degree of current imbalance between
both three-phase winding sets is considered as a DOF in the optimization, while no current
imbalance is allowed within a three-phase VSC module. The latter implies lower complexity,
although it also means that the x-y current DOFs are not fully exploited for minimizing the
losses and maximizing the DF. This problem is solved offline for multiple torque values,
and subsequently, certain relations are found that yield the optimum id1 /iq1 ratio and
optimum current sharing between three-phase sets as a function of the torque. The main
characteristics of the procedure are summarized in Table 13. Although there were methods
for optimally adjusting id1 /iq1 depending on the operating point in three-phase healthy
drives prior to [239] (as reported therein), it had not been done in the existing literature for
a multiphase drive under OC constraints until [239]. This technique [239] could easily be
extended to other types of multiphase drives and to optimize all current DOFs. In any case,
the voltage constraints—which may be critical, especially at high speeds [25]—were not
taken into account.

The same authors present an alternative approach in [257] (see Table 13), for a conven-
tional topology based on a single six-leg VSC driving an asymmetrical six-phase IM. It is
proved, by using the method of Lagrange multipliers, that the lowest SCL to yield a given
torque is attained by setting both the id1 and iq1 values equal to a certain simple closed-form
formula, depending on the machine magnetizing inductance and rotor self-inductance.
Complex iterative minimization problems are avoided. The x-y variables are not actually
optimized in the derivation, since they are not controlled in a closed loop; instead, virtual
voltage vectors with zero volt-second x-y average are adopted for obtaining FCS-MPC with
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the desirable feature of reconfigulationless fault tolerance. The id1 reference is limited to
its rated value when the torque command increases. The cost function of the FCS-MPC is
adapted so that the id1 and iq1 currents track these references during the machine operation.

Table 13. Offline methods for optimization of the id1
/iq1 ratio for a given |iαβ1 | under phase OCs

neglecting space harmonics (Section 3.5.1.4) in multiphase applications in the literature.

Includes Includes Includes Includes Complexity PostfaultMachine
Current Voltage Flux x-y Current of Offline Reconfi-References

n WSA Rotor Limit Limit Saturation DOFs Optimization guration

Gonzalez-Prieto et al. [239] 6 Asym. IM Yes No Yes Partially High Yes
Gonzalez-Prieto et al. [257] 6 Asym. IM No No No No Very low No
Eldeeb et al. [25] 6 Asym. PMSM Yes Yes Yes Yes Very high Yes
Feng et al. [146,217] 6 Asym. PMSM No No Yes Partially Very high Yes

Regarding surface-mounted PMSMs (SPMSMs), it is well known that, at least for
healthy three-phase drives, the maximum torque per ampere is simply obtained by set-
ting id1 = 0 and only varying iq1 with the torque reference [300,323]. For three-phase
synchronous machines with saliency, such as IPMSMs, the id1 /iq1 ratio is typically set as a
function of the torque reference to follow the maximum-torque-per-ampere id1-iq1 curve.
When the maximum ac voltage (speed) is reached, then id1 /iq1 follows a field-weakening
trajectory instead, in either kind of machine [300,323,324].

At this point, it may be noticed that, in a certain multiphase drive and fault scenario,
solving the SCL minimization problem of the FRMLS for a given torque reference (instead
of just for a given |iαβ1 |, as for computing the DF), yields not only the optimum current
references in the secondary subspaces in order to attain such torque with minimum SCL,
but also the best id1 /iq1 ratio for this purpose. In this sense, the resulting current references
could be considered to trace a maximum-torque-per-ampere (or maximum-torque-per-SCL)
trajectory. This is in fact proposed by Eldeeb et al. in [25] for a six-phase IPMSM with
asymmetrical WSA. Moreover, since this strategy includes the voltage constraints in the
SCL minimization of the FRMLS (as mentioned earlier), id1 /iq1 is also optimally adjusted for
field weakening when needed [25]. Thus, the main improvements in comparison with [239]
are the full optimization of all current DOFs and the consideration of the voltage limits, as
reflected in Table 13.

Note that if the secondary subspaces are assumed not to affect the torque and dc-link
utilization, then the optimum current references in the main and secondary subspaces
could be obtained separately. In such a case, the relations between the secondary-subspace
currents and the iα1 and iβ1 ones (see (1)) could be computed as a function of |iαβ1 | regardless
of the id1 /iq1 ratio, while the optimum id1 /iq1 could be expressed as a function of |iαβ1 |
regardless of the x-y currents. This is, in fact, a common approach [22,137,146]. For instance,
the id1 /iq1 choice proposed in [257] could be combined with x-y optimization according
to FRMLS. Furthermore, under these assumptions, the optimum id1 /iq1 for a given |iαβ1 |
is the same for healthy and faulty conditions. Nevertheless, in practice it is more realistic
and effective (although more complex and with less general results) not to rely on this
hypothesis and take into account all main and secondary VSD subspaces simultaneously in
the optimization, as in [25] (where, although the effect of secondary subspaces on torque is
neglected, that on dc-bus utilization is not). It may also be remarked that, to fully exploit
the dc-link utilization, in HB VSC topologies the voltage constraint should be expressed in
terms of phase-to-phase voltages [25], and the modulation algorithm should inject adequate
zero-sequence voltage (e.g., by the min-max method [22,136,227]).

In [146,217], the selected id1 /iq1 ratio differs between healthy and faulty situations,
in spite of neglecting the effect of secondary subspaces on space harmonics and dc-link
utilization. This is a consequence of assuming unnecessary constraints (as aforesaid and
reflected in Table 12), which introduce additional coupling between VSD subspaces and
prevent full exploitation of the available current DOFs.
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As opposed to the offline optimization techniques from Table 13, a method to adjust
the id1 /iq1 ratio of the current references online is proposed in [124] for a five-phase IPMSM
with negligible back-EMF harmonics driven by PI current controllers and carrier-based
PWM. It is more robust to parameter uncertainties. It is based on virtually adding a high-
frequency sinusoidal signal to the stator current angle in the main plane. The effect of the
postfault disturbances is compensated mathematically depending on the fault scenario.
Field-weakening operation is not considered. This method is later applied to SV PWM [123]
and to current FCS-MPC [159].

Field-weakening operation in absence of phase/switch OC faults is discussed in the
context of dc-link voltage shortage in Part 1.

3.5.2. Consideration of Space Harmonics

If the space harmonics in secondary subspaces (considering full VSD) are not negli-
gible, the currents forced through these subspaces by the OC faults affect the dc and ac
components of the torque [133]. In some papers, even though it is acknowledged that the
machine under study does have space harmonics, the current references are computed by
taking into account only the signals of fundamental frequency, while the postfault torque
ripple due to back-EMF distortion is left uncompensated [108,115,149,188,221]. This is a
valid option if the torque oscillations are not excessive and it is decided to give priority to,
for example, simplicity, reducing losses, or increasing the DF. In contrast, in other publi-
cations the space harmonics are taken into consideration for mitigating fully or partially
the torque pulsation produced by them. The latter approaches are summarized in Table 14,
where T is torque and i1, i3, . . . denote the current harmonic components of orders 1, 3, . . .,
respectively. Many of these strategies are designed specifically for particular kinds of
machines, and for this reason, the machine types are indicated in this table, as opposed
to Table 12. In addition, the definition of DF used for sinusoidal back-EMF is no longer
suitable in this context, and hence the DF is understood in the following as the highest
average torque (instead of |iαβ1 | value) with respect to rated that is attained in a specific
fault scenario.

For a seven-phase IM under a single-phase OC, Tani et al. [133] propose to set the
current references in the secondary subspaces as rotating SVs, with the same frequency
and direction as the α1-β1 fundamental current SV. Because of the nature of the IM, the
third- and fifth-order spatial components of the rotor flux linkage (back-EMF) then have
fundamental time frequency, not three and five times as they would in a synchronous
machine. Under the assumption of a single space harmonic per VSD plane, torque ripple
is prevented in this fashion. Among the multiple possibilities for this approach, the one
offering the lowest stator and rotor copper losses is chosen. A similar technique is applied
to double-phase OCs by He et al. [150] for the same kind of motor. In any case, the
reduction of torque pulsation is attained in these papers at the expense of higher losses than
with conventional MLS or FRMLS (explained in Section 3.5.1.3) and smaller DF than with
conventional MTS or FRMLS [133]. These are, in fact, unavoidable fees that are generally
required for generating ripple-free torque.

Locment et al. [143] present a method for a seven-phase PMSM, taking into account
the first- and third-order back-EMF harmonics. In the two corresponding VSD planes, the
current references are set as for healthy drive, aligned with the back-EMF SVs, to provide
smooth torque. For single-phase OC, the current DOF in the other plane, which does not
affect torque, is calculated for minimizing the SCL. For double-phase OCs, the current
within said plane is instead given by the OC constraints. In both scenarios, the stator
current SVs describe a circle in the planes with non-negligible back-EMF, but unlike the
method from [133,150] for IMs, in this PMSM drive, the time frequencies differ between
planes. A similar strategy is discussed by Cervone et al. [243] for another seven-phase
PMSM under two phase OCs, but lower SCL is achieved by optimally selecting the ratio
between the first- and third-order current harmonics. The technique from [143] is modified
by Vu et al. in [122], also for a seven-phase PMSM. Namely, the references in the first two
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planes are altered in order to nullify the current in the plane of the fifth- and ninth-order
back-EMF harmonics, thus further reducing the torque ripple. In exchange, the SCL and
DF are worsened. Reduced-order VSD is defined so that the current references are seen as
constant values in steady state.

Table 14. Methods for generating current references under phase OCs reducing torque ripple due to
space harmonics (Section 3.5.2) in multiphase applications in the literature.

Space Injects Mini- Thresholds asMachine
VSD Harmo- Current Mizes Constraints inReferences

n WSA Rotor
Type of Method

nics * Harms Losses Optimization †

Tani/He et al. [133,150] 7 Sym. IM Full Circular i1 in all planes 1,3,5 1 Rotor & SCL No
Locment et al. [143] 7 Sym. PMSM Full Circular i1, i3 in 2 resp. planes 1,3 1,3 SCL No
Cervone et al. [243] 7 Sym. PMSM Reduced Circular i1, i3 in 2 resp. planes 1,3 1,3 SCL No
Vu et al. [122] 7 Sym. PMSM Reduced Null i5 1,3,9 1,3 No No
Huang et al. [199] 5 Sym. PMSM None Unbalanced i1 1,3,5 1 No No
Huang et al. [199] 5 Sym. PMSM None Equal-amplitude i1, i3 sets 1,3,5 1,3 No No
Bianchi et al. [200,201,209] 5 Sym. PMSM None Cancel 2nd & 4th T ripple 1,3 1,3 No No
Dwari et al. [176] 5 Sym. PMSM None Cancel 2nd, 4th, & 6th T ripple 1,3 1,3 No No
Mohammadpour et al. [240] 5 Sym. PMSM None Cancel 2nd, 4th, & 6th T ripple 1,3 1,3 SCL No
Liu et al. [107] 5 Sym. PMSM 2 reduced ‡ Cancel 2nd & 4th T ripple 1,3 1,3 SCL No
Liu et al. [107] 5 Sym. PMSM 2 reduced ‡ Cancel 2nd & 4th T ripple 1,3 1,3 No No
Xiong et al. [118] 5 Sym. PMSM Reduced Cancel 2nd, 4th, & 6th 1,3 1,3 SCL No
Xiong et al. [118] 5 Sym. PMSM Reduced Cancel 2nd, 4th, & 6th 1,3 1,3 No No
Tian et al. [109] 5 Sym. PMSM Reduced Cancel 2nd & 4th T ripple 1,3 1,3 SCL No
Qiu-Liang et al. [121] 5 Sym. PMSM Reduced Cancel 2nd & 4th T ripple 1,3 1,3 No No
Kong et al. [156] 5 Sym. IM Full Avoid backwards SVs 1,3 1,3 No No
He et al. [152] 5 Sym. IM Full Circular i1 in α1-β1 1,3 1,3 No No
Liu et al. [154] 5 Sym. IM Full Circular i1, i3 in 2 resp. planes 1,3 1,3 No No
Kong et al. [98] 5 Sym. IM Reduced Cancel 2nd, 4th, & 6th T ripple 1,3 1,3 No No
[177–183,202,219,241,242,252] Any Any PMSM None Constant T in (2) Any Any SCL No
Wang et al. [148,153,203,251] Any Any PMSM None Constant T in (2) & field-wk. Any Any SCL (not in field-wk.) No
Lee et al. [204] Any Any PMSM − Reduce unbalanced forces Any Any SCL No

Vu et al. [144] 7 Sym. PMSM Reduced Maximize DF per speed 1,3 1,3 No vdc

Xiong et al. [119] 5 Sym. PMSM Reduced Full-range low T ripple 1,3 1,3 Yes T1

* The effect of these space harmonics on the torque is considered for canceling/reducing the associated torque
pulsation. † Thresholds like T1 (or vdc) are only listed if optimum currents are computed for each torque (or speed)
command within a wide range, as in FRMLS. ‡ Two reduced-order VSD transforms are used in parallel, for the
first- and third-order harmonics.

The aforementioned solutions for IMs from [133,150], based on a single current fre-
quency, may not seem in principle suitable for synchronous machines, where the time
frequencies of the spatial rotor-flux harmonics are necessarily different from the fundamen-
tal. In any case, Huang et al. [199] show that it is also possible to produce smooth torque
in a five-phase PMSM with third- and fifth-order back-EMF harmonics under an open
phase, by supplying only fundamental stator current with adequate imbalance. On the
other hand, an alternative based on setting first- and third-order stator currents with equal
amplitudes in all phases (for each frequency) is devised as well. The latter also cancels the
torque pulsation, but the average torque is lower. Neither of these two options are proved
to be the ones with least SCL or highest DF possible for producing ripple-free torque.

In fact, attenuating the torque pulsations in five-phase machines with third-order
space harmonic by injecting third-order currents in addition to the fundamental is a topic
widely studied in the literature, as shown in Table 14, both for IMs [98,152,154,156] and (es-
pecially) PMSMs [107,109,118,119,121,176,199,200,209,240]. Concerning five-phase PMSMs,
besides the approach from [199], another one based on third-order current is presented
earlier by Bianchi et al. in [200]. Namely, they compute the currents so that the second- and
fourth-order torque harmonics are avoided. In the scenario of a single-phase OC, equal
current waveforms and amplitudes are obtained in each of the healthy phases, as in the
well-known MTS for sinusoidal back-EMF (see Section 3.5.1.3). This characteristic is no
longer true for double-phase OCs. Dwari and Parsa [176], for a single OC failure, impose
fundamental current with equal magnitude in all phases but allow unequal amplitudes of
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the third current harmonic in order to increase the torque capability compared with [200].
Furthermore, they additionally cancel the sixth-order torque pulsation [176], instead of just
the second- and fourth-order ones. For OC faults in two non-adjacent phases, the current
references are set following a similar criterion as for single OC fault, but without fully com-
pensating the sixth-order torque harmonic. Finally, for OCs in adjacent phases, dissimilar
fundamental current magnitudes are imposed to attain higher average torque [176]. Mo-
hammadpour and Parsa [240] design the references so that the SCL is minimized, and other
types of stator connections (pentagon and pentacle) are addressed. The sixth-order torque
oscillation is also canceled as long as possible. Liu et al. [107] suggest two alternatives
for computing the first- and third-order currents to cancel the second- and fourth-order
torque oscillations for one open phase. In the first option, both frequency components
are chosen for minimizing SCL independently. In the second option, the fundamental
current is set as for conventional MTS, while unbalanced third-order components cancel
the torque ripple. Under two phase OCs, a single solution is proposed. In the latter fault
scenario, the remaining DOFs still allow the prevention of said torque oscillations, but
they do not decrease SCL, and significant sixth-order ripple is observed. Xiong et al. [118]
enhance these strategies [107] for one OC fault, achieving lower SCL and higher DF. The
improvement is obtained thanks to considering both frequency components as DOFs at the
same time in the optimization, rather than separately. However, the possibility of including
fundamental current in the secondary subspace is not taken into account. For single-phase
OC, Tian et al. [109] initially set the references as for MLS, using reduced-order VSD, that is,
zero for the d1 and x axes (see Section 3.4.1.3); then, the q1-axis current (with harmonics) is
computed so that the torque ripple is canceled. The main difference between the references
resulting from this strategy [109] and from the analogous one from [107] is that in [107] the
current corresponding to the secondary subspace is not nullified. Qiu-Liang et al. [121]
employ identical current waveforms with first- and third-order harmonics in all phases
(just displaced in time) for single OC failure. Although this may seem similar to [200], it is
done by means of reduced-order VSD in [121].

Regarding five-phase IMs, Kong et al. [156] set the current references under one
phase OC so that each of their two frequency components (fundamental and third-order)
describe a circular trajectory (instead of elliptical) in both VSD planes simultaneously.
To this end, the current SVs rotating backwards are eliminated, reducing torque ripple.
In any case, this approach is no longer feasible for two OC faults. Then, it is decided
to keep the trajectories of both frequencies circular only in the main plane, which has
a much greater impact on the torque than the secondary plane. However, in both fault
scenarios, the fundamental current in the x-y plane and (mainly) the third-order current
in the α1-β1 plane, in spite of describing circles, still cause some torque pulsation, because
of the discrepancy with the back-EMF frequency in the corresponding planes [152]. These
methods are improved by He et al. [152]; most importantly, the torque ripple is reduced to
a higher degree by completely avoiding the third-order current in the α1-β1 plane under
single-phase OC. However, these strategies [152,156] do not minimize SCL and are not able
to obtain completely smooth torque, especially in cases other than the method from [152]
for single OC failure. These limitations have to do with the fact that the authors focus
on reducing the torque pulsation produced in each plane individually, without trying
to cancel the torque oscillations of one plane with those of the other plane (unlike, e.g.,
the aforesaid solutions for five-phase PMSMs [107,121,176,199,200,240]). Liu et al. [154],
following similar reasoning, analyze a five-phase IM driven by an FB VSC where zero-
sequence current can flow, providing an additional DOF. For one open phase, this allows
supplying exclusively fundamental and third-order current components in the α1-β1 and
x-y planes, respectively, hence ensuring totally ripple-free torque and as good (quasi-
rectangular) airgap flux distribution as in healthy operation (unlike [152,156]). Nonetheless,
the SCL and DF are not fully optimized, as in [152,156], and under double-phase OCs
certain torque pulsation and flux-waveform deformation arises. In an earlier paper [98],
Kong et al. set an ellipsoidal trajectory of first- and third-order current components in the
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α1-β1 and x-y planes, respectively, of a five-phase IM fed by an HB VSC with single-phase
OC. These trajectories are analytically calculated so as to cancel the torque pulsations of
second-, fourth-, and sixth-order frequencies. Thus, this technique also yields smooth
torque, similarly to existing methods for five-phase PMSMs, but the SCL and DF are not
optimum either.

All these solutions for current-reference generation [98,107,109,121,122,133,143,150,
152,154,156,176,199,200,240,243] have several characteristics in common. In the first place,
all of them restrict the analysis just to a particular set of harmonic orders of back-EMF
and stator current, most commonly fundamental and third harmonic. This is beneficial
in terms of simplicity, but it makes it more difficult to achieve smooth torque, especially
when several phases are faulty or the back-EMF is very distorted. Another deficiency
found in these publications is that, although some of the analyzed methods are shown
to provide relatively large DF (e.g., [176]), none of them are, strictly speaking, proven
to actually yield the maximum possible DF for a given fault scenario. In fact, there are
reasons to suspect that many of them do not maximize the DF, not only due to the re-
duced number of harmonic orders under consideration, but mainly because, in most cases,
certain relations are assumed (for simplicity) between the current components without
being necessary. In this regard, the actual maximum DF value could be obtained by per-
forming a numerical optimization problem without any unnecessary current restrictions,
analogously to the study presented in [237] for a machine with sinusoidally distributed
windings. On the other hand, some of the aforementioned techniques are designed to
suitably exploit the DOFs for reducing the SCL while yielding the ripple-free torque
(see Table 12) [107,118,133,143,150,240,243]. The latter strategies resemble the MLS one
for sinusoidal back-EMF (described in Section 3.5.1.3) in the sense that an optimization
problem is solved to obtain the least SCL. The main difference is that in this case the effect
of space harmonics on the torque is taken into account to avoid the associated torque oscilla-
tions. Regarding the implementation, when space harmonics are considered, using simple
coefficient matrices (as in (1) for MLS) is not sufficient anymore (except for [133,150,199],
lacking current harmonics), and information about the current harmonic content needs to
be incorporated.

An alternative procedure exists, which allows the inclusion of any existing back-EMF
harmonics in the calculation and removes the constraint on the number of injected current
harmonics. Namely, the current references iρ for each phase ρ, of any possible shape, can be
found by minimizing the SCL subject to just the OC restrictions while the torque command
is set constant (smooth) according to (for an SPMSM):

T =
n

∑
ρ=a,b,...

eρiρ (2)

where the per-phase back-EMF eρ (normalized by speed) includes any existing
distortion [148,153,177–183,202,203,219,240–242,251,252]. In this manner, the torque is
actually ripple-free, even under just two current DOFs, while the SCL is the lowest possible
to satisfy such a requirement. The robustness to model uncertainties can be improved by
inserting in parallel an adaptive controller such as the one in [219], which relies on iterative
learning control (further discussed shortly). Lee et al. [204] extends the approach based
on (2) so that, besides the torque ripple, the unbalanced forces in a modular PMSM are also
compensated. It is also worth pointing out that several of these methods have been applied
to stator SC faults as well [148,153,178,200,203,219,251,252].

If eρ contains harmonics, the current references resulting from (2) also exhibit various
frequencies. In fact, it can be inferred from (2) that iρ may need to include more harmonic
orders than eρ to yield constant T. Compared with the aforementioned strategies, this
freedom in the back-EMF and current waveforms enables a better capability of attenuating
the torque oscillations. A current controller able to track the highly distorted references is
necessary in exchange, such as hysteresis [177–179,241], sliding-mode [181–183], or multi-
resonant [242] current control. Moreover, in some situations, unacceptably large current
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peaks may be required by this technique for ensuring constant torque, especially if several
phases are damaged and just a few current DOFs remain [179]. The current references
may be stored in an LUT or computed by closed-form expressions as a function of the
rotor position, because for a PMSM the values of eρ in (2) are ideally only a function of this
variable [177]. Since the SCL minimization is not solved for different torque commands
while taking into consideration the current limits, this method can also be understood as
an MLS (not an FRMLS), that is, the SCL is minimized but at the cost of decreasing the DF,
as happened with the MLS strategies for sinusoidal back-EMF (see Section 3.5.1.3). In fact,
if eρ in (2) does not contain any harmonic (as in [18]), this strategy becomes completely
equivalent to the conventional MLS from Section 3.5.1.3.

Regarding field-weakening operation, Wang et al. originally proposed, while using (2),
including the magnitude of the stator voltages in the cost function of the MLS together
with the SCL, with a suitable weighting factor [148,153,203,251]. Nonetheless, considering
the voltage limits precisely as extra constraints apart from the SCL cost function would
ensure more effectively that the SCL is actually minimized while avoiding overmodulation,
as done recently by Eldeeb et al. [25] (reviewed in Section 3.5.1.4) for sinusoidal back-EMF.

Vu et al. [144] use the MATLAB fmincon command to maximize the torque under
phase-voltage (field-weakening) and phase-current (rms) constraints in a seven-phase
PMSM, including only the fundamental and third-order components. Two alternatives are
analyzed: (a) with equal waveforms and amplitudes for all healthy phase currents and
(b) with circular current trajectory in the VSD planes of fundamental and third-order back-
EMF. The former provides higher DF, but the latter yields smoother torque and wider speed
range. The optimum current references are stored in an LUT as a function of the speed and
fault scenario. Thus, this technique is also suitable for field-weakening operation. However,
obtaining ripple-free torque is hindered to some extent because of only considering the
third current harmonic. Furthermore, certain predefined relations between currents are
defined to simplify the problem, at the expense of reducing the amount of possibilities and
hence, presumably, the resulting achievable torque. In addition, the injection of adequate
zero-sequence voltage for increasing the dc-link exploitation is not considered, and the SCL
is not minimized for each torque value.

The limitations of these strategies of current-reference generation due to the opposition
between the goals of increasing DF and lowering SCL may be circumvented similarly to
the derivation of the FRMLS, in contrast to MLS and MTS, in the case of sinusoidal back-
EMF (see Section 3.5.1.3). That is, the maximum current values could be incorporated as
constraints in the MLS optimization problem (as in the FRMLS) while considering back-
EMF harmonics and solving for each possible constant torque reference. This would give
the lowest SCL for each operating condition in the full torque operating range. To the
knowledge of the authors, FRMLS has not been applied yet to the case of non-sinusoidal
back-EMF, but it could presumably be done analogously. The voltage constraints could
also be incorporated in the optimization problem. In any case, imposing the restriction of
smooth torque implies that the maximum achievable torque would still not be as high as
with conventional MTS or FRMLS for sinusoidal back-EMF.

Xiong et al. [119] propose gradually relaxing the requirement of low torque ripple in a
five-phase PMSM as the torque command rises, so that the rated current rms (i.e., T1) is
respected at all times. Consequently, the smallest torque ripple is obtained for each torque
reference in the entire range, without sacrificing DF. Note that this approach is similar to
the FRMLS, but it replaces the minimization of SCL with the minimization of torque ripple.
However, only third-order harmonic of back-EMF and current is taken into account in [119],
and the SCL is not minimum for a given torque.

It would be convenient to merge this interesting procedure [119] with the
FRMLS [25,234] so that, in machines with space harmonics, the highest DF and speed
can be achieved while the minimum loss and torque ripple is provided for each torque
command and speed value. This could plausibly be carried out by finding the stator cur-
rents for each operating condition (torque and speed) such that both the SCL and torque
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ripple are minimized, with priority given to the latter, under the constraints imposed by the
OCs, the drive current ratings, and the dc-link voltage. Concerning the current limits, the
fact that there are current harmonics means that, unlike for sinusoidal signals, complying
with the rms current rating of the machine does not imply that the peak current rating of
the converter devices is respected as well. Special care is needed to satisfy both thresholds
simultaneously, as happens when injecting third-order current in healthy drive for torque
density enhancement [188,320]. This distinction is, however, largely ignored so far in the
literature about tolerance to phase OCs in the presence of space harmonics. Avoidance
of flux saturation may also be taken into account when computing the optimum current
references; this is especially relevant in IMs, where rotor flux is related to the stator currents
and the airgap flux distribution can be adequately shaped in this regard [152,154].

3.5.3. Methods Based on Adaptive Outer Control Loop

The strategies for generating the RFOC current references described in Sections 3.5.1
and 3.5.2 are based on selecting the references depending on the fault scenario in a pre-
defined manner (e.g., by using LUTs or closed-form expressions). In contrast, there are
certain RFOC schemes (see Table 15) [67,69,105,106,185,186,220,253] in which the current
references are automatically produced by a robust outer loop, without (or barely [67–69])
using information about the type of fault as an input.

For instance, this is carried out by Fnaiech et al. [185] and Betin et al. [186] by means
of an outer sliding-mode position controller, which sets the q1-axis current reference while
the d1-axis one is constant and the other subspaces are uncontrolled. The corresponding
current control is explained in Section 3.4.5. Reconfiguration of the reduced-order VSD is,
however, applied.

Lin et al. [69] present another adaptive position controller that automatically adjusts
the reference of the q1-axis current for tolerating phase OCs. In this case, it is done by a
recurrent fuzzy neural cerebellar model articulation network (RFNCMAN). The currents
of the two three-phase sets of the six-phase machine are controlled independently (by d-q
PI blocks), and when a fault arises, the entire affected module is turned off. At the same
time, the d-q current references are suitably rescaled. The same research group propose
in [67,68] fault-tolerant six-phase drives based on robust outer speed control, which sets
the q1-axis current reference as well. First, in [67], this current command is generated
by a Takagi–Sugeno–Kang fuzzy neural network with asymmetric membership function
(TSKFNN-AMF). On the other hand, in [68], the outer controller is based on intelligent
complementary sliding-mode control, while the bound of uncertainty required for it is
estimated by a TSKFNN-AMF. In both cases [67,68], the faulty three-phase set and its
control are disabled after the failure is detected, as in [69].

Table 15. Methods for generating current references under phase OCs by adaptive outer control loop
(Section 3.5.3) in multiphase applications in the literature.

Space Adaptive PostfaultMachine
Harmo- Current Reconfi-References

n WSA Rotor
Outer Control Loop

Nics References guration

Fnaiech/Betin et al. [185,186] 6 Sym. IM Position sliding mode 1 q1 VSD
Lin et al. [69] 6 Asym. PMSM Position RFNCMAN 1 q1 Disable 3-ph. set
Lin et al. [67] 6 Asym. PMSM Speed TSKFNN-AMF 1 q1 Disable 3-ph. set
Lin et al. [68] 6 Asym. PMSM Speed sliding mode & TSKFNN-AMF 1 q1 Disable 3-ph. set
Tian et al. [105,106] 6 Sym. PMSM Speed sliding mode 1,3 q1 VSD & x current ref. *
Mohammadpour et al. [219] 5 Sym. PMSM Torque iterative learning 1,3 Per phase None †

Guo et al. [220] 10 Sym. PMSM Speed robust control law 1 q1 None ‡

Xu et al. [253] 6 Sym. PMSM Speed robust control law 1 q1 None ‡

* The current reference for the secondary axis x is omitted for double-phase OCs. † Reconfiguration of predefined
current references is needed if a conventional method for SCL minimization is in parallel [219]. ‡ Reconfiguration
of current references is applied later for ensuring even better performance.

Outer sliding-mode speed control has been employed by Tian et al. [105,106] for
generating the q1-axis current reference so that speed ripple is prevented in a five-phase
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PMSM with non-sinusoidal back-EMF, under one [105] or two [106] phase OCs. The inner
current control is based on PI controllers for the remaining current DOFs (see Table 7 and
Section 3.4.1.3). For single-phase OC, a DOF in a secondary subspace (x axis) can be set, for
example, for MLS (to zero) or MTS (pulsating) [105]. The reduced-order VSD also needs to
be modified as a function of the fault scenario, similarly to [185,186].

However, all of these methods [67–69,105,106,185,186] need fault detection and diag-
nosis to reconfigure the drive to some extent (see Table 15). Mohammadpour et al. [219]
propose an outer torque controller based on iterative learning control. This outer loop gen-
erates the current references in per-phase coordinates, without VSD and without requiring
any reconfiguration. This technique is also discussed together with other reconfigura-
tionless fault-tolerant approaches in Section 3.6. In any case, the authors point out that,
although this strategy of current-reference generation prevents torque ripple, it does not
ensure minimum SCL. In fact, this statement could also be applied to other similar adap-
tive solutions. Consequently, it is recommended in [219] to combine this method with a
conventional one that generates current references for SCL minimization, at the expense of
requiring fault diagnosis.

For a ten-phase PMSM with two rotors and two five-phase stators, Guo et al. [220]
develop a speed controller based on robust control law, considering the postfault torque
ripple as uncertainty to be compensated. Its output is the torque command, based on which
the amplitude of the phase-current references, equal for all phases (equivalent to iq1), is
calculated. Each phase current is individually controlled by the inner loop. Although the
torque ripple obtained in this manner is nearly none, it is suggested to optimally reconfigure
the current references once the fault is detected, for ensuring even smoother torque [220].

Xu et al. [253] later apply to n = 6 a robust speed control, using an adaptive law that
estimates the system uncertainty. The inner current control is based on two three-phase d-q
PI controllers. The outer loop provides the q1-axis current reference, split into the ones for
each of the two q axes. In particular, it ensures that the healthy three-phase set generates the
torque pulsation necessary to counteract that produced by the faulty set, without disabling
the latter or performing any reconfiguration. Nevertheless, it is still possible to apply any
other specific tolerant action once the fault is detected, if desired [253] (e.g., for further
reducing the SCL or torque ripple, as in [219,220]).

Finally, it may be noted that the last two strategies [219,220,253] have also been tested
satisfactorily under stator SC faults.

3.6. Control with Reconfigurationless Tolerance to Phase OCs

As explained in other parts of this paper, some reconfiguration is usually applied in
fault-tolerant multiphase drives after phase/switch OC faults occur. Physical reconfig-
uration of the drive is normally not necessary to tolerate phase OCs, although it can be
done to improve the postfault performance, at the expense of additional complexity, cost,
size, and so on. On the other hand, it is commonly assumed that at least some software
reconfiguration is necessary, involving one or several aspects, such as the controller itself,
current references, VSD transform, modulation, and so on. Moreover, fault detection is in
most cases required in order to apply the suitable reconfiguration when faults take place [6].
Both fault detection and postfault reconfiguration are usually relatively complex, because
numerous DOFs and fault scenarios have to be taken into account [255].

Nonetheless, as became apparent in the aforementioned, a new trend has appeared,
especially in recent years, that calls into question the real need of fault detection and
postfault reconfiguration. The available control techniques that permit the omission of
these steps are compared in Table 16. The current control and current-reference generation
of many of these methods have already been described to some extent, but the principles
used in all of them for obtaining the reconfigurationless nature are discussed next in a joint
manner for gaining a clearer perspective on this important aspect.
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Table 16. Reconfigurationless control methods for tolerating phase OCs (Section 3.6) in multiphase
applications in the literature.

Method Description
Machine Other Details

References
n WSA Rotor Section Table

Mohammadpour et al. [219] RFOC with torque iterative-learning control 5 Sym. PMSM 3.5.3 15
Guo et al. [220] RFOC with speed robust control law 10 Sym. PMSM 3.5.3 15
Xu et al. [253] RFOC with speed robust control law 6 Sym. PMSM 3.4.1.2; 3.5.3 7; 15
Liu et al. [254] RFOC with d1-q1 fuzzy-logic i control 9 Sym. IM 3.4.6 11
Gonzalez-Prieto et al. [255] RFOC with d1-q1 PI & no x-y closed-loop i control 6 Asym. IM 3.4.1.1 7
Gonzalez-Prieto et al. [256,257] RFOC with α1-β1 FCS-MPC & no x-y closed-loop i control & virtual SVs 6 Asym. IM 3.4.2 8
Barrero et al. [258] α1-β1 DTC & no x-y closed-loop i control & virtual SVs 5 Sym. IM 3.3.1 6
Wang et al. [259] RFOC with d1-q1 PI & x-y deadbeat i control & phase-locked loop 6 Asym. PMSM 3.4.3 9
Entrambasaguas et al. [73] [256] + derating by single-index fault detection 6 Asym. IM 2.3; 3.4.2 2; 8
Gonzalez-Prieto et al. [19] [255] + automatic derating 6 Asym. IM 3.4.1.1 7

As mentioned in Section 3.5.3, Mohammadpour et al. [219], considering a five-phase
PMSM, proposed to adapt the current references online by means of iterative-learning
control, with the torque error as input. Because of the adaptive nature of iterative-learning
control, ripple-free postfault torque is obtained without having to detect the fault or to
reconfigure the algorithm in any specific pre-established manner according to the fault
type. However, torque measurement or estimation is needed, and the resulting SCL is
not necessarily optimum. In fact, because of the latter shortcoming, the authors suggest
combining it with a conventional solution, removing the reconfigurationless feature [219].
Nevertheless, in such a case, the adaptive algorithm makes it possible to obtain satisfactory
behavior while the fault is still being diagnosed. Other methods based on RFOC with
adaptive outer robust loop, also described in Section 3.5.3, are presented in [220,253]. As
aforesaid, one of the main differences with the one from [219] is that in [220,253], the input
of the outer loop is the speed error instead of the torque error.

While using RFOC with standard PI speed control, Liu et al. [254] suggest replacing
the usual PI current controller in d1-q1 frame by one based on fuzzy-logic control, both
in prefault and postfault conditions of a nine-phase IM (see Section 3.4.6). The current
control in the other VSD subspaces, of less importance, is performed by PI control. With
this approach, it is not necessary to modify the control algorithm when faults occur, thanks
to the robustness of the d1-q1 fuzzy logic. As opposed to [219,220,253], robust control is
applied in the inner RFOC controller instead of in the outer one. However, the fuzzy-logic
scheme results in higher torque ripple than the conventional d1-q1 PI method when the
drive is healthy [254]. Similarly, the schemes from [185,186], with inner and outer loops
based on sliding-mode or fuzzy-logic control (see Sections 3.4.5 and 3.4.6), might be easily
converted into reconfigurationless ones as well; although the VSD transform is replaced by
a postfault reduced-order one therein, this modification could be avoided.

With regard to conventional linear RFOC (e.g., with dual-PI or PR x-y current control;
see Section 3.4.1.4), it is identified in [255] by Gonzalez-Prieto et al. that there are two
main reasons for malfunction without reconfiguration in the pre-existing literature: (1) the
alteration of the actual voltage vectors applied by the PWM, and (2) most importantly, the
fact that due to current constraints introduced by phase OCs, the closed-loop control in
secondary subspaces conflicts with that in the α1-β1 plane (with incompatible objectives).
The second one leads to uncontrolled saturation of the output voltage references. Therefore,
the requirement of postfault reconfiguration can be eliminated by avoiding the secondary-
subspace closed-loop control (including prefault situation) or by imposing a relatively
small output voltage saturation for it [255]. These solutions, tested in [255] for n = 6,
allow for greater simplicity and robustness. Among these two options, the latter one
is preferable in terms of providing closed-loop compensation of undesired secondary-
subspace disturbances, at least during healthy operation.

Concerning RFOC with current FCS-MPC, in [256], the same two causes of potential
postfault instability are recognized for this type of control. In this case, it is proposed to
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define and employ virtual voltage vectors such that the low-frequency output voltage
components in secondary subspaces are canceled in open loop. Thus, conflicts between
closed-loop controllers are prevented, and the necessity of postfault reconfiguration is
thereby effectively eliminated as well [256]. This method is combined in [257] with an
optimum selection (see Section 3.5.1.4) of the id1 /iq1 reference ratio for improved efficiency.

The same authors have also proved in [258] that an approach based on virtual voltage
vectors analogous to that for FCS-MPC [256] can be applied to DTC in order to avoid
reconfiguration (e.g., of the DTC LUTs) after OC faults.

This type of fault tolerance without postfault reconfiguration, based on just controlling
in closed loop the α1-β1 plane, is called passive [255], natural [256,257], or reconfiguration-
less [258].

A different strategy is presented by Wang et al. in [259], regarding linear current
control with a six-phase PMSM. As opposed to [255], where it was initially assumed
that current control with zero steady-state error (e.g., PR) was implemented in every
VSD subspace, in [259], unity closed-loop gain is only considered (through PI control) in
the α1-β1 fundamental positive sequence. In the other VSD plane, deadbeat control is
implemented (in stationary frame) [259], which is known to be incapable of fully rejecting
disturbances [170,316]. Consequently, whereas in [255], the conflict between the current
controllers in different VSD subspaces leads to uncontrolled increase of the output voltage
and eventually to saturation, in [259], the finite open-loop gain permits achieving an
equilibrium between the conflicting current references in the two VSD subspaces. This
equilibrium is exploited to obtain effective reconfigurationless behavior [259]. Namely,
the fundamental current components in the x and y axes of the secondary subspace are
extracted by means of an enhanced phase-locked loop, and they become the new x and
y current references. Then, the actual currents become closer to the ones that would
correspond to zero steady-state error in the α1-β1 plane. This, in turn, produces another
modification of the x-y current references, and so on. In this manner, the system iteratively
converges to the optimum postfault currents, without knowledge about the fault occurrence
or its type [259].

In any case, although these techniques [255–259] do avoid the need for postfault
reconfiguration of the controller, current references, VSD transform, and modulation, it is
still, in practice, recommendable to detect the OC faults and identify their location, so that
the current references are properly limited (derated) according to the fault scenario in order
to avoid overheating [73]. For this purpose, a single-index fault-detection method was
proposed in [73], considering FCS-MPC with natural fault tolerance. This approach is much
simpler than previous fault-detection techniques, based on at least n indices. Furthermore,
it can be enhanced so that other faults, such as high-resistance connections, are detected as
well [74].

Later, with the aim of avoiding this OC-detection step as well, a solution was pre-
sented in [19] for providing automatic derating without any kind of fault detection or
reconfiguration at all. Namely, it was proposed to saturate the output of the speed control,
that is, the q1-axis current reference iq1 , to a limit given in absolute value by [19]:

iq1,max =

√
i2rc − i2d1

− ∑
h 6=1

(
i2αh

+ i2βh

)
(3)

where iαh and iβh with h 6= 1 represent the currents in the secondary subspaces (see
Part 1), and irc is the amplitude of the rated phase current. For this equation, it is assumed
that the d1-axis current reference is kept constant to maintain rated flux; otherwise (see
Section 3.5.1.4), (3) should be modified accordingly. In (3), the limit iq1,max is the variable
q1-axis current value such that the SCL equals that in rated conditions. This means that
the criterion adopted for preventing machine damage (see Section 3.5.1.1) is the total SCL
(i.e., T2 threshold), not the individual phase-current rms (i.e., T1).

In [259], it is briefly mentioned that effective derating with the criterion of phase-
current rms limitation may be achieved in a method without fault detection and reconfigu-
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ration by progressively reducing the α1-β1 current magnitude until all phase currents are
below rated. Nonetheless, no scheme for implementing this approach was given.

Another aspect that has not been addressed in detail in these publications is whether
the steady-state currents obtained without reconfiguration are actually the optimum ones
in terms of SCL and DF for each possible scenario. Since under OCs there are more current
DOFs than those (two) necessary for setting the flux and torque, special measures may
be needed to ensure that the secondary-subspace DOFs evolve optimally in this regard
when using reconfigurationless methods. Ideally, in each operating point, the resulting
currents should match the FRMLS ones (see Section 3.5), but so far it is still unclear whether
this really happens. It is admitted in [219] that this point may in fact be a drawback of
the reconfigurationless method proposed therein (based on iterative-learning control);
analogously, it is reasonable to assume that this problem may also be present in some (if
not all) of the other reconfigurationless approaches. Another drawback of most of these
techniques (except [219]) is that they do not provide compensation of x-y undesired currents
due to non-ideal effects nor mitigation of the torque ripple due to back-EMF distortion.
Further research on these subjects may be performed in the future.

3.7. Concluding Remarks about Control Methods for Tolerating Phase/Switch OCs

The tolerance to phase OC faults by control reconfiguration is arguably the most stud-
ied topic in the literature about fault-tolerant multiphase drives. There are some publica-
tions where this feature is obtained by means of V/f control [76,77,226,228–231,249,275],
DTC [12,72,74,78–88,258], or DFC [91,92], but the majority of them are based on RFOC. In
addition, each of these kinds of control can be divided into various classes, especially in
the case of RFOC, where numerous types of inner current controllers have been addressed.
Linear current control using PI or PR control is by far the most common option for the in-
ner loop [5,15,19–25,63,66,67,69,70,80,81,89,90,93–99,102–130,133–156,162,208,219,221,222,224,
225,232–234,237–239,242,244,248,253,255,260], even though current FCS-MPC is a relatively
popular choice as well [9,64,65,71,80,134,158–161,163–169,256,257].

As in healthy drives, different approaches may be distinguished concerning the use
of VSD transform for the fault-tolerant control: full-order VSD, reduced-order VSD, or
multiple l-phase (typically l = 3) VSD. There are also some papers where VSD is not
employed, and the control is completely performed in per-phase coordinates. The main
advantages of the n-dimensional VSD are lack of postfault VSD reconfiguration [295] and
clear insight about the interaction of stator current with each space harmonic [141]. The
most attractive feature of the reduced-order VSD is that, in some cases, the current ref-
erences and control do not need to be reconfigured (just the VSD), if the transforms are
derived based on the postfault current references that would be optimum when consid-
ering full-order VSD or per-phase coordinates [103,104,111,112,122,159]. Using multiple
l-phase transforms is particularly interesting if the entire affected l-phase set is disabled
(at the cost of higher derating), because the postfault changes in the control scheme are
then practically none; however, compensation (e.g., by voltage FF) [92,97] or attenua-
tion (e.g., by active resistance) [96] of the coupling between sets is recommended both in
healthy and faulty conditions, unless the machine is specifically designed to avoid such
coupling [94,99,222,244,253]. Controlling the currents in per-phase coordinates makes it
possible to avoid VSD transformations, but normally the coupling between phases should
also be dealt with for satisfactory performance [242], unless robust control (e.g., hysteresis)
is adopted or the machine is such that this coupling is negligible (e.g., with FSCWs). Among
these alternatives, the most usual in fault-tolerant drives is the full-order VSD, because of
the aforementioned benefits.

The adaptation (if any) of the control scheme to the fault scenario depends to a great
extent on the selected control type. Besides the influence of the VSD on the required
reconfiguration (just mentioned), in principle, special care should be devoted to explicitly
correct the drive model and the switching VSC voltage SVs in the controllers that rely to
a great extent on these aspects [134,163], such as DTC, FCS-MPC, and deadbeat control.
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Closed-loop current controllers with appropriate integral/resonant action, as well as robust
controllers (e.g., hysteresis, sliding-mode, or fuzzy-logic ones), are able to ensure zero
steady-state error in spite of these changes due to the OC faults, provided the selected
current references (if any) respect the postfault current constraints. Actually, adopting
robust control for tracking the speed, position, or torque commands while avoiding reduced-
order VSD is one of the possible approaches for alleviating or removing the need of postfault
modifications [219,220,253]. It may also be noted that, even though adequate PI or PR
current control offers zero steady-state error in the RFOC inner loop, PWM correction or
voltage FF can be applied with them anyway in order to simplify the postfault closed-loop
controllers (e.g., the number of controlled DOFs or frequencies) [15,89,90,93,102,123], or to
improve their dynamic performance [97,147,242] or their effectiveness under demanding
operating conditions [109].

A significant amount of research has been dedicated to the derivation of optimum
current references for fault-tolerant RFOC when they are not automatically shaped by
outer robust control. Disregarding the effect of space harmonics on the torque, MLS
and MTS were traditionally the main possibilities, depending on whether it is preferred
to minimize the losses or to maximize the achievable torque [6]. More recently, the
FRMLS [234], which permits minimum losses in the full torque operation range, has gained
more attention [5,22–24,116,125–131,137,138,227,234,239]. For instance, it can be easily en-
hanced by including the dc-link voltage constraint so that loss minimization is also attained
during field-weakening operation [25]. In case back-EMF harmonics are not negligible, ad-
ditional current components (normally harmonics) may be injected to mitigate the resulting
postfault torque ripple, at the expense, in principle, of increasing SCL and reducing achiev-
able torque. Nevertheless, the limitation imposed on the torque ripple can be gradually
relaxed as the torque command rises in order to avoid the latter problem [119]. Presumably,
this promising approach [119] could be combined with the FRMLS [137,234] to conveniently
incorporate the SCL minimization and the compliance with voltage constraints. Optimum
distribution of the airgap flux waveform, which is especially important in IMs [152,154],
may also be sought. Concerning the number of injected harmonics, many publications only
consider the third-order one [98,107,109,119,121,122,143,144,152,154,156,176,199,200,240];
in contrast, allowing any degree of current distortion [177–183,202,219,241,242] makes it
possible to yield more smooth torque even with very few healthy phases, but the current
control should be able to track such distorted waveforms, and the peak current may in-
crease excessively [179]. Furthermore, this strategy has only been applied to SPMSMs so
far, and its extension to other machines would be desirable.

Selecting the adequate threshold not to be surpassed during postfault conditions is
important to avoid compromising the drive integrity. The preferred option is usually
the rated phase-current rms [6]. Other possibilities are the total SCL at healthy rated
conditions [91,129,187,209,229–231] and the maximum local temperature of the machine
(temperature can be estimated from thermal model) [41,42,213,260,266]. These two alterna-
tives allow higher output power (smaller machine derating or converter overrating) than
the current rms, but with higher risk of causing insulation damage [6]. The peak phase
current may also be considered in addition to the rms if current harmonics are injected,
since the relation between both values becomes more complicated [188,320]. On the other
hand, if the stator is connected so that the phase current differs from the line current seen
by the VSC, the latter should also be studied [22,23].

The recent trend of obtaining reconfigurationless fault tolerance by suitable control
schemes [19,73,74,219,220,253–256,258,259] deserves to be highlighted. These methods
permit complete avoidance of the fault detection and control reconfiguration, or at least
ensure satisfying performance in the meantime. In this regard, further work may be carried
out to guarantee optimum postfault x-y currents (for maximum achievable torque/speed
and minimum SCL and torque ripple), to reject x-y disturbances due to non-idealities, and
to provide automatic derating without risk of insulation hot spots.
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Nearly all existing publications assume that switch OC faults are treated as phase
OCs. Nonetheless, a few recent research efforts have shown that it is possible to exploit
the remaining healthy devices of an affected leg to enhance postfault performance. This
has been done for a T-type VSC [12,13,15] and for conventional HB VSCs [16,17]. Given
that the improvement is substantial, much further work on this subject is expected. In
fact, analogous approaches could be undertaken for other phase numbers and topologies.
This new perspective also reinforces the interest of devising novel diagnosis algorithms to
identify not only the affected phases, but also the specific faulty switches.

Some of the techniques for tolerating phase OCs have been applied/extended to other kinds
of faults, occurring either simultaneously with the OC failure or not. For instance, several of them
are suitable for stator SCs [78,148,153,178,200,203,211,219,220,251–253,325], resolver/encoder mal-
function [66,91,95,98,120,130,173,210,211,214,325], dc-link overvoltage [135], or field-weakening
operation [25,92,148,153,203,251], which could be understood as tolerance to dc-link voltage short-
age (see Part 1). As surveyed in Part 1, some of the current control strategies for SC faults also
include other actions analogous to those pointed out here concerning phase-OC tolerance, such
as the addition of postfault FF terms [104,112,326,327] and correction of SV PWM [14,15,222,328].
Operation under high-resistance connections without torque ripple and with minimum SCL is
achieved in [191] by applying the MLS and adopting hysteresis current control, similarly to phase
OCs. In any case, much further work can be done for extending the solutions tolerant to phase
OCs so as to withstand other faults different from OC ones, simultaneous or not. For example,
the FRMLS for optimum current references in the full torque operation range [25,234] could be
adapted to SC faults by including the limitation of the currents through SC paths (e.g., within
shorted turns or switches) as constraints in the optimization. It should also be noted that many
of the techniques reviewed here are not suitable for dc-link voltage shortage, because voltage
constraints are ignored, and hence they may be enhanced in this regard. In addition, it could be
interesting to devise control schemes so that reconfigurationless tolerance with high performance
is achieved not only for phase/switch OC faults, but also for other multiple fault types.

4. Drive Topologies for Improving Tolerance to Phase/Switch OCs

Thanks to the phase redundancy of multiphase drives, tolerance to phase/switch
OC faults can be achieved in them without topology reconfiguration using conventional
topologies (e.g., HB VSC and star stator connection with isolated neutral point(s)). In any
case, the performance under these faults does depend on the kind of drive (VSC, stator
neutral/phase connections, WSA, etc.). (Although it could be argued that the stator WSA
(symmetrical, asymmetrical, no-phase shift, and multisector; see Part 1) has more to do
with the machine design than with the drive topology, this aspect is also discussed here
for the sake of completeness and generality.) Thus, as discussed next, it is sometimes
convenient to adopt a type of drive with superior postfault performance even if it is not
reconfigured (Section 4.1), or to reconfigure the drive after the fault occurs (Section 4.2).

4.1. Performance Under Phase/Switch OCs for Different Types of Drives (No Reconfiguration)

For selecting the type of multiphase drive for a given application with tolerance to
phase/switch OC failures, the influence of various factors on the postfault performance
should be taken into account, including the neutral-point configuration (Section 4.1.1),
the stator WSA (Section 4.1.2), the stator phase connection (Section 4.1.3), and the VSC
topology (Section 4.1.4). The relevance of the number of phases will also become clear
through the following discussion.

4.1.1. Postfault Performance for Different Neutral Configurations

For composite n and star stator connection(s), setting isolated neutral points (one
per winding set) provides, in general, better dc-link utilization than a single neutral
point [6,20,21,132,278,305] and lower losses in healthy operation [161,237]. On the other
hand, it results in lower achievable torque under OC faults (smaller DF, as defined in
Section 3.5.1.2) [20,21]. Moreover, the fact that the DF is greater for connected neutral
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points also implies that the postfault SCL is lower for a given torque, because, as mentioned
earlier (in Section 3.5.1.2), these two aspects are closely related to each other [22]. These
characteristics, summarized in Table 17, are associated with the increase in current DOFs
through the paths between neutral points when connected.

For either prime or composite n, it is also possible to connect the star neutral point(s)
to an extra leg of a VSC or to the dc-link midpoint in order to gain more current DOFs.
These options will be discussed later, in Sections 4.1.4, 4.2.2 and 4.2.3.

Table 17. Performance for different neutral configurations (Section 4.1.1) for machines with composite
n in multiphase applications in the literature [6,20,21,132,278,305].

Configuration Healthy SCL DC-Link Utilization DF under Phase OCs

Isolated neutral points Low High Low
Connected neutral points High Low High

4.1.2. Postfault Performance for Different Stator WSAs

The performance under phase OCs is compared by Munim et al. [20] for six-phase
IMs with symmetrical, asymmetrical, and no-phase-shift WSAs, with the assumptions of
star connection(s) and sinusoidally distributed windings. When using several isolated
neutral points (one per star), in some specific fault scenarios, asymmetrical WSA yields
higher torque (larger DF) than symmetrical WSA, whereas in other fault cases, the oppo-
site occurs [20]. When single neutral point is set (preferred), symmetrical WSA generally
offers clearly greater DF than asymmetrical WSA [20,234]. Regarding no-phase-shift WSA
based on l-phase winding sets, although it permits higher dc-link utilization (identical
to l-phase drives or to analogous multisector WSA) than symmetrical and asymmetrical
WSA [305,329], the postfault torque is lower [20]. On the other hand, Bianchi et al. have
shown that symmetrical WSA gives better DF than multisector for six-phase PMSMs (using
FSCWs) [265,266] and IMs [268,269], although not for the particular case of a synchronous
reluctance machine (SynRM) [270]. Regarding multisector six-phase machines, the mechan-
ical stress [271] and the temperature distribution [272] are better if the stator pole pairs
of each phase are split between two separate sectors, so that there are four stator sectors
in total as opposed to two. It has also been shown that, for a symmetrical six-phase IM
controlled in open loop, connecting the coils of each phase in parallel reduces the torque
ripple under open VSC legs in comparison with series connection [274]. The fault tolerance
becomes even better if both types of coil connections are combined [274]. The most impor-
tant of these general outcomes are summarized in Table 18, in broad terms. It is expected
that many of these conclusions may also be easily extrapolated to other phase numbers.

Table 18. In broad terms, performance for different stator WSAs (Section 4.1.2) in multiphase
applications in the literature [20,234,265,266,268,305,329].

WSA DC-Link Utilization DF under Phase OCs

Symmetrical Low Very high
Asymmetrical Low High
No-phase-shift High Low
Multisector High Low

4.1.3. Postfault Performance for Different Stator Phase Connections

The various types of stator phase connections were reviewed in Part 1. As explained
therein, λ denotes (from 0 to dn/2e) the configuration based on series connection of each
pair of phases with λϕ spatial step between them, assuming HB VSC and symmetrical
WSA (ϕ displacement between consecutive phases).

For λ = 0 (star), the line and phase currents are identical. However, for λ > 0, this
is no longer true, and hence it becomes necessary to distinguish between line and (stator)
phase OC faults, which affect the drive currents differently [240]. Switch OC faults can
then be supposed to be converted into line OCs, not into phase OCs. Furthermore, when
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disregarding harmonics and using the phase current rms as the limiting parameter (not
to be surpassed) under OCs, for λ = 0, the latter implies that overheating prevention is
ensured both in the converter and machine, but for λ > 0, it is only ensured in the machine.
Therefore, in drives with λ > 0, it should be decided whether to increase the VSC current
rating with respect to healthy requirements so as to allow for postfault operation without
reducing the DF, or to avoid this VSC overrating and hence decrease the machine effective
DF under OCs [22,229]. Unless the opposite is explicitly said, in what follows, the former
approach (VSC overrating) is assumed. It should be noted as well that, even if the latter (no
VSC overrating for OCs) is considered instead, the VSC current rating required for healthy
operation of a given machine also varies with λ, and in some scenarios, it is higher than for
λ = 0 too [22].

By far, λ = 0 is the most common type of stator connection. λ values different from
zero are seldom considered in multiphase drives, in spite of their advantages, which are
reviewed next. Other than n = 3 (with star and delta connections), the main phase number
for which λ > 0 has been studied is n = 5 [22,23,226,229,240,241,273,275,284,330,331]. In
five-phase machines, λ = 0, λ = 1, and λ = 2 correspond with star, pentagon, and pentacle
configurations, respectively.

For three-phase drives, although with λ = 0, operation cannot be properly continued
(with smooth torque and self-starting capability) under a single phase/line OC, with λ = 1,
it is still possible in case of a phase OC [332]. Thus, it could be expected that, similarly,
a multiphase machine with some λ > 0 would exhibit better performance under stator
OCs than with λ = 0. Actually, it is shown by Mohammadpour and Parsa [240] that for
a five-phase PMSM with suitable closed-loop current control, the DF when using λ = 1
is in general higher than with λ = 0 not only under phase OCs, but also under line OCs.
(Since back-EMF harmonics are not neglected in [240], in this work, the DF is studied by
quantifying the maximum ripple-free torque that can be achieved.) In some fault scenarios,
the DF with λ = 1 is even greater for stator OCs than for line OCs, but the advantage
of λ = 1 over λ = 0 is clear even for line OCs [240]. Some of these findings are also
confirmed by Abdel-Khalik et al. in [273], focused on machine modeling considering
magnetic saturation. Later, in [241], the analysis of [240] is extended for n = 5 with λ = 2.
It is shown that λ = 2 also offers higher DF than λ = 0 under phase OCs (as λ = 1), but
conversely, its DF under line OCs is even lower than for λ = 0; furthermore, the current
total harmonic distortion (THD) (in presence of back-EMF distortion) is the largest with
λ = 2 and the lowest with λ = 1 [241].

However, the studies presented in [240,241,273] do not consider the dc-link utilization
under OCs, nor open-loop control of IMs. It is concluded by Abdel-Khalik et al. [229] that
using n = 5 with closed-loop (optimum) current control, the dc-link voltage vdc needed
is lower for λ = 1 than for λ = 0 not just in the absence of faults, but under line OCs
as well. In fact, although both types of connections require a certain vdc reserve for line
OCs (with respect to the healthy situation), this reserve is also smaller for λ = 1 than for
λ = 0 [229]. It is also confirmed that the DF is superior for λ = 1 both for closed- and
open-loop control of IMs. On the other hand, however, the line current is greater for λ = 1
[226,229]. Furthermore, it is also shown that during healthy operation, λ = 1 provides
higher SCL than λ = 0, due to practical zero-sequence (e.g., of fifth-order harmonic) current
circulation within the pentagon loop [226,229]. More insight about the reasons for all these
differences in behavior between λ = 0 and λ = 1 for n = 5 under line OCs is given in [275],
by means of simplified equivalent circuits for both cases.

Therefore, these papers have proved that λ = 1 yields better overall performance than
λ = 0 when using PWM VSCs for closed-loop control under line/phase OCs [240,241,273],
and for open/closed-loop control under line OCs [226,229,275]. The performance of an
uncontrolled rectifier fed by a five-phase wound-field synchronous machine under phase
OCs is compared by Jordan et al. [284] for λ = 0 and λ = 1. It is concluded therein that, for
diode rectifiers under phase OCs, the DF is significantly worse for λ = 1 than for λ = 0.
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The preceding publications only address five-phase drives. An extensive analysis of
the performance under single-line OC fault is carried out in [22] for phase numbers between
5 and 15 with symmetrical WSA and sinusoidally distributed windings, considering all
types of stator phase connections λ. The resulting DF values are reproduced here, in
Figure 5. The DF is defined as in Section 3.5.1.2. It is assumed that overheating is prevented
by limiting the phase-current rms to rated (i.e., threshold T1). The required VSC line-current
rating is assessed as well [22], as shown in Figure 6. The stator-impedance voltage drop is
neglected for generality; under this assumption, the same dc-link voltage as for healthy
drive (discussed in Part 1, and replicated in Figure 7) is also suitable under OC faults.
Although phase OC faults are not considered in this paper [22], it should be remarked
that line OC faults (e.g., due to faults in electronics) are substantially more common and
unpredictable than stator (phase) OC ones [2,6].

Obviously, Figure 5 shows that the performance degradation as a consequence of a
line OC becomes less noticeable as the phase number rises for a given λ. It can also be
observed that the values shown in Figures 5–7 [22] for n = 5 are in agreement with the
aforementioned outcomes of previous publications concerning λ = 0, λ = 1, and λ = 2 for
n = 5. Most importantly, Figure 5 reveals that, even though the increase in DF by replacing
λ = 0 by λ = 1 is just 3.7% for five phases, it is much greater for higher phase numbers.
For instance, for n = 6, the DF increase is as much as 12.7%, from 77.1% (λ = 0) to 89.8%
(λ = 1). This also means a considerable improvement in efficiency, since, as aforesaid, the
SCL-per-|iαβ1 | is in general enhanced with the DF [22]. This is achieved at the expense of a
certain increase in line current (see Figure 6) for λ = 1 compared with λ = 0 (up to 49.2%,
for n = 7), at least for low phase numbers. For high n, the necessary vdc tends to rise very
significantly (see Figure 6), and hence λ = 2 may be preferred, since for such n values, the
corresponding DF is nearly identical to that of λ = 1 (see Figure 5), but with acceptable
vdc and line current (see Figure 6 and 7). In this manner, n = 10 could be considered a
reasonable threshold, such that λ = 1 or λ = 2 is recommended for lower or higher n,
respectively [22]. The performance under single-line OC for the λ selected by this criterion
is compared with λ = 0 for several phase numbers in Table 19. Although only single-line
OC is taken into account in [22], it was later shown in [23] that, broadly speaking, this
simple rule of thumb can also be applied under doubl-line OCs. In any case, the required
VSC current overrating becomes greater in the latter situation. It is also argued that by
setting the VSC current rating to twice the machine phase-current rating, the former is
never exceeded as long as the latter is respected, for any λ or line OCs (even for more than
two OCs) [23].
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Figure 5. DF depending on n and the stator phase connection λ, for single-line OC [22].
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on n and the stator phase connection λ, for healthy drive (dashed) or single-line OC (solid) [22].
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of back-EMF, depending on n and the stator phase connection λ [22].

Table 19. Comparison of recommended stator phase connections λ 6= 0 and λ = 0 (Section 4.1.3) for
different phase numbers under single-line OC, in accordance with Figures 5–7 [22].

n = 5 n = 6 n = 7 n = 9 n = 11 n = 12 n = 13 n = 15
Parameter

λ = 0 λ = 1 λ = 0 λ = 1 λ = 0 λ = 1 λ = 0 λ = 1 λ = 0 λ = 2 λ = 0 λ = 2 λ = 0 λ = 2 λ = 0 λ = 2

DF under line OC (%) 72.34 76.05 77.12 89.81 81.22 95.56 86.29 98.39 89.22 95.85 90.2 96.83 91.07 97.9 92.44 98.68
Dc-link voltage (%) * 95.11 80.90 100 100 97.49 112.3 98.48 144 98.98 91.54 100 100 99.27 106.8 99.45 122.3
Line-current rating (%) † 100.0 138.6 100.0 144.5 100.0 149.2 100.0 109.6 100.0 153.7 100.0 154.2 100.0 138.9 100.0 123.6

* With respect to twice the back-EMF magnitude. † With respect to the phase-current rating.

For the specific case of n = 5, the fifth-order circulating current for λ = 1 within the
pentagon does noticeably decrease the efficiency during healthy operation compared with
λ = 0 (similarly to n = 3, due to third harmonic), in spite of the fact that λ = 1 offers better
DF and SCL under line OCs. This is one of the main reasons why the hybrid star/pentagon
connection, proposed by Abdel-Khalik et al. [230,276,282], may be preferable for fault-
tolerant applications with n = 5: the DF of this combined configuration is nearly as good
as with λ = 1, while thanks to its harmonic cancellation, the healthy SCL is almost as low
as with λ = 0.

It is worth remarking that the circulating current within the winding loops for λ = 1
in three-phase or five-phase machines with λ = 1 are mainly caused by odd harmonic
orders as low as 3 and 5, which are mapped in the zero-sequence axis. Nevertheless, this is
much less troublesome for higher n, where the lowest-order zero-sequence harmonics are of
higher frequency and hence typically of smaller magnitude, or just of even order and thus
negligible. For instance, in six-phase machines with λ = 1 and in twelve-phase machines
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with λ = 2, the circulating currents would be caused by harmonic orders multiple of six,
which are not expected to arise in practical drives [22].

Concerning the stator phase connections for other WSAs, the postfault performance of
a multisector (three-sector) nine-phase permanent-magnet-assisted synchronous reluctance
machine (PMaSynRM) is compared in [277] for two types of stator phase connections: three
stars or three deltas. It is shown that the latter offers higher DF under phase OCs, besides
lower current under stator interturn SC faults.

The stator phases of a machine may also be connected in a suitable manner so that the
performance is improved and the required number of terminals (VSC legs) is decreased. The
performance under line OCs of a novel nine-phase six-terminal IM is studied in [231,232].
It is concluded that this machine provides higher DF and lower SCL than a conventional
star-connected six-phase IM with asymmetrical WSA, despite having an identical number
of terminals (lines). This design is further improved by performing a twelve-phase six-
terminal layout [233], which improves its behavior in terms of dc-link utilization and
circulating current.

In sum, even though most fault-tolerant multiphase drives are still based on star
configuration, in practice other types of stator phase connections are much more attractive
from the viewpoint of DF and SCL performance under line/switch OCs (the most common
faults [2,6]). For example, λ = 1 and λ = 2 are recommendable for roughly n < 10 and
n > 10, respectively, in order to enhance the postfault performance in these terms at the
expense of moderate VSC overrating. The particular case of n = 6 with symmetrical
WSA and λ = 1 [22] is especially convenient, providing DF of 89.8% under a line OC,
with negligible circulating currents. Nonetheless, nine-phase [231,232] and (preferably)
twelve-phase [233] six-terminal machines are also remarkable options for six-leg converters.
For n = 5, hybrid star/pentagon connections [230,276,282] are recommended. It may also
be highlighted that machines with a greater number of phases than lines, like those in
[232,233], can generally be expected to be more tolerant to phase OCs than conventional
machines with an identical number of phases and terminals.

4.1.4. Postfault Performance for Different VSC Topologies

When selecting the VSC topology, there are several important aspects that affect
the drive performance under phase/switch OC faults, as surveyed next. The main VSC
topologies without postfault reconfiguration that were reviewed in Part 1 are reproduced
in Figures 8 and 9, for convenience.

Concerning switch OCs, multilevel topologies provide switch state redundancy, which
is convenient for tolerating these failures (or switch SCs; cf. Part 1) with reduced perfor-
mance degradation. This aspect has barely been exploited so far in multiphase drives, other
than for a T-type VSC (see Figure 8i) driving a six-phase PMSM [12–15]. In the particular
case of dual HB VSCs (see Figure 9d), the n top or bottom switches of an HB VSC with
a switch OC can be turned on to create a virtual neutral point [262,263], preventing any
torque derating, as for switch SCs [333] (see Part 1). Another possibility for increasing the
tolerance to switch OCs is to include pairs of VSC legs in parallel, so that during healthy
operation, the current is split among them (well-suited for high power), and under a switch
OC, the corresponding line-current rms can be just halved instead of completely nullified.
This is carried out in [237–239] by connecting pairs of two-level three-phase HB VSCs in
parallel for driving a six-phase IM, as illustrated in Figures 8g,h and 9d in a general manner
for any n and l. In each case, a total of four three-phase VSCs are employed for n = 6,
that is, 2n = 12 legs [237–239]. In this fashion, these schemes yield higher DF in the face
of switch OCs than conventional n-leg VSCs. In contrast, they do not increase the DF for
stator OC failures [238].

With regard to phase OCs (including switch OCs treated as such by disabling leg(s)),
the postfault performance (in terms of DF, SCL, and torque ripple) can be improved by
adding more current DOFs through the machine stator. Similarly to setting additional
current paths between stator neutral points (see Section 4.1.1), the number of current DOFs
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can be raised, for example, by connecting the neutral points to extra VSC legs, as in
Figure 8b (e.g., for n = 5 [155]), Figure 8c (e.g., for n = 15 and l = 5 [260]), and Figure 9b
(e.g., for n = 9 and l = 3 [261,334]). Moreover, it is shown in [260], by analyzing the
VSC switching SVs, that in some cases, such a topology can be helpful for obtaining fault
tolerance without control reconfiguration. Alternatively, a zero-sequence current DOF may
be added by using open-end windings and FB VSCs [6,198,200,228,333], as depicted in
Figures 8d,f and 9c. It should be remarked that this is not feasible in dual n-phase HB VSCs
[see Figure 9d], in which there is no zero-sequence current path in spite of having open-end
windings [198,228,333]. In machines with multiple winding sets, it is also possible to resort
to these VSC topologies with zero-sequence current just in some of the sets, as a tradeoff
between complexity and postfault performance. For example, in [228], an HB VSC and an
FB VSC are suggested for different three-phase windings. In [249], for a six-phase machine,
it is considered that one of the dc links shown in Figure 9d is split into two, resulting
in a separate HB module for each three-phase winding. There is also a promising new
multiphase topology that allows zero-sequence current DOF by using n + 1 legs and series
connection (except for two terminals at the extremes) of the stator windings [335], but its
fault-tolerant capability has not been addressed yet. On the other hand, the extra current
DOFs generally bring shortcomings such as reduced dc-link utilization [6,20,21,278,305]
and larger SC current in the event of switch SCs [333], as discussed in Part 1.

Studies about the tolerance to phase/switch OCs of other particular topologies can
be found, for example, for a two-motor six-phase drive in [246,247] and for an integrated
battery charger based on a six-phase twelve-leg PMSM drive in [336].

4.2. Performance Improvement under Phase/Switch OCs by Drive Reconfiguration

In the preceding discussion, no drive reconfiguration after fault was considered.
Strategies to improve the postfault performance by actively modifying the converter topol-
ogy (e.g., by bidirectional switches) are summarized in Table 20 and are surveyed in
the following.

Table 20. Classification of references (and paper sections) about tolerance to phase/switch OCs
according to the type of drive reconfiguration (Section 4.2) in multiphase applications in the literature.

Type of Drive Reconfiguration Section References

Replacement by redundant switches or legs 4.2.1 [264,337]
Connection of stator neutral point(s) to dc-link midpoint 4.2.2 [264,337]
Connection of stator neutral point(s) to VSC leg(s) 4.2.3 [221,222,228]
Switch between one or several neutral points 4.2.4 [25,223]
Combined rearrangement of neutral points and neutral connections to VSC legs 4.2.5 [261]
Switch between single n-leg FB and dual n-leg HB VSCs 4.2.6 [262]
Switch between phases open or clamped to dc-link midpoint 4.2.7 [24]
Sharing a VSC leg between two phases 4.2.8 [224,225]
Switch types of stator phase connections 4.2.9 [226]
Switch order of VSC-machine connections 4.2.10 [23]

4.2.1. Replacement of Faulty Legs by Redundant Ones

As mentioned in Section 4.1.4, the tolerance to switch faults can be enhanced by
employing VSC legs in parallel, each of them with halved current rating (see Figures 8g,h
and 9e) [237–239]. Alternatively, redundant legs may be installed so that they are only
used in case a leg in operation suffers a fault, by means of bidirectional switches employed
to replace one with the other, as for tolerating switch SCs (see Part 1) [264,337,338]. This
option may be adopted to avoid any postfault power derating, but it implies substantial
complexity, it is not suitable for phase OCs, and it is rarely applied in multiphase drives.

4.2.2. Connection of Stator Neutral Point(s) to DC-Link Midpoint

To improve the DF under phase/switch OCs, one of the possibilities is to enable
zero-sequence current flow by turning on a bidirectional switch between the neutral point
of a stator star and the dc-link midpoint [264,337]. Then, however, oscillations may arise in
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its voltage, larger capacitors are required, and the maximum speed is halved [337]. This
solution is normally not employed in multiphase drives either.
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Figure 8. VSC non-modular topologies in multiphase ac drives, ignoring postfault reconfiguration.
(a) Single n-phase HB VSC. (b) Single (n+1)-phase HB VSC. (c) Single (n+n/l)-phase HB VSC.
(d) Single n-phase FB VSC for open-end windings. (e) Series dc-side connection of l-phase HB
VSCs. (f) Series dc-side connection of single-phase FB VSCs. (g) Parallel n-phase HB VSCs. (h) Series
dc-side connection of parallel l-phase HB VSCs. (i) Single n-phase T-type three-level VSC.
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Figure 9. VSC modular topologies in multiphase ac drives, ignoring postfault reconfiguration.
(a) Multiple independent l-phase HB VSCs. (b) Multiple independent (l+1)-phase HB VSCs. (c) Multi-
ple independent single-phase FB VSCs (H-bridges). (d) Dual n-phase HB VSC for open-end windings.
(e) Multiple independent parallel l-phase HB VSCs.

4.2.3. Connection of Stator Neutral Point(s) to VSC Leg(s)

An alternative for enhancing the performance by zero-sequence current DOF without
said shortcomings is to install a VSC leg connected to the neutral point of a stator star,
as pointed out in Section 4.1.4. As for three-phase drives [337], these connections may be
permanent [260,334] or performed through bidirectional switches (reconfiguration) after
a fault arises [221,228]. In either case, if there are various winding sets, these topologies
involve multiple extra legs [see Figure 8c], with the associated cost and size. To overcome
this problem, Jiang et al. [222] propose, for a six-phase PMSM, to have only one extra leg,
and connect it to the neutral of the faulty three-phase set by using relays. If both three-phase
modules have faults, their neutral points can be connected together to the extra leg [222].
This topology is further discussed in Part 1 regarding stator SCs.

4.2.4. Switch between One or Several Neutral Points

As mentioned in Section 4.1.1, setting a higher number of isolated neutral points
reduces undesired currents during healthy operation and offers better dc-link exploitation;
hence, it is commonly preferred in the absence of OC faults [161,237]. On the other hand,
it reduces the DF under phase OCs [20,21]. Accordingly, it is appropriate to connect
the neutral points to each other after OC faults occur (e.g., using bidirectional switches;
see Figure 10 [24]) so as to increase the postfault performance without worsening the
prefault behavior [223]. In addition, given that isolated neutral points allow for better
dc-link utilization, higher speeds can be attained under OCs if they are separated again
above a certain speed threshold, as proposed in [25]. Moreover, altering the neutral point
connections also permits further enhancement when combined with other reconfiguration
measures [24], as discussed later in Section 4.2.7.

4.2.5. Combined Rearrangement of Neutral Points and Neutral Connections to VSC Legs

In accordance with the aforementioned, each star of a multi-three-phase machine can
be supplied by four legs see (Figure 8c) so that the fault tolerance is improved without
connecting the neutral points to each other. However, with such a topology, the contribution
of a three-phase winding decreases considerably when affected by a double-phase OC.
Accordingly, Chai et al. [261] propose, for PMSMs based on three-phase sectors, suitably
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rearranging the connections between stator neutral points and those between neutral points
and VSC legs when more than one phase OC arises in a sector. For instance, if one three-
phase winding set has a double-phase OC and another one is entirely healthy, they can
be rearranged as two sets, each of them involving two phases fed by three legs. Multiple
scenarios are studied in [261], although online reconfiguration is not considered.

c
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bd
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N2

N1

/6

a

S

Figure 10. Stator scheme of a six-phase machine with asymmetrical WSA and a bidirectional switch
S between the neutral points N1 and N2 of the two three-phase winding sets [24].

4.2.6. Switch between Single n-Leg FB and Dual n-Leg HB VSCs

As discussed in Section 4.1.4, when using open-end windings, single n-phase FB
topologies provide better performance under phase OCs than dual n-phase HB ones,
thanks to the zero-sequence current DOF [228,333]. For instance, considering a four-phase
machine [262], only the former VSC would be able to tolerate a double-phase OC. However,
if a switch SC fault occurs, the latter topology is preferred in order to prevent uncontrolled
zero-sequence current [333], as explained in Part 1. Furthermore, during healthy operation,
the SCL due to undesired zero-sequence is avoided when using dual n-phase HB. In
addition, it offers better dc-link utilization and waveform quality [228]. Consequently, it
may be convenient to install bidirectional switches in the dc side, so that it is possible to
select between both configurations, as illustrated in Figure 11. It can be inferred that a
strategy analogous to that proposed in [25] for alternating between one or two neutral
points (see Section 4.2.4) could be applied for alternating between dual HB and single FB
VSC in this context. The bidirectional switches between both HB VSCs can also be helpful
for tolerating failures in the dc sides (e.g., in a power supply), especially if additional
semiconductors are also added for this purpose [262] (see Part 1).

vdc2 +

Machine

vdc1 L1 L2
Ln

S1

S2

+

Figure 11. Open-end winding topology with bidirectional switches (S1 and S2) to alternate between
dual n-phase HB VSC and single n-phase FB VSC.
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4.2.7. Switch between Phases Open or Clamped to DC-Link Midpoint

In two-level three-phase drives, even a single switch OC or SC fault implies that special
drive topologies are needed for postfault operation with acceptable
performance [319,337,339]. One of the common approaches to this end, under a switch (not
stator) OC or SC, is to clamp the corresponding phase terminal to the dc-link midpoint
O [337] by using a bidirectional switch, as shown in Figure 12 (considering insulated-gate
bipolar transistors (IGBTs)). In this manner, the voltage of such phase is fixed to that of O,
and the current through it is imposed by the other phase currents [337]. However, then the
maximum ac voltage (speed) is limited to approximately half the rated value [337].

vdc
2
__

vdc
2
__

O

Figure 12. Schematic of two-level VSC dc link and an arbitrary leg, with a bidirectional switch S to
connect to the dc-link midpoint O and a fuse in series with each IGBT [24].

Based on this technique, well-established in three-phase drives, it is proposed in [24]
to conveniently apply it in six-phase IM drives with star connection and asymmetrical
WSA, including certain significant improvements allowed by the higher n. Namely, it
is suggested to clamp to O (thus, raising the DF) the terminal of one phase affected by
OCs when the speed ω is under half its rated value ωrc, and to open it (raising the speed
limit) when the speed is above this threshold. In case there are several phases with OCs
in a certain winding set, the phase clamped to O is chosen so that the DF is maximum. If
there are faults in both three-phase winding sets, the neutrals may also be disconnected
from each other below ωrc/2, so that one phase of each winding set can be connected to O,
further improving the DF. This approach is illustrated in Figure 13 for IGBT OC faults in
the legs corresponding to phases a and d. In fact, if the existing faults only affect a single
phase, or one phase of each winding set, then for ω < ωrc/2 the resulting DF is 100%, as in
healthy drive. This can be observed in Figure 14, which represents the |iαβ1 |-speed region
under IGBT OC faults in phases a and d, obtained by combining (right side of the figure)
the regions of the modes corresponding to low speed (left) and high speed (center). In
this manner, the torque-speed region is also improved in comparison with conventional
postfault methods: the maximum torque (or DF) for ω < ωrc/2 is greater than in the
popular multiphase approach based on keeping all faulty phases open, and the achievable
speed is nearly two times higher than in the three-phase technique based on keeping a
faulty phase (one, at most) clamped to O [24].

Table 21 summarizes the configurations proposed for this method [24] depending on
the speed ω and the number of phases affected by switch faults in each of the three-phase
sets. Due to symmetry, the numbering of the winding sets (1 and 2) is not relevant. 1N or
2N refers to one or two neutral points, respectively. A dash means that no proper operation
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is possible. For example, the configurations recommended in this table for the case of one
faulty phase in each winding set match those considered in Figures 13 and 14.
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Figure 13. Reconfiguration strategy proposed in [24] based on alternating between phases open
or clamped to O, considering the particular case with IGBT OC faults in phases a and d, and
with bidirectional switch between neutral points [24]. (a) Speed under half its rating (ω < ωrc/2).
(b) Speed over half its rating (ω > ωrc/2).
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Figure 14. A |iαβ1 |-speed region under IGBT OC faults in phases a and d of an asymmetrical six-phase
machine, if both phases are kept open with single neutral point (left), both of them are clamped to O
with separate neutral points (center), and for the method based on alternating between these modes
depending on the speed (right) [24].

Table 21. Configurations (neutral points and clamped phases) proposed in [24] for an asymmetrical
six-phase machine depending on speed and faulty phases.

No. of Phases with Faulty IGBTs ω < ωrc/2 ω > ωrc/2

Winding Winding No. of Phases No. of PhasesTotal 1 2 Neutrals Clamped to O Neutrals Clamped to O

0 0 0 2N 0 2N 0
1 1 0 2N 1 1N 0
2 1 1 2N 2 1N 0
2 2 0 1N 1 1N 0
3 2 1 2N 2 1N 0
3 3 0 1N 1 1N 0
4 2 2 2N 2 − −
4 3 1 1N/2N 1 − −

>4 Any Any − − − −
− no proper operation is possible.
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This strategy [24] is not feasible for n = 3, but it could be easily applied to other
multiphase drives; actually, some indications were given in the conference version [223] for
such extension. However, this method is not suitable for stator winding faults. Although
the stator-impedance voltage drop and field weakening are not taken into account in this
technique [24], such effects could be incorporated by adding the indications provided
in [25] in this regard. To avoid excessive current peaks when turning on the necessary
bidirectional switches, a method is also proposed in [24] to approximately cancel the voltage
drop through such switches before enabling them.

4.2.8. Sharing a VSC Leg between Two Phases

The procedure based on clamping a phase terminal affected by a switch OC to the
dc-link midpoint [24] just described is effective for avoiding torque derating at moderate
speeds, but special measures are needed to prevent excessive dc-link voltage fluctuations,
and the capacitors may have to be oversized. An alternative approach for ensuring full
torque capability without this problem is studied by Hu et al. [224], where all phases of
an asymmetrical six-phase PMSM (with isolated neutral points) are effectively fed by VSC
legs, after topology reconfiguration. Namely, the terminals of two phases are connected
to each other, so that they are supplied by the same leg, as illustrated in Figure 15. These
two phases are selected to that the total current through said leg is minimum. In exchange,
the dc-link voltage utilization is roughly halved. Further analysis is presented by Jing et al.
in [225], where the importance of adding optimum zero-sequence voltages according to the
min-max method (see Part 1), with adequare corrections, is emphasized.

A similar idea is applied by Wang et al. to a five-phase FB VSC in [227]. Five bidirec-
tional switches are installed, so that current flow through all phases (high torque capability)
can be obtained for faults in one or two legs.

With these methods [224,225,227], the maximum speed could presumably be further
extended by leaving the affected phases in OC at high speeds, analogously to [24].

Switches

vdc+
a

c
e

b
d
f

Sad
Scf
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faultc

e

b
d

f

a

Figure 15. Topology with bidirectional switches so that a leg can be shared by two phases [224].

4.2.9. Switch Types of Stator Phase Connections

It was explained in Part 1 that, as suggested in [331] for healthy operation, the stator
phase connections in a five-phase drive can be modified following the sequence star (λ = 0),
pentagon (λ = 1), and pentacle (λ = 2) as the speed increases, so as to adapt the voltage
(and, hence, current) capability accordingly. Regarding fault tolerance, as mentioned
in Section 4.1.3, λ = 0 is preferable in healthy conditions to obtain higher efficiency,
whereas λ = 1 yields better DF and SCL under line OCs. Consequently, it is reasonable
to reconfigure the stator connections from λ = 0 to λ = 1, using bidirectional switches as
shown in Figure 16 [226], when a line OC arises. In any case, this may be avoided by, for
example, adopting a twelve-phase six-terminal machine instead (see Section 4.1.3) [233].
Similar approaches may also be possible for other phase numbers.
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Figure 16. Five-phase topology with bidirectional switches to alternate between star and pentagon
stator connections [226].

4.2.10. Switch Order of VSC-Machine Connections

A different drive topology reconfiguration for improving the performance under OCs
is presented in [23]. It relies on the fact that the performance under two legs with OC faults
depends on which particular phases are affected. In the first place, the least and most
convenient scenarios of double converter-leg/line OCs in terms of DF and SCL are assessed
for machines with symmetrical WSA (ϕ displacement between consecutive phases) and
stator phase connections of types λ = 0 (star), λ = 1, and λ = 2, and for n between
5 and 15 [23]. Then, accordingly, it is proposed to insert an electric scheme between the VSC
and the machine with a reduced number of devices. Said schemes permit reconfiguring
the drive so that, when an especially disadvantageous double-phase OC situation arises,
the drive behavior instead becomes as for the ones with the best DF and SCL. An integer
variable µ is used to denote the number of spatial steps (each of them spanning ϕ) between
stator phases affected by OCs. Table 22 summarizes the µ changes (from original to target
µ) proposed in [23] for various n and λ values; only those providing a DF increase of more
than 5% are included.

For instance, for n = 6 with λ = 0 or λ = 1, OCs in VSC legs/lines L2 and L3, the
order of the connections between VSC and machine terminals can be altered by modifying
an electric scheme between them as shown in Figure 17 (from left to right). In this manner,
the DF is raised in a quantity as much as 28.9% for λ = 1 [23]. In effect, µ is modified
from 1 to 2, that is, from least to most convenient, in agreement with Table 22. The order
of the stator terminals L1′,L2′, . . . , L6′ in this figure matches the spatial order of the phase
windings in the stator along its circumference. A bidirectional switch with state 1 or 0 is
closed or open, respectively.

It should be noted that this method is suitable for OC faults in the VSC legs (most
usual [2,6]) or corresponding lines, but not in the stator windings.

Alternatively, if online reconfiguration is not deemed necessary, the extra electric
schemes can be ignored, and the modifications displayed in Table 22 may simply be
manually applied offline.
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Table 22. Modifications of µ (number of spatial steps between stator phases affected by OCs in VSC
legs/lines) proposed in [23] by means of electric schemes inserted between VSC and machine.

λ n Original µ Target µ

0 5–7 1 2
0 8–10 1 3

1 5, 8–9 1 2
1 6 1, 3 2
1 7 1, 3 2

2 11 2, 5 6=2, 5
2 12–14 2 6=2
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Figure 17. Reconfiguration following the sequence (a–c) from µ = 1 to µ = 2 by using an electric
scheme between VSC and machine in order to improve the postfault performance for n = 6, λ = 0
(star), or λ = 1 (hexagon), and symmetrical WSA, under OCs in VSC legs/lines L2 and L3 [23].

4.3. Concluding Remarks about Drive Topologies for Improving Tolerance to Phase/Switch OCs

Even though phase/switch OC faults can normally be satisfactorily tolerated with con-
ventional topologies such as HB VSCs using star connection, resorting to other specific drive
configurations (VSC, stator neutral/phase connections, WSA, etc.) may be convenient for
obtaining enhanced fault tolerance, that is, tolerance with better performance or to a greater
number of OC failures. These schemes can be adopted for all conditions without postfault hard-
ware modifications [12–15,20–22,155,229–234,237–241,260,265,266,268,270,273,275–277,334], or
they can be set after failures by reconfiguration [23–25,221–226,228,261–264,337].

For a given number of stator phases and current DOFs through them, the tolerance to
switch OCs may be improved, for example, by multilevel VSC topologies such as T-type
three-level ones [12–15], thanks to the switch state redundancy. A different solution for
this purpose is the connection of VSC legs in parallel, so that in healthy conditions, they
split the line current [237–239], or so that the redundant legs replace the faulty ones by
postfault reconfiguration [264,337]. Otherwise, when using open-end windings and a dual
HB VSC, a virtual neutral point can be set at one of the two sides in the event of a switch
fault [262,263]. Another possibility, for given VSC, machine, and stator phase connections, is
to increase the DF under several faulty legs by altering the order of the connections between
the stator terminals and the VSC legs [23]. This can be performed online by inserting an
adequate electric scheme with bidirectional switches between the machine and the VSC.
In this manner, the particular phases with zero current are chosen so that the postfault
performance is enhanced [23]. Alternatively, rated torque can be attained under switch
OCs by feeding all stator phases by the remaining legs of a single HB VSC, for example, by
connecting stator terminals to each other [224,225] or to the dc-link midpoint [24]. However,
none of these options yields better performance under stator OC failures than a standard
HB VSC.

Various types of drives may be selected for improving the tolerance to both phase
OCs and switch OCs, assuming that the latter are handled as the former. Regarding the
machine WSA, in most cases symmetrical WSA offers the highest achievable torque (i.e.,
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DF) [20,234,265,266,268] (except for a SynRM [270]), although the dc-link utilization is
not as high as for no-phase-shift or multisector WSA [305,329]. Increasing the number of
current DOFs through the stator is also helpful for raising the DF. This can be achieved, for
example, by connecting the stator neutral points to each other [20,21,24], to additional VSC
legs [155,260,261,334], or to the VSC dc-link midpoint [264]. The current DOFs may instead
be increased by installing FB VSC(s) [6,198,200,228,333].

The tolerance to phase OCs can be enhanced without altering the number of current
DOFs, as well. For instance, the DF becomes greater if the stator phases are suitably
connected in series (λ > 0), for example, forming multiple deltas (e.g., for n = 9) [277],
a pentagon (for n = 5) [22,23,226,229,240,241,273,275], or a hexagon (for n = 6) [22,23]
connection. In fact, for a symmetrical six-phase machine, hexagon configuration increases
the DF from 77.1% to 89.8% with respect to star [22]. Moreover, the undesired zero-sequence
circulating current is much lower for six-phase hexagon connection than for five-phase
pentagon. However, in general, when the phases are connected so as to raise the DF,
other aspects are often worsened in exchange, namely the dc-link utilization, the required
VSC current rating, and the zero-sequence circulating current [22,23,226,229,241,275]. A
reasonable balance between these factors could be roughly obtained by choosing λ = 1 or
λ = 2 for phase numbers below and above ten, respectively [22,23]. Other possibilities with
superior behavior for a given number of VSC legs are the five-phase hybrid star/pentagon
[230,276], nine-phase six-terminal [231,232], and twelve-phase six-terminal [233] connections.

Some of these approaches improve the postfault DF at the cost of drawbacks that
could affect healthy operation (e.g., worse SCL and dc-link utilization, voltage oscillations
in dc-link midpoint, etc.), but they may be applied just after the OC faults occur to prevent
this problem [223,226]. Furthermore, if they imply reducing the dc-link utilization, they
can be disabled at high speed in order to extend the postfault speed range, as done, for
example, for the techniques based on connecting neutral points to each other [25] or on
clamping phase terminals to the dc-link midpoint [24].

Concerning the phase number n, both the degree of fault tolerance and the complexity
rise with this variable; thus, n can be selected as a tradeoff between these aspects.

In view of these trends, several lines of research may be identified. The exploitation of
the switch state redundancy to tolerate switch faults in other multilevel topologies besides
six-phase T-type ones is especially promising. The new topology from [335] also offers
excellent prospects for fault tolerance, as it permits one to obtain similar characteristics
to the preceding techniques based on series connection of end windings [22,23], but with
active control of the zero-sequence current. Novel topologies with superior combinations
of simplicity and prefault/postfault performance may be sought as well.

5. Conclusions

Phase OC faults constitute, by far, the type of fault that has received the most attention
from the research community in the context of multiphase drives. This involves other kinds
of failures that are equivalent or converted into them, such as switch OCs.

Detection and localization of phase/switch OC faults is usually important for ap-
plying the suitable control/drive reconfiguration and to fix the defective elements. The
majority of the methods available for this purpose in the literature are SB; they monitor the
measured currents or their difference with respect to the current control references. The
most remarkable trend in this regard is the use of the current signals in the secondary VSD
subspaces, inherent of multiphase drives, which normally allows faster and more robust
diagnosis than conventional SB techniques based on the current waveforms in the main
VSD plane or in per-phase coordinates. Moreover, in comparison with other approaches,
such as KB and MB ones, the complexity and the dependence on model parameters of the
former and the latter, respectively, are avoided.

Control under phase/switch OCs has been carried out by means of numerous kinds of
schemes. RFOC using linear control with inner current control based on PI or PR controllers
remains the most usual solution, although other methods exhibit superior performance in
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aspects such as transient response (e.g., deadbeat, FCS-MPC, DTC or DFC) or robustness
(e.g., hysteresis, sliding-mode or fuzzy logic). The control may be performed using the
per-phase or VSD variables; in turn, the VSD can be full-order, reduced-order, or multiple
l-phase (typically l = 3). Although satisfactory performance can be achieved with any of
these options, in general, the full-order VSD is the preferred one in existing publications;
this is because of the clear insight it offers about the interaction with space harmonics,
the convenience for faults in individual phases (unlike l-phase VSD), the lack of coupling
between subspaces in healthy conditions (unlike per-phase coordinates and l-phase VSD),
and the avoidance of VSD reconfiguration (unlike reduced-order VSD). In the case of
(mainly) RFOC, the current references are commonly modified according to the postfault
current constraints and so that certain criteria are met, namely concerning the maximization
of the maximum achievable torque and speed, minimization of losses, and cancellation
of torque ripple. The so-called FRMLS and its recent variants are particularly attractive
in this regard. Including multiple harmonic orders in the current references is advisable
for mitigating postfault torque ripple in case of non-sinusoidal back-EMF. In addition,
besides modifying the controller itself and the current references (if any) to tolerate the
faults, specific voltage FF terms or corrections in the modulation algorithm may be applied
as well in order to improve the transient or steady-state postfault behavior. Nonetheless, a
recent promising trend has arisen that ensures tolerance to phase OCs without any kind
of fault detection and reconfiguration, although obtaining optimum currents as with the
FRMLS in this manner is still a pending task.

Although tolerance to phase/switch OCs can be attained in multiphase drives with
conventional topologies, resorting to other drive configurations for all operating conditions
or after faults (by reconfiguration) is convenient in some applications for enhancing the
postfault performance. This can be achieved, for example, by redundant switches or legs,
parallel VSCs, zero-sequence current DOFs (e.g., FB VSCs, neutral-point connections, etc.),
special types of stator phase connections (e.g., pentagon and hexagon), WSAs (preferably
symmetrical), connecting the stator terminals to each other or to the dc-link midpoint
after faults, altering the order of the VSC-machine connections, and so on. Topology
reconfiguration may sometimes also be applied at high speeds under faults to further
extend the operation range.

In spite of the abundant research on this subject, there are multiple relevant aspects
that remain to be tackled. It may be attempted to further improve the tradeoff between
robustness and rapidness of diagnosis algorithms. There are important VSC topologies for
which the behavior under faults has barely been addressed so far despite their potential,
particularly multilevel ones, which offer switch state redundancy. New evidence has also
been presented that the healthy devices of a leg affected by a switch OC should still be
employed, even for two-level VSCs. The event of faults in free-wheeling diodes may also
be studied. Postfault current references should be sought for simultaneously providing
optimum performance concerning losses, maximum torque/speed, and minimum torque
ripple in machines with non-sinusoidal back-EMF, which has not been effectively accom-
plished yet. Achieving optimum currents in these terms without any fault diagnosis and
postfault reconfiguration is important as well. Presumably, the compromise between derat-
ing reduction and risk of drive damage may also be refined to a greater extent. Finally, the
suitability of all these techniques to multiple faults besides phase/switch OCs needs to be
enhanced in order to obtain truly fault-tolerant multiphase drives that could be appropriate
for the most demanding real applications.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

1N One stator neutral point
2N Two stator neutral points
DF Derating factor
DFC Direct flux control
DOF Degree of freedom
DTC Direct torque control
EMF Electromotive force
FB Full-bridge
FCS-MPC Finite-control-set model predictive control
FF Feed-forward
FRMLS Full-range minimum loss strategy
FSCW Fractional-slot concentrated winding
HB Half-bridge
IGBT Insulated-gate bipolar transistor
IM Induction machine
IPMSM Interior permanent-magnet synchronous machine
KB Knowledge-based
LUT Look-up table
MB Model-based
MLS Minimum loss strategy
MPC Model predictive control
MTS Maximum torque strategy
NPC Neutral-point-clamped
OC Open circuit
PI Proportional integral
PMaSynRM Permanent-magnet-assisted synchronous reluctance machine
PMSM Permanent-magnet synchronous machine
PR Proportional resonant
PWM Pulsewidth modulation
RFNCMAN Recurrent fuzzy neural cerebellar model articulation network
RFOC Rotor-field-oriented control
SB Signal-based
SC Short circuit
SCL Stator copper loss
SPMSM Surface-mounted permanent-magnet synchronous machine
SV Space vector
SynRM Synchronous reluctance machine
THD Total harmonic distortion
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TSKFNN-AMF Takagi–Sugeno–Kang fuzzy neural network with
asymmetric membership function

VSC Voltage source converter
VSD Vector space decomposition
WSA Winding spatial arrangement
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